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CAS completion set for January
The Communications Arts and
Sciences building, which will
house the communications department, Lanaguage labs, English
and, speech and hearing departments will not be completed until
January.
Parts of the building were opened and in use Tuesday.
"The interior classrooms on the
first, second, and third floors will
be ready for use as of September
first," said Dr. Roy Flores, vicepresident for Business Affairs.
The faculty offices and speech
and hearing labs as well as the 384
seat Fine Arts Auditorium will be
ready for us in January.

•

"We had many delays in construction this year," said Flores.
"The freeze and the rains delayed
the construction somewhat but we
do expect to have the entire
•building ready and in operation by
the beginning of the spring
semester.
"We are really excited about the
facility. It will be a major contribution to education at PAU. Our
speech and hearing clinic will
benefit all of the Valley," said
Flores.
"We are also very excited about
the new micro-computer facilities.

It is something that has been need·
ed for a long time. This will heir
Pan American University grow
This institution is growing rapidly and this new facility will hole
us in good stead," said Flores .
The new building will house the
newly coordinate College of Arts
and Sciences, a result of a three
school merger which was approved by the Board of Regents in
February.
The three schools involved
che merger are the School
Science and Math, the School
Humanities ancl the School
Social Sciences.
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Baca ready for challenge
By Ella de Los Santos
Production Manager
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Construction on CAS building is still going strong despite the' delays due to weather. Vice-president
for Business Affairs Dr. Roy Flores anticipates a January completion date.

Book Exchange sets record sales
As of Tuesday over $2,000 had
been collected in book sales for
PAU students. This is a new record
in collections of money and books
for the exchange.
The book exchange, which
:>egan at the end of the second
summer session, continues in the
LRC Lobby through September 11.
Hours will remain extended until
7 p.m. Sept. 6, so that night
students will have a chance to take
advantage of Book Exchange's
lower prices.
In just the first two days of the
exchange over 200 books were
collected for sale.
"We have the best selection ever
this year," said Brad Nibert, chair-

man of PAUSA's University Community Affairs Committee. "We
were really pleaseed and surprised by the great student response.''
A handling fee of 50 cents or 5
percent of the selling price,
whichever is greater, is charged to
the student selling the book.
A student wanting to sell a book
may ask any price he wants
however, it is suggested that he sell
at a lower price than the bookstore
sells it for.
Once the book is sold, the seller
can pickup his money at the
University Center in Room 205.
"We regret the inconvenience
this procedure may make for
students, but we hope it will

reduce losses which came from
having hundreds of dollars on
hand in the LRC," said Nibert.
Either the student's money or
unsold book must be picked up by
September 18, 1984 or the money
or book will be forfeited.
Campus organizations co-sponsoring the event with the Student
Association include Alpha Phi
Omega, Psi-Chi Honor Society,
Ladies of Camelot, Student
Publications Association and
Tri-Beta.
The co-sponsors receive a portion of the funds raised based on
the number of hours their members work at the book exchange.

·Blackout interrupts first day
For neary two hours Pan
American University was without
power Tuesday when a two car
collision caused a guide wire connected to a transformer pole to
break and cause an electrical
short.
'ihe incident occured shortley
after noon on the corner of Sugar
Road and Van Week. Classes were
dismissed and several students
were trapped in an elevator in the

Student Services building.
"We got the students out right
away," said Elijio De la Cruz,
physical plant director.
"We have a key to all the
elevators in case something like
this should occur."
The persons involved in the accident were Chuck Dale, production manager for the PAU Print
Shop, and Maria Meza, PAU
student.

According to Dale, he was going home to lunch north Sugar
Road when he saw a car skid in
front of him•. Trying to avoid a
head-on collision, Dale was forced to hit a power pole on the corner of Van Week.
"My white dodge pick-up sustained severe damage," added
Dale, "but no one was seriously
hurt."

Computer literacy falls short
The new computer literacy course,
now a requirement for all beginning
freshman. failed to attract the 300
students originally expected.
Only 50 students signed up for the
course. according to Dr. Ed Wallace,
acting head of the mathematics and
computer science d~partment.
The course will be based on a
microcomputer. Two microcomouter

labs with 30 microcomputers in each
will be used and have been scheduled in the new Communications. Arts
and Sciences Building. However, the
lab will not be ready for another two
weeks. according to Wallace. The lab
in the Mathematics Building will be
used m the interim.
Students will learn applications
such as word processing. spread
sheet.

"A lot of the beginning freshman
are in the Freshman Studies Block:·
Wallace said. Both the computer
literacy courses and the Freshman
Studies Block are held in the
morning.
Two double sections had been
planned with an expected : 150
students for each. Now, while two
sections are still available. these will
be re1mlar classes.

Heading the newly created College of Arts and Sciences is Dr.
Ernest J. Baca, whose appointment was formally approved by
the Regents in July.
Baca who has been dubbed the
new superdean of the Superschool
feels his appointment will require
the same skills.
In a pre-appointment presentation in May, Baca summarized his
philosophy on the role of the college of Arts and Sciences.
"The College of Arts and
Sciences should be the center for
providing a liberal arts based
education," Baca said. "It is the
responsibility of the College to
provide an education which will:
1. Devleop an individual's ability
to express himsei f, both quantitatively and verbally.
2 Provide a basis for an individual to understand himself,
others, and the world around him.
3 Teach the individual to live and
enjoy life.
Baca states further that this is
a challenge and opportunity which
the university is committed to with
the acceptance of the University
College concept.
"Schools of Arts and Sciences
are not unique--they just require

a different type of administrative
structure. It seems to be one that
works well as in the example of
large schools," Baca said.
According to Baca, there are no
real major changes aside from the
apparent administrative ones.
"The changes would have occurred anyway' and we are merely
following a set procedure for
selection of the various department chairs," Baca said.
The College of Arts and
Sciences will in fact be an
economic advantage to the university because of the combination in
terms of the financial aspects in instructional administration.
"The job is still very similar and
I will still have the role of an
academic dean--just overseeing
more disciplines of study, but
basically i~ will be the same. We
will strive for the. institution the
same excellence in academia in
each discipline," Baca said.
Some short term considerations
include faculty concerns with the
problems of restructuring of acadmic committees for the faculty
senate and adequate representation
in the council of deans and their
academic committees which
should turn out to be beneficial to
the faculty according to Baca.
"The restructuring of the dif-

ferent disciplines will present
some managerial problems, but
basically it will be a good management," Baca said.
"This will in fact, ensure easier
access for some programs such as
the Minority Biomedical Research
Studies which include students
studying biology, chemistry,
psychology and s ciology, in that
they will; now all have access to
the biology Annex and the
facilities for research available
there," Baca said.
"Obviously, the role of the College of Arts and Sciences is broad
and will present several unique opportunities and challenges for
faculty in teaching, research and
service," Baca said.

Dr. Ernest Baca

CAS associate deans ap·proved
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Three associate deans have been
appointed by Dean Ernest J. Baca of
the new College of Arts and Sciences
to serve in three major areas within it.
Dr. Mark Glaser has been named
associate dean of the University College, Dr. Sylvia Lujan will be
associate dean of the Freshman
Studies Program and Dr. Paul Mitchell will be associate dean for Curriculum and Program Development.
The new dean and his three associate deans will be implementing
plans that began in Mid-February
when the schools of Social Sciences,
Humanities and Science and
Mathematics were merged to form
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Two important aspects of the
merger are the University College
and the Freshman Studies Program,
Beca said.
Glaser, of the Behavioral Sciences
department, is to be in charge of setting up an evaluation and monitoring
system for the University College, according to Baca.
The University College is a struccured, rigorous program based on a

Mitchell, form English department
liberal arts type of education that
stresses basic skills like reading, head, will be developing programs
writing, and mathematics. It will be and stregthening the curriculum for
,centered around the first 60 hours of the College of Arts and Sciences. He
will be working with department
r.ollege credits.
A basic task, according to Glaser, heads and a college council. The colis the coordination of courses among . lege council will he composed of
15 departments, &termining the right faculty and students and will be
number of them and re-evaluating the selected later this semester, according
advising. Scheduling and advising for to Baca.
the University College had to be
Mitchell said he would like to set up
coordinated; and for it to be done suc- a procedure where the curriculum
cessfully, a single school structure can be tied in to the needs of the work
was needed, thus the three schools place.
were merged
"We often graduate students with
"Right now, aavising and courses
obsolete
skills," he said.
are divorced from each other," Glaser
To that end, Mitchell plans to
said. "Students are advised to take
revamp the curriculum , add degrees
certain courses; they make· a comat
the graduate level and do surveys
mittment to do so; but at registration
among businesses to detemine the
the courses are not available."
kind of s·kills a student will need.
Couchedin the University College,
"There are wonderful opportunithe Freshman Studies Program is
ties,
since 80 percent of our students
designed to help students who are
are Hispanic," Michell said. "Many
weak in the basic skills of reading
businesses need to fill their quotas,
writing and mathematics.
and better qualifications will allow
Lujan, former director of the
students .to get better jobs."
Learning Assistance Center, will be
All three associate deans were
working closely with the registrar's
selected by a committee composed of
office and the counselig service in her
one faculty member from each of the
efforts to coordinate the Freshman
three old schools.
Studies Program.

Financial aid disbursement Sept. 25, 26
The financial aid office will disburse
all loan. grant and scholarship checks
on Sept. 25 and 26, at the Student
Services Building, Room 115.
The schedule for disbursement is
as follows: Students whose last names
begin with A-L will be able to pick
up their checks Sept. 25, between
8:30 a.m.-12 p.m. Students whose last
names begin with M-Z, may pick up
their checks Sept. 25. between 12:30
p.m.-4 p.m.

Students unable to pick up their
checks Sept. 25, may do so Sept. 26.
from 8:30 a.m.- 4 p.m. Night students can pick up their checks on
Sept. 26, between 5:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
The following procedure will be
followed in order for the check to be
released to the student:
Student must present a form of
identification. picture I.D.. University I.D. or driver's license.

(I)

After signing appropriate acknowledgement and documents, a
check release slip will be issued to the
student by FAO staff.
(3) The check release slip is then
presented to the Paying and Collection cashiers, who will release the
check to the student.
No one will be allowed to sign documents or pick up checks for anyone
else. Tni'.-. requirement applies to all.
and no exceptions will he made.
(2)

Editorial
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Do You MiND iF I BVRN a HoLe iN YouR
~HiRT, ~PiLL a~He~ iN 'iouR COFF'ee'
couc;H oN 'louR F'ooo, BMSLL UP
YouR HaiR aND CL.OTHe~, aND DouBLe
YouR CHclNCe. 0~ GeTTiNG caNceR?

Editor states policy
By Nora Lopez

However, in order to be able to publish all letters~
we ask that they be no longer than 200 words. The
deadline for letters is 2 p.m. on Friday before the next
publication so that we may edit for length and libelous
If your letter exceeds the 200 word limit,
statements.
After a hectic start, "The Pan American" is back
then perhaps the guest column will be more apin full size force.
propriate. In case more than one column is submitThere are many changes in "The Pan American"
on a given week, we ask that prior notification
ted
this year, but most obvious is our size.
be given to the Editor.
The new size means a lot of good things are in store
for PAU. For one thing, it means we now have more
All letter and column must be mailed to "The Pan
space to publish more campus news.
American," Emilia Hall Rm. 100, and must be acThe new size also means we can open up a variety companied by the student's name and phone number.
of new columns. In the past, "The Pan American"
Organization wishing to submit information must
has welcomed guest columns from faculty and also follow the same guidelines. However, it would
students. However, due to added spaced , we hope to be to the organizations advantage to submit items as
early as possible.
make guest columns a regular feature.
Editor

Within the next couple of weeks, we plan on making changes on our style and appearance. Because
we believe the newspaper's main function is to serve
the students, we welcome any suggestions from our
readers.
"The Pan American" strongly believes in a
newspaper that encourages thought and participation,
therefore we welcome all student and faculty letters
also.

Our new "What, Where and When" column is
open to all organization. However we will accept club
meeting to the first three issues only. Set meetings
are for members only therefore they will not be accepted as they are not open to all students. If your
club is sponsoring a function that is open to all
students we will gladly publish it.

Computer Literacy
A step in the right direction?

I

There's always Something
Back to school blues
Ah College Life!- that much anticipated time in one's
life when we as young adults have free reign to pursue
members of the opposite sex, find our two-shot tequila
limit and yes even get a college degree.
With the first day of classes comes some disappointments. First of all, the beginning freshmen having made
it through orientation and registration are now in a total
:state of confusion. They are really easy to spot-walking
in a daze and repeating the ever popular adjectives
"awesome" and "massive." Poor things, after having such
a great year at the top they find that they are again low
man on the totem pole To add salt to the wound, they sit
through the wrong class for twenty minutes before they
realize they took a wrong turn at the coke machine.
Life is really tough!
Of course the really embarrassing moment is when
you're waiting for that slow math prof to get to your name
on the roll sheet so that he can mispronounce it and then
you answer to someone else's name and everyone laughs
cause you answer to Dora instead of Joe.
If you're really lucky, the school you chose is located
-in a swamp and the first day of classes it rains so hard
that you have to swim to class. Or maybe, your school has

PAUSA

a beautiful covered walkway-that leads nowhere and you
get drenched going from the walkway to the building 30
feet away.
But if you really picked a winner, your most difficult
class is being held in a building that is still under construction where you have to fight construction workers in
hard hats to get into the totally obscured entrances. Once
you are inside though you have to find a guide to direct
you to your classroom because there are no doors on the
room and no numbers anywhere to let you know where
you might be. If by some chance you do find the allotted
classroom on time, your professor will begin lecturing
right away but you won't be able to hear a word he says
due to the construction noise. The new building and the
talking going on in the other classrooms. The new building
lacks walls and door.s
Rough isn't it?
Then to top everything off after you have survived the
first couple of days of class you pick up the student
newspaper expecting to find out alot about whats going
on around campus and you find that some smart mouthed
reporter tells your whole story in this stupid column.
Thank God he didn't print your name and phone
number! Is there no anonymity left in this world?
Ella

Student Government

As Pan American University
Student Association President I
would like to welcome you the
students back to another year of
educational progress and enlightment. As for the general purpose
of our (PAUSA) existence, I feel
it is our duty to serve you the
students to the best of our ability
by usin'g various forms of lobbying efforts and applying these efforts at different levels of our
society so that we might assure
that our rights as students are not
obstructed .

Our efforts duri~~ this past
ed for over a 300% increase in tuition per credit hour during the summer were not JUSt concentrated on lobbing efforts, but were
heavily concentrated on organiznext three years. Our fight is not
over yet for this issue will once ing and collecting information
,.again be considered by our Texas regarding proposition 2 (H J R
19). The constitutional amendLegislators during this comming ment that calls for a better and
Legislative Year.
In regard to the discriminatory more efficient higher educational
type of legislation that was pass- system. This proposition would
ed by our National Legislators we create a higher educational fund
(over 20 Student Body Presidents which would enable Pan
of various Texas universities) were American University and the other
25 state universities to annually
share
100 million. This
not as successful as we were with
the tuition increase line item. During the summer our National
Legislators passed legislation that
called for all states to raise the

During this past summer we at
P.A.U.S.A., with the help of the
Texas Lobby Group of U.T. at_
Austin and the Texas Student
Association, were able to suc-

drinking age to 21 and over or else
lose some of the Federal Fun<,iing
for road construction. The reason
that we put on a strong lobbying

cessfully prevent the passage of
part of the Public Education
Refonn bill that would have call-

effort against this type of legislation was that its obstructs the
riQhts of the 18-21 vear olds.

fund in general would provide for
the much nee{ied funds that would
be use for construction and requisition of library materials. With
the help of our school paper we
will be providing further and more
speicfic information regarding this
crucial topic.
With the dedicated work of
some of our senators we were able
to successfully organize the

Three hours of computer literacy is now required of all graduates who entered the university this fall. The requirement is aimed at
educating students in the basics of commuter
operation and programming.
Over the past few years computer classes have
drawn much interest from both people who are
interested in the technology and others afraid of
being.at a disadvantage in the job market with
no-computer skills. However, in a report issued
hy the National Academy of Sciences a commit'tee found that computer literacy is less important to graduates seeking jobs than a good education in reading, reasoning and other basic skills.
This of course is in general and the report was
not referring to students going into computer
programmmg.
Many people will not need special computer
skills education when they go into the workplace
because of the continuing developments of user
friendly software. Another problem of computer
education is wide range of systems and languages
on the market. Development of new systems and
programs has been so great that today's computer
is tomorrow's antique.
Five years ago many people had no idea that
the number of computers in homes and
businesses would be so great. The main reason
that computers have become so common is the
millions the manufacturers have spent on promotions and the drastic drop in prices. Manufacturers have used the public's fear of being replaced by computers to their advantage. Their
message, that by being a master of the new
technological wonders on the market they will
not be taken over by computers, has sent people
stampeding for their products and of course computer education.

Report
PAUSA Book Exchange of which
we ask all of you to support by
either buying your books there or
turning them in to be sold by the
Book Exchange which is currently located in the LRC Lobby.
An Informational Booklet was
also compiled and organized by
one senator. This booklet contains
specific information on most of
the Edinburg area apartments,
Realtors, certain information on
various Student Services and such
information that would help us as
students. However due to the lack
of financial resources the printing
of this booklet has been delayed.

One current commercial shows parents sending off their son to college, their pride is quickly shattered when the son returns home a failure.
The announcer quickly points out that if the
parents had spent a little money on a computer
for their son instead of saving for his college the
son would probably be an honors scholar.
With advertising campaigns like this it is easier
to understand the big rush to computer education. But the big asset promoters claim it will
be? No doubt computer literacy and machine
skills are an asset. However th~ car is also a complicated piece of technology, yet we do not need
mechanics classes to be able to operate one.
Hopefully the university and the rest of the public
won't be preparing themselves with uneeded
skills, in lieu of a basic foundation of reading
and reasoning skills. In fact, the university
general eudcation requirements have been
broadened, with students now required to take
more classes in the social sciences and
humanities.
If the skills students learn in the new computer
classes are applied in other classes it would be
a great asset to both students and professors. The
student would better appreciate the skills and probably sharpen them, and professors could also
save time and save themselves the trouble of
handling a large stack of papers.
To do this with very many classes though, a
great number of computers would be needed. But
some professors are already planning on trying
this approach with the new computer labs to be
installed in the new CAS Building.
The long range benefits of computer literacy
won't be known for some time and are even hard
to predict from preliminary studies. Whatever
the benefits my be, computers seem to be taking
a permanent foothold in our society and one day
may even be as "essential" to our lives as the car.
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CAMP loses funding
By Rose M. Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Students from low income families
will no longer receive special services
from the College Assistance Migrant
'Program. The decision to defunct
CAMP became effective July, yet the
~hock still has not worn out for those
who are directly involved .
"I was very disappointed," said
Santiago Silva, former CAMP director. ·we were so close to being fund~d ."
Pan American University ranked
seventh among 31 universities applyr:ing for federal aid. The Department
- .of Education set aside $1.2 million for
1the program throughout the United
,,,States; however, only six universities
were eligible to receive the money.
· _PAU's CAMP program lost their
''eligibility by only two points, Silva
said.
A formal proposal requesting
govermental aid was submitted by
: CAMP personnel as early as March._
CAMP requested $349,000 from the
' Department of Education .
Statistics within the proposal noted
'that eventhough the average ACT

I

,,

score for incoming CAMP freshmen
was lower than the non-CAMP
fre.shmen, their GPA scores were
higher than non-CAMP freshmen. In
the 1982-83 academic year, incoming
CAMP freshmen had a mean ACT
score of 11.9, while non-CAMP
freshmen had 12.3 ACT score. By the
end of the academic year, however,
. CAMP freshmen had a 2.12 GPA
while the non-CAMP freshmen had
a 1.88 grade point average.
Unemployment figures were also
included within the proposal. For
January 1984, unemployment statistics proved that the Rio Grande Valley
suffered a high unemployment rate.
Hidalgo County endured 25 percent
unemployment; Cameron County,
18. 9 percent; Willacy, 11.6 percent;
and Starr County. an alarming 50.6
percent unemployment rate.
The effect of the Christmas freeze
added problems to migrant students.
The Valley includes a heavy concentration of Hispanics and 65 percent
of the population are migrant farmworkers. Farmworkers are finding it
difficult to find agricultural jobs.
The CAMP proposal was read a nd
·
gra ded bYa panel Of th ree peop le 10

CAMP aids in emotional growth

the Department ot Education. bach
university was ranked in the order of
need.
By Rose M. Gonzalez
The University of Texas at El Paso
Staffwriter
was the only Texas school to receive
federal funding for their CAMP
"CAMP offered me stability." addprogram.
ed
Balderas, "It pointed me in the
"It was tough to let go," added
right direction."
Silva. "We've closed out a program
that would help students." For 12
Balderas applied for college
years, PAU's CAMP program providmigrant assistance during her senior
ed disadvantaged students with "supyear at Edinburg High School. Since
port services". CAMP students
she was the eldest of five, it was imreceived tutoring services. Certain
portant for Balderas to attend Pan
days were set aside for individual and
American University.
group counseling. Students were exThe situation is not the same this
posed to descision-making skills,
academic
year, CAMP will not
value clarification and cultural
any
govermental assistance.
receive
awareness. CAMP personnel enThe
program
has been cut because of
couraged their students to have good
lack of funding; therefore, seasonal
study skills.
and migrant students cannot apply for
Students were taught how to take
college
migrant assistance.
helpful notes during their classes and
good study habits were discussed.
Students enrolling under the
CAMP program were given $1,200
scholarships, $600 per semester. to
Balderas said that it was "alot of
help off-set expenses.
fun" in high school and there were
According to Silva, CAMP tried to no problems. However, things changbuild confidence its students. Stu- ed once she attended Pan American.
dents were told that if they worked She knew no one in the university and
harder it could be done, Silva said.

Physical plant under new management
By Ella de los Santos
Production Manager

With the City of Edinburg asking
citizens to conserve water use in
order to avoid a water shortage,
PAU's new physical plant director,
Eligio De L. Cruz has at least one
more problem to worry about.
•~ I think that maybe only two or
-.· three positions might change after
: the need analysis is made. If we
.:•: have any employees leave, there
•1 • .will be some changes. I hope to
~•! create more opportunities for advancement for the maintenance
-· employees," said De La Cruz.
.'. "I hope to clarify job skills and
. ; , tasks related to the different posi' tions for the employees so that
,.;• they may have a clear picture of
-l. what to look forward to," said De
b La Cruz.
' De La Cruz hopes to inspire in: 1, itiative and~creativity in his emi)4 ployees to help increase producti~- vity.
De La Cruz, appointed new
'• -physical plant director as of Sept;, :ember will succeed Louis DeVries
', who is retiring after 24 years of
service.

De La Cruz also developed and
managed electronic data processing programs for PAU's physical
plant department, managed several construction projects on
campus and oversaw the installation of the university's automated
utility control systems.
De La Cruz's short-term plans
include basically familiarizing
himself with the workings of the
physical plant--looking for clarifications in policies and guidelines
and proceedures.

"I plan to look over the job
descriptions of the employees to
help me figure out where all the
employees stand and what type of
future they might have," De la
Cruz said.
"My long range plans include
concentrating on the planning department to look at all the new
campus facilities in terms of
energy conservation in the buildings and maintenance and
upkeep," said De La Cruz.
"I won't be farseeing ariy major changes, things will probably
stay the same for the next few
years.

"If we have more employees
with better skills and productivity is on the rise, we will keep om:
low turnover rate," said De La
Cruz.
·
One of De la Cruz's more immediate plans that will tie in with
the City of Edinburg ·s water conservation program includes a three
area plan m the fawn care on
campus.
''At this time we are in the process of buying ariators, and
scr¢ens for faucets and showers in
the- dorms and HPE complex to
conserve water. Secondly, we are

Eligio De La Cruz

:•

. .. Prior to his appointment as phy... ~ sical plant director, De La Cruz
;:, managed PAU's central utility
' ,. plant and supervised the main,' ·· tenance of utility systems on
'1' campus.

~
:. OSU visit
.J.,.

MoNTEssoRy AcAd.EMY

Visit our exceptionally
equipped school at
204 East Stubbs
(Across Texas Employment Commission)

fJ

Hispanic students with a 3.0
GPA or better who are interested
1
·1• in attending graduate school at
~:· Ohio State University have a
-:1, chance for an expense paid, getif acquainted trip to the school, according to Sylvia Camacho, career
,·- counselor.
' To increase its minority enrollment, OSU is hosting its 14th Annual Graduate and Professional
- Schools Visitation Days Nov. 4-6.
The university is inviting five
top Hispanic seniors with a 3.0
GPA or above and who will complete their degrees by June 1985
to visit the OSU campus at their
. . expense.
Students interested in applying
should c·o ntact Camacho immediately at 381-2245 or come by
Room 153 of the Student Services
Building.
Applicants must meet two
,, deadlines. The first, Sept. 13, is
;' the deadline for applying to take
' the Graduate Record Exam, which
will be offered Oct. 13. The second, Sept. 17. is the deadline for
, applying to take the GMAT on
. Oct. 20.
Students selected will need to
make arrangements with professors for the time needed to
make the trip.
This is the first time PAU has
participated in
visitation
ctays. and it is hoped that it will
hccomc an annual event. according to Camacho. Final selections
will he made Sept. 26.
0

!

FREE ADMISSION - PE COMPLEX
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/

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1984
7:30 - MIDNIGHT
(POOL FACILITIES AVAILABLE)
/

the feeling of being "lost and lonely
creeped within."
According to Balderas, CAMP introduced her to new friends and even
reacquainted her friendship with a
former classmate, Mary Villarreal.
Since she knew no one who could
help her during registration, CAMP
helped her sign up for the proper
classes.
"I would go straight to the CAMP
table during registration," Balderas
said. "They helped me the first couple of sessions."
Balderas said the scholarships
helped her financially; however, it
was the extra encouragement and attention she received from CAMP personnel that helped her through her
freshman year

Silva's friendship encouraged
students to stick around. "Every exCAMP member still hung around
because we knew the personnel so
well," added Balderas Eventhough
CAMP will. no longer provide
assistance to seasonal and migrant
students, the CAMP alumni will
continue.
"We will try to retain our members
and get new members," Balderas added, "so seasonal workers or migrant
workers will have somewhere to go: ·

LEE'S SMOKED RIBS
"The Best in Pit Barbeque"
LOCATED AT FREDDY GONZALEZ AND
SOUTH CLOSNER IN _EDINBURG

• RIBS

going to be installing an automatic
sprinkler system that wil help
decrease the water evaporation
problem because the water will .
stay on the lawns for a longer~
period of time," said De La Cruz.~

Silva made it a special point to
meet with all 125 students during his
first year as CAMP director. He
wanted to know the students on a oneto-one basis and he set up appointments with every student to try to
establish a friendship.

call us for your
catering needs:
381-5645

• BRISKET • CHICKEN
Present this ad for
SOC!: off any $4.00
(or
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order.
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Financial aid director makes every$ count
Clementine Cantu spends $6.5
million a year. She tries, as financial
aid director, to make every dollar
count.
"A lot of the people have the
misconception that financial aid is a
giveaway," she said. "But it is
· definitely not. These students are going to graduate and pay taxes. Most
of our students work for that money,
or borrow it and pay it back.
"The direct grants are the Pell
Grants, which make up approximately $3.5 million of financial assistance.
"The maximum grant we give is
$456 for a commuter a semester on
a Pell Grant. No one gets rich on
$456. You cannot rent an apartment
and live on $456 for one semester,"
said Cantu.
Some students have even turned
down grants.
"They tell us, 'We don't want a
grant, we want a job, or a loan," said
Cantu.

About 4,600 students or more than
half the students on the Edinburg
campus receive need-based financial
aid, said Cantu.
"We're situated in an area which
has the lowest per capita income in
the country," said Cantu.
Most students here are from middle and low-income families in which
few parents plan ahead and save
money for college.
"Most students' parents live week
to week, paycheck to paycheck, and
it's very difficult for them to put aside
money for their children's college
education. Consequently, they need
financial aid.
"Some of our students do come
from families who save money (using the tax laws to help build savings),
but those who come to college independently of aid don't come to this
office," said Cantu.
Cantu understands personally the
value of giving college students a
chance to work their way through
college.
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'Tm from a family of 11 children.
A month after I graduated from high
school, my father died," she recalls
about her own college experience.
"By then it was just my mother,
myself, and four younger sisters left
at home. I put myself through college
on a National Defense Student Loan
and work-study."
As director of financial aid since
1980, she sees aid programs as vital
to South Texas youth.
"Middle-income people have been
hurt by the inflation of the past several
years," she believes. "We are awarding more loans each year."
"On just one day, May 1, we had
900 people come into this office. The
day before that, we had 600 people
come in . We had more than 2,000
students inquire about financial aid
within a five-day period.
" I don't know where the rumors
come from that we are out of money.

_j

It's true that we have used up our
money for the fiscal year that just
ended, June 30. But we have more
than $6,500,000 coming in again for
1984-85.
"It's also untrue that students cannot get financial aid if they didn't app1y by May 1. That was just the
deadline for getting their aid immediately when the school year starts
in September."
The personable mother of three-currently featured in a televi sion
public service announcement promoting the va lue of a college
education--is proud of Pan
American's strong record of paying
back student loans.
·'The national default rate (on student loans) goes as high as 18 percent," she points out. "Ours has been
eight to nine percent, some years as
low as seven and a half percent.
"The reason, I feel, is the kind of
students we have, and how we orient
them . Before we give a student a
loan, we explain to them, 'This is
loan money, this must be paid back,
this is not a grant. You owe this
money to the University, and if you
don't repay it, the state or the Department of Education will send so.,
meone, whichever the case is-; to get
it from you.'

'Making every dollar coung- Clementine Cantu, right, director of financial aid, oversees the disrribution of some $6 5 million each year in grams,
loans, scholarships, and work-study ll'ages to some 5,000 students. having
worked her own way through college, she knmvs fi11ancial aid often makes
the difference in (/ srudent's life. (Pm, lm,·1i,n11 U11m•r'11, Plu,10/

"Our students repay loans each
month, the National Direct Student
Loan Account, which gives us additional money to lend out.
"Another reason our default rate is
low, is because it doesn't cost as much
to attend Pan American University.
Consequently, we don't lend them as
much money. They can go to other
universities and get into debt for
thousands and thousands of dollars
real fast," said Cantu.
"If they have borrowed to the maximum here, because our costs are
low, the maximum repayments won't
exceed $50 a month. Many pay $30
a month.
"Seldom does a student here get into debt for more than $5,000. They
are likely to borrow $3,000. They can
handle that.

"The Valley is still rural, and rural
people tend to stay in this area. Consequently, they are more likely to pay
their debts .
'The Valley has an old-fashioned
family attitude, and the parents tend
to help their children repay their
debts. We have had mothers who
phone in and say, 'My daughter hasn't
got a job yet so I will help her repay
her loan: ,. said Cantu.
Both loans and grants are a costeffecuve investment, according to
Cantu.
"What our students pay in taxes
will pay back the grants in two or
three years."
"In August many students seem to

panic and they come in to check on
their financial aid.
"Sometimes it seems to many
students that we don't move fast
enough. But we have about 5,000
students on financial aid, far more
than most universities our size. With
three deadline periods each year, it
gets real hectic around here," she
admits.
Mrs . Cantu does this job with a
staff of two assistants and eight
clerks, a workload of nearly 500
students per financial aid employee.
Yet she enjoys what she is doing,
and she knows--from personal
experience-- the difference it makes
in students' lives.

Free health
services offered
Chances are, at some point in
your college career, you' will encounter many head and stomach
aches. These ills, and many
others, brought on by the "stress
of success" may be treated free of
charge at the Student Health Service Center lcoated at Emilia Hall
Room 105.
The staff consists of two retired
physicians, two registered nurses,
and two secretaries.
The center is open Monday
through Friday between the hours
of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Dr.
Theodore Gandy is available
Tuesdays and Thursdays between
the hours of 1:00 p.m. and 4:00
p.m. Dr. Gilbert Guerra is
available Wednesdays and
Thursdays between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m.

These services are available to
all full or part-time students.
These services are provided
through student service fees, part
of the registration fee.
Confidentiality is observed in
the handling of all health care services and records.

In addition to treating minor illnesses, the center offers the
following services free of charge:
Immunizations; Screening tests for
tuberculosis, diabetes, anemia,
V.D., and pregnancy; loan ofmidcal equipment such as crutches,
canes, heating pads, etc .... ; approval of handicap parking permit
applications; Notification of
absences; Health and Drug information; and Family Planning
information.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, husiness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst .
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
Think business. With
and balloon payments.
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student ~j~
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
~
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calcu lator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business'courses: the Bu5ine5s
Analy5t Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS

When it runs out

you won't have to.

The exciting Pilot ballpoint. It's got everything
goiag for it. Smoother writing. Specially designed
finger ribbing for continual writing comfort.
Stainless steel point. T■ngsten carbide ball. Perfectly balanced. A choice of mediam or fiae
points. And best of all ... yo■ 'II never throw it o■t.
J■st slip i■ a 39c refill and yo■'re ready to write

S?.?jr [P1Lo1J
---------:e
tile best. TIie 69(
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DZ, KD rush parties announced
Should I go Greek or not?
Women will be given the chance to
decide whether or not the Greek life
is the life for them.
PAU sororities, Delta Zeta and

;.;.,::

i.!.1.

L :· ~
: ~ «

♦ •

Kappa Delta, 1will be holding several
For more information, women may
coke parties to orientate women with contact Dean Vinson, Dean of
sorority life.
Students, at the University Center
These whirlwind of parties known building, Room 104.
as Rush Week will begin on Sept. 9.
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ward Mercer, left, accepts a check for $5,000 from the president of
Reynolds Manufacturing Co. of McAllen, Mac Conway. Reynolds' gift
, put the university over the top in its drive for $150,000 in unrestricted
gifts for the 1984 fiscal year. In all, the university and the University
Foundation rasied more than $800,000 in private gifts and grants over
the last year.

PAU groups offer worship
Poet John H. Newman once wrote,
'I sought to hear the voice of God and

These organizations are open to all
students regardless of denomination.
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The same incredible machine as the KAYPRO 2 but with these fine
extras: • 5-Year Real Time Clock with back-up batteries. • dBASE II
(most popular data-base software available) included FREE!• dBASE II
Tutorial. • Info Star. • The KAYPRO 4 has lWICE the memory as the
KAYPRO 2 (up to a whopping 400 pages)!• Aself-contained modem for
all communication needs.• Telecommunications software. • 2 Additional programming languages: C-BASIC and S-BASIC.

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035
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The Catholic Campus Ministry
(CCM), located at 161S W. Kuhn,
celebrates a weekly mass every Tuesday during activity period at the
university chapel. Other weekly activities include weekly meetings,
evening prayers and sleepovers. The
CCM is under the direction of Sr. ,
' Brenda Gonzalez.
The Pan Am Christian Fellowship
(PACF), under the direction of Dr.
Terry Allison, is an interdenominational group. The group meets on the
third floor of the University Center
. Building. Regular activities include
meetings on Tuesdays during activi" ty period, Bible study, sharing, and
prayer. The group also attends
weekend conferences, gives socials,
and brings speakers to the campus.
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Th~A~~:sallthesofwa~in:dedwiththeKAYPR04
• A 10-Megabyte hard disk for up to 5000 pages of memory! ~ All
programs are permanently installed m the machine. • Complete
back-up ab111t_y with a 400K Disk Drive, which Is INCLUDED'• The
KAYPRO 101s literally half the price of the competition! Go ahead and
check around!
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1307 Pecan - McAllen
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Buy a 16oz.Coca-Cotaat
regular price and this
CowboyMug is only69¢

The Methodist Campus Ministry
under the direction of
Eradio Valverde, holds regular
'Discovery sessions' every Thursday
- during activity period in the University Center Building, Room 30S. On
the last Thursday of every month
worship services are held in the
University chapel . An old classic
with 'Bogey" will be shown at the
Campus Ministry Center , located at
161S W. Kuhn, this Friday, Sept. 7.
at 7 p.m.
· (MCM),

WHITE FLOUI

PATOS

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
2 - Patos Of Same
Kind, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans

ONLY
$1.98
All year around Special 2
Patos Of Same Kind Spanish
R,ce & Ranchero B<>ans

I

$1.98
For faster service
call an arder

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Complete your set with a
Cowboy Pttche& Only $1.99.
You asked for 'em and here they are: More hefty 16 oz. collector glass mugs.
Perfect for that ice-cold Coke®. And no set would be complete without a Cowboy Pitcher.
So come in and start fill in' your collection today.
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climbed the top-most steeple, but
God declared: Go down again-I dwell
among the people. Several Christian
religious organizations are all geered
L toward bringing God to dwell among
the students at PAU. They strive to integrate spiritual growth and worship
with the everyday lives of students.
The Baptist Student Union (BSU),
located on University Drive next to
Mazzio's, offers several regular
scheduled activities during the week.
These activities include a celebration
every Tuesday night at 7 p.m. at the
BSU, $1 luncheons every Wednesday
from 11 a.m. to I p.m. at the BSU,
and free movies every other Friday
night at 7 p.m. in the BSU. The BSU
is also sponsoring a 'Back to School'
party Sept. II at 7 p.m. in the BSU.
The first free movie of the school year
will be shown Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. at the
BSU. The BSU is under the direction
of Rick Batchelor, who succeeds
Bruce McGowan.

With the KAYPRO 2, you'll have: • Over 200 pages of memory on 2
Disk _Drive:;! • It is TOTALLY portable. • Has an easy-to-use
familiar .keyboard. • Self-contained 9" no~-glare monitor. •
Appllca_t1on software included such as Word Processing, Spelling
Correction. Ma1lmergmg, Financial Projects, What If? Analysis.
Inventory Control. Data Base Management, Games and complete
documentation! NO EXTRAS NEEDEOI

Coca Co1a and Coke are registered traaemarks which 1denhly the sarne product ol Tne Coca-Coia Company Otter good while supphes 1as.1 c Whataburger Inc 19fµ
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?1.~teachers added to faculty rolls
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Staff Writer

Jose Alvarado, new instructor
for the department of mathematics, served as math supervisor
for the Learning Assistance
Center, math tutor and GED math
instructor for PAV. He has a M.A.
degree from Texas A&M
University.
Javier Ayala, lecturer for the
department of English, was a parttime supervisor of student teachers
of reading at the University of
Wisconsin before coming to PAU.
He has an A.B.D. from the University of Wisconsin and an
M. ED. from PAU.
Dr. Richard N. Botthof, lecturer
for the department of English ,has
served as a reading teacher at Miss ion High School, and education
consultan! for Region VII located
in Kilgore. He has also been
employed as an assistant professor
of education at Southwest
Oklahoma State Univeristy, Botthof has a Ph.D from the University of Oklahoma.
Dr. Mohammed Farooqui, as-

With the construction of the new
Communications Arts and Sciences building, the number of
faculty changes and faculty
members hired has increased over
last year.
The increase in faculty changes
was due to the shuffling of established departments and new
departments created by the merger
of three Schools into the College
of Arts and Sciences
The behavioral sciences department was split into two departments creating two chairs. _
The department of psychologyanthropology is headed by Dr.
Valerie James-Aldridge. The
sociology department head is Dr.
Rumaldo Jauarez.
The new head for the criminal
justice department is Dr. Daniel
Dearth. Communications head is
Carl McGovern.
Other changes in the new college include the department of
history-philosophy which is headed by Dr. Rodolfo Rocha. The
English chairman is Dr. Michael
Reed.
The interim chair for the department of math and computer science is Dr. Ed Wallace.
Another change created by the
new CAS building was a 68 %
icrease in new faculty members
hired.
The jump can be attributed to
the need of new faculty for the
new classrooms. Twenty-five instructors wre hired this year over
last year's 17. Thirteen of the 25
were hired for the School of Arts
and Sciences.

Mark A. Morgan has been hired and computer science, Neinstadt
was a teacher at La Joya ISD and
by the department of political
science. Morgan was assistant in- publishing consultant and prostructor at Sam Houston State. He fessor at St. George's University.
has also been an instructor at Rice he has a Ph.D. from ~shiva
University Houston Commmuni- University in new York City.
Arturo Olivarez, instructor for
ty College. He recieved his M.A.
. the department of mathematics
degree from Rich University.
Albert Christopher Munn will and computer science was an inserve as choral director for the structor for PAU during the Spring
department for the University of '84 semester and math supervisor
Oklahoma and an in structor for for the LAC in 1980-83. he has a
Indiana University. He has an M.S. from PAV.
Lou Ann Thompson, lecturer
A.B.D. from U ofO and an M.M.
for
the English Department, was
degree from U.
a
part-time
instructor at New
Dr. Alejandro Nechchea, has
Mexico
Tech,
teaching assistant at
been named assistant professor in
TCU,
instructor
at Lamar Univerthe department of mathematics
sity
and
instructor
at LSU. She has
and computer science. He has
an
A.B.D.
from
Texas
Christian
served as a Visiting Lecturer and
University.
Teaching Fellow. He has also had
The three new members to the
two other Teaching Fellows at the
university of Utah and Univer- School of Education faculty are:
sidad Austral de Chile. Necochea
Dr. Gilberto Benito Cordova,
has a Ph.D. from the University assistant professor for the departof Massachusetts.
ment of school services and
Dr. Helmut Nienstadt, lecturer counseling. He was a research
for the department of mathematics specialist at Window Arizona and

sistant professor for the biology
department, was a Research
Associate in Toxicology and Instructor in Biology and Chemistry
at the University of Texas Medical
Branch in Galveston. He has also
been an assistant professor of Entomology at A. P. AGR University india.
Juanita E. Garza, a new instructor for the history department, was
a part-time instructor at PAU during Spring, 1984. She received her
M.A. from PAV.
Cynthia Hamilton, lecturer for
the English department, was also
a part-time instructor. Hamilton
has been a teacher at Baton Rouge
High _School. She received her
M.Ed. from the University of
Texas at Austin.
Irene Ledesma will begin teaching in the history department this
year. She taught History in the
Pharr-San Juan-alamo Independent School District and Har1ingen ISO. Ledesma recieved her
M.A. degree from PAU.
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We can help you pay the bills.

Certified offers the fastest application turnaround time anywhere.

Certified Savings Association can help you
borrow from $500 to $2,500 each year you're
in school through the Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Program. That's money for you to use for
tuition and books or to pay your bills.

To find out if you qualify, call your financial
aid office at your school. For more infonnation
about a guaranteed student loan through
Certified Savings Association, just call toll free
1-800-253-LOAN or fill out and mail the
coupon from this page.

Here's the best part.
First-time borrowers under the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program will have an 8% fixed
interest rate (that's the lowest available).
Repayment doesn't start until six months after
you graduate or leave school.
·

Certified Savings Association, serving Texas
since 1910, specializes in making Texas Guaranteed Student Loans .

Student Loan Services: Loan Consolidation, Assured Ac~ess, One-Week Processing, Toll-Free Number

Call us today
0
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Director for the Vocational Bilingual Training program for
Eastern New Mexico University.
Dr. Cordova has Ph .D. from the
University of New Mexico.
Dr. Christina Fernandez, assistant professor for the department
of school services and counseling.
A research associate in Bilingual
Special Education Project at the
University of Texas at Austin. At
the same university she received
her Ph.D. in Special Education.
Dr. Enrique Reyes, assistant
professor for the department of
school services and counseling,
was in private practice before
coming to PAV. He has been a lecturer for UT at El Paso, teaching
assistant for the university of
Michigan, director of student activities for the University of the
Americas and a social worker in
El Paso. Dr. Reyes has a Ph .D.
from the University of Michigan .
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" Faculty" continued from page 6.

There were five lecturers and
one associate professor hired for
Health Related Professions:
Maria Angelita Branson, lecturer for the department of nurs,ing educations, served as an instructor for Texas Southmost ColJege. Branson has an M.S. degree
from Webster College and a
-B.S.N. degree from Incarnate
,Word College.
Carol B. Canon, new lecturer
; for the department of nursing
education, was previously
•employed at Humana Hopsital in

Corpus Christi State University.
Katherine B. Dougherty, lecturer for the department of nursing education, was an instructor
of medical-surgical nursing, pharmacology, nursing arts, and history of nursing for Flushing
Hospital School of Nursing in
Queens, New York. Dougherty
has an M.S. in Human Services
from the University of Scranton in
Pennsylania and a B.S. degree in
nursing from the College of Mt.
St. Vincent in New York City.
Cathy Lee Dunlap, lecturer and

assistant professor for the department of nursing education , has
served as an instructor for Ohio
State University and assistant professor for Otterbein College.
Dunlap has an M.S. and B.S.
degrees from Ohio State University.
Dr. Wayne David Hooker, associate professor for the department
of nursing, has also served as
associate professor of nursing for
Forest Park Community College.
He was director of psychiatric program at St. Vincent's Hospital in

St. Louis. Hooker has an M.S.N.
degree from Sacred Heart Dominican College and Ph.D. in Public
Health Education from St. Louis
University.
Shari Lopez is a new instructor
for the department of allied health.
Lopez was the allied health coordinator for Southmost College and
out patient coordinator for Providence Hopsital Memorial. She
has also served on hematology
staffs for UCSF Medical Center
and UCLA Medical Center.
Lopez has a B.A. degree in

Medical Technology from San
lose State University.
The five new professors for the
School of Business Administration
are:
Dr. Harold A. Fox, professor
for the marketing, finance and
general business department. He.
has been a professor of marketing
at De Paul University for nine
years and associate professor of
marketing for Northern Illinois
University for two years. Dr. Fox
has a pH.D. from Rutgers University.
Dr. Dewayne Hodges, assistant
professor for the department of
management and computer information systems, has been with the
School of Business Administration
for the past five years. Hodges
received his Ph.D. from the
university of Colorado.
Dr. Daniel T. Lee, professor of
management and computer information systems department, was
associate professor for the Univer-

sity of Hartford. University of

Milwaukee, Illinois University
and Howard Payne Urtiversity. Lee
has a Ph.D. from the University
of Florida.
Dr. Gary E. Popp, professor of
management and computer infor-

mation systems, was also a professor for St. Mary's University of
San Antonio. He has been an
associate professor for Memphis
State University and UT at El
Paso. He also has teaching experience abroad; he has taught at
the Universidad Autonoma · de
Nuevo Leon as a visting professor
and University of Western
Australia. Popp has a Ph.D. from
Louisiana State University.
Dr. Craig Reese, new professor
for the department of accounting
and economics, worked at Texas
State University and University of
Texas at Austin before coming to
PAU. Dr. Reese has a Ph.D. from
UTA.

Little Tc)ts Nursery
announce~
their foll J-irccial k1r PAU J-il udcnl_1,;
l)rcakfa~I. hol IJalanccd lunch

i.llld

2

k)r $30.00 rcr week
1313 S. 18th
(I Road)
Edinburg, Texas

I---------------·---■
CAR PROBLEMS?
.I

II

Need jumper cables
I•
need car doors opened
I
•
need towing?
I
.Special rates for students wl.D. PAU
I
CALL: ROBINSON MOTORS
I

197H

. 1. Com"'-°d4H'e 114

Home·Com~ter
Wlth64KRAM, IIASICar):d ·

operallng system '1ullt In. ·
Cl54CRX

S972

2. Commedor•

Datacassette

2 4 9 96

I

17882

Electric portable typewriter with 2step character correction, 3-step
word correction. Wide carriage.
Pica. 38505CM

A. Royal 8HPD
Calculatot'

1487

8·dl_t, rlntldiSf:lay.

"i:· §i.J~:

5. Cosmo Alarm
Clock and Lamp
Hi-Intensity desk lamp has 24-hour
memory alarm clock with LEO
display. 5500COE Reg. $19.97

IWtt,r.====~

6. Webster'• Colleglate1 297
Dictionary

c. Casio FX821297
Calculator

8-digil scienlillc calcu•
lator. 82ECO

Ninth edition. 9RGM

D. Sharp 506P1 694
Calculator

7. Cross Classic Black 1994
Pen and Pencll Set

Scientific calculator.
506PEFC Reg. $18.97

2501CY Reg. $21.94

8. Panasonic Battery
Pencil Sharpener

383-7702

I Located 1 block west of university
I
on Hwy. 107

Fast, high capacity storage and
retrieval ol data on standard 5 ¼
floppy diskettes. 1541CRX

4, Smith Corona
ElectraXT

I
I

I

For th& Commodore C6-4 and
VIC020 personal comput•rs.
1530CRX Reg. $67.86

3, Commodore
Single Disk Drive

••

991

E. Hewlett Packard
Scientific 59e1
Calculator

Uses 4 "AA" batteries (not incl.).
2MPG Reg. $12.84

Advanced program con•
tlnuous memory.
11 CMXP Reg. $64.84

9. OE SpaceSaver Clock 1997
Radio Model 74625

F. Hewlett Packard
Financial
Calculator

With large red LEO time display,
slide-rule dlel with rotary tuning
control. 74625EGL Reg. $22.97

9997

Slimline, programma•
ble with continuous
memory. 12CMXP

Q. Casl0Solar2401

Calculator

1O•dlgit scientific wall el calculator.
4SOECO Reg. $28.97

H. Royal Solar
8" Ruler •nd 501
Celculator
018246RY Reg. $7.94

J. Brother EP20
Electronic
Printer

99a1

II

experienced mechanic on
duty from 9-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

I
I
I

I

I
■

·-------------------

16-character display.
Full repeat on all char•
acters.
8362BT Reg. $167.73

p•~

K.Sharp
590 7
Computer
Scientific computer.
55002EFC Reg. $78.84

DELIVERS FREE

Thermal Printer
126PEFC . ...... $69.97

L. Royal Print Display
Desktop
97
Calculator

Call Mazzio's today for thick. juicy pizza piled hig!i with all
the good things you love. And we 'll deliver it, FREE!

M. Sharp
1884
Calculator

Call Us.

99

018457RY Reg. $98.84

8•digil desktop.
8301EFC

687-6101

381-9854

:iOO No. 10th

Includes Canon
U.S.A. Inc.
one-year limited
·.
warrantyfregislralio
card.
····

1224 W. Uniwr~ity

McAllen

Edinbur~

MINIMUM ORDER S7 00

CWpons Ind Other Promotions Are NOT Valid On Delivery Unless Specdoed fo, Oetrmy

PIZZA TOPPINGS
Italian Sausage
Canadian Bacon
Green Pepper
Black Olive
Mushroom
Pineapple

Pepperoni
Sausage

Beef

N. Canon Sure
Shot
12984
Camera

10. Compact Cube
Refrigerator

9402

High density insulation.
Walnut grain vinyl.
17AGR Reg. $99.97

I
I

1·
I

I

11. Oversize
Locker

3901

Woodbox construction. Brass
plated hardware. 553011 LWR

12. General Electric
Toaster Oven

Two-slice toasting and pop
oven drawer. T93BGE

13. Sunbeam Hot Shot
Beverage Maker

I

I
I
I
I

1797

12-ounce capacity. Signal light.
17016XU Reg. $19.97

I

I

3 4e1

Register to win in our

Auto focus. Auto load.
Built-in lens shield.
Auto advance and
rewind. Built-in auto
flash . 132032PNN

P. Kodak Disc
~!:!i~ra

2 9e1

Built-in flash. Easy

Q. Kodacolor

2-Pack Disc

A031EK

427

30 exposures.
D152EK

slides PK20EK . .

HARLINGEN
Valle Vista Mall
2014 South Expressway #83
(512) 425-8862

I

Cheese
Single Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings
Added Toppings

2

Combo

737

')MAi t

' M1 1,1. ,.,

$4.35
4.95
5.55
6.15
.60

$6.55
7 .45
8.35
9 .25
.90

$8.35
9.55
10.75
11 .95
1 20

5.65

8 .95

11 .45

(Sausage, Pepperoni. Green Pepper. Onron .
Mushroom and Black Olive)

!I

f

Deluxe Combo
6.35
9.85
12.65
(Canadian Bacon. Sausage. Pepperoni. Green
Pepper. Onion. Mushroom and Black Olive)

Swccpslakc s
You could win a 1985 Renault or trips vie
American Airlines and Hilton Hotel. No
purchase necessary. Details available al
your nearest showroom or write Founder•• 50th Anniversary Sweepstakes,
P.O. Box 4104, Chicago, II. 60654.

RVICE
RCHANCISE
ea1a1«;

s~
McALLEN

La Plaza Mall
2200 South 10th Street

I
:1

PIZZA:

36-exp. color
397
slides PK36EK . .
(not shown)
24-exp. color
prints OP24EK . .
(nol shown)

I

Real Bacon Bits
Barbecue

ii

R. Kodak Processing
Maller
20 exp. color
59

'll

use camera.

Ham
Onion
Shrimp
Salami

Jalapeno Pepper
Anchovy
Extra Cheese
Green Olive

"A indicates
manufacturer' s
rebate available. Paid
directly to the
consumer by the

Coca Cola - One Liter Bottle• $1.00
Prices do no1 include applicable sales la•

manufacturer.
Sale prices in ellecl 7 days
For lhe location ol
the showroom ne arest

call toll -free
1-800 -SMC-INFO
Servi ng America with
165 showrooms in 32

)Ou

states

(512) 682-6324

I
I

Delivery Hours
Daily : 4 :30 p.m . -

11 :00 p.m .

p•~
rr ...

GET INTO THE 1HICK OF
'· SMC Inc. 1984 N814

,.
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Superior ratings for cheerleaders

Sportlines~By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

Welcome Broncs to a new
Year!!! Athletes and fans have a lot
to look forward to this year in PAU
ahtletics. The recreation hours for
the 1984-85 school year are listed
and for further information about
the facilities you can call the P.E.
department at 381-3501. ·
Swimming pool! Mon-Thur~
4-6 p.m., and Sat-Sun 1-4:45 p.m.
Gymnasium: Mon-Thurs 6-7:45
p.m. and Sat-Sun 14:45 p.m. Tennis courts: Mon-Wed-Thurs 6-7:45
p.m., Sat-Sun day and night and
Tues night from 4-10 p.m. Racquetball Courts: daily all week.
Weight room: Mon-Thurs 4-6
p.m. Track; daily from 6-9 p.m.
One of the newest facilities is
the track, which was completed in
mid-July last summer. It is made
of fast track 400 royal, and is
available for students to jog and
our tracksters to train on.

New face in the Athletic department include: Byrce Young has
been appointed head tennis coach
and associate athletic director.
Young comes from Bethany College in Kansas, where he coached his netters to 10 straight championships. And Jimmy .r'latt,
formerly of McAllen come from
New Mexico where he coached
high school track. Platt is a
familiar name in the Valley after
coaching at McHi and Memorial
high schools.
New basketball recruits . . .
Dani Williams of Muskegon High
in Michigan has signed to play
basketball for the Broncs this year.
Williams who averaged 28.6 points
a game checks in at 6'4", 195
pounds.
Kevin Johnson of Morgan City
High, Louisiana joins Williams as
one of PAU's new recruits for the
84-85 season. Johnson pumped in
a average of 23 points and 10 rebound for Morgan City. Johnson
stands at 6'4" and has a 3.3
' scholastic average in high school.
The 84-85 Intramural schedule
is included in this issue, and Activity Director John McDowell is
hoping for another successful year.
"We're going to have a lot more
sponsors, prize give-aways. If the
women would like to have flagfootball team, and send enough requests in, it can be arranged. I encourage all students to come out
and participate, because we have
a great year planned for intramurals." New events this year
are square dancing, weight-lifting
contest and · a cross-country
fun-run.
Coach McDowell, as head
coach of the Lady Broncs, also
said he is really looking forward
to the upcoming season. "We have
the most height and experience
we"ve ever had." New faces for the
year are 6'0" Rachel Warris of
Laredo, Christy Rodriguez, Patricia Guidry. Veronica Lopez. The
Lady Broncs open practice and
conditioning Sept. 10 and is open
to interested women.
The Bronc golfers are currently qualifying for the 84-85 season.
The returning golfers are Sophomore Mike Brisky, Brownsville:
Sophomore Jose Fabres, Santiago,
Chile: Sophomore David Foley.
Mikwaukee. Wisconsin: Sopho•nore Bartill Marje. Sweden:
Junior Marten Olsson. Sweden:
Sophomore Kevin Peesker.
Saskatchewan: Junior Dean
Shaugnessey. Saskatchewan:
Junior Lars Tamen. Sweden and
Sophomore Danny Castillo of
Mission. Freshman goiters are
Douglas Le Blano. Port Arthur:
Randy Conroy. Council Bluff.
Iowa: Santos Ramirez. Mexico
and Victor Aiken. Harlingen.
Coach Tony Guerrero who was
recently named Mr. Y.A .G.A.
from the Valley Ambassadors Golf
Association on July 15. sees tough
competition ahead but is very excited about the upcoming season.
··we have 8 players that can
shoot par. and we·re getting over
the growing stages. commented
Guerrero. ··Kevin Peesker. Dean
Shaugneesy. Lars Tamen and
David Brisky are the returning
players rm looking for to play
well. Also Randy Conroy shows
.,..,,.

__... ... . . .

The Broncs first tourney will be
the PAU Golf Classic, October 2-4
at the Cimmaron Country Club in
Mission. Currently the teams are
shooting IO rounds, 180 holes to
qualify for the top 10-12 spots on
the rooster.
The men's and women's cross
country team will kick off their
fall season today when they compete in a dual meet with Texas
A&I in Kingsville.
The meet will begin at 6 p.m.
at the Kingsville Naval Air station.
Runners competing will be Fortino Gonzalez, Fidel Guevara;,
Hernan Figueroa, Jan Perterson,
Oscar Rivas, Martin Westberg and
Richard Yracheta.
The women competing are Toya
Castillo, Lori Guerrero, Kathy
Pittman, Liz Pittman and Sylvia
Pittman.

Catcher Gilbert Beason and outfielder Luie Chavez have been
elected as co-winners of the Jody
Ramsey Memorial award recently. The award honors the late Jody
Ramsey. The two players helped
drive the Broncs to 95 victories
during the past 2 years, Chavez
and Beason are the 20 - 21st men
to win the award which began in
1973. Beason hails from San Marcos, CA.; Chavez, Denton, Texas.

Three superior ratings were
awarded to the new Bronc
Cheerleaders at a college
cheerleading camp held at
Southwest Texas State University
in San Marcos this summer.
The Bronc squad placed
superior in the following competitions: cheer, fight-song, and
sideline cheering. In addition, top
honors were received in overall
competition in the division of
squads with three men or less.
Colleges as far away as Minnesota attended this four day instructional camp. This is the first

year that PAU has attended a
cheerleading camp.
Returning for her fourth year on
the squad Michele Estrada of
Edinburg will head the team.
Other team members are: Nuri
Rodriguez, Sharyland; and Cindy
Lopez, McAllen both sophomore
veterans.
Also Roni Cantu, Edinburg;
Cori Farias, Alamo and Linda
Morales who are all new to the
squad.
Three men join the team this
year including sophomore veteran
Carlos Villarreal, McAllen. Also

Frank Puente. Harlingen and
George Garcia, Mission both
juniors will fill out the rest of the
sideline.
"The men add a lot to the
squad."' said Barbara Kruger.
cheerleader sponsor. "The excel
in tumbling, double stunts and
crowd enthusiasm:·
"We would like to encourage
everyone to come out to the games
and support the team,' said
Estrada.

Something New for You!
A University

Convenient Store
uie Chavez

Check out the upcoming intramural and athletic events,
whether you are a fan or a player
you can play an important part.
· Attending games and events, participating in intramurals with your
club or individually, PAU athletics
have a lot to offer. And if you or
your club has an important and
upcoming sporting event and
would like it to be printed in
Sports Lines, drop it by Room 100
at Emilia Hall the Monday before
publication. See ya next week!

LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

Come In And Browse Around
(1st floor west thru north entrance)

Gift Items

Novelties

Gilbert Beason
~---~
1984 Women's Volleyball Schedule

Sept. 7 *(TR-M)

Laredo JC
McMurray, St.
13
Edward's, PAU
14-15
Incarnate Word
Tourney
19 (TR-M)
Beeville Comm
College, Schriener
Junior College
21-22
Southwest Texas
State Tourney
.....
Tl (TR-M)
Trinity U
28-29
UTSA
Texas A&I,
Oct. 2 (TR-M)
Beeville Comm
College, PAU
12 (QUAD-M) UTSA, PAU
Bee· ··1e Comm
16 (TR-M)
College, PAU
20 (Q-M)
St. Edward's,
Sul Ross, PAU
23 (TR-M)
St. Mary's,
Incarnate Word
College. PAU
Tl (TR-M)
Trinity U, A&I
Pan American
29 (TR-M)
Laredo JC
U.T.S.A.

Laredo
Austin

*TBA
TBA

San Antonio
Edin_burg

T-Shirts

3 p.m.

Sweat Shirts

Paperback Books

5 p.m.

School Supplies
Sart 'Marcbs

TBA

. ' San. Antonio
San Antonio
Kingsville

TBA
5 p.111.

San Antonio
Beeville

4 p.m.
4 p.m.

Austin

2 p.m.

San Antonio

5 p.m .

5 p.m .

REGISTER TO WIN!
MEN'S OR LADIES PAU WATCH
(No Purchase Nessesary)
DRAWING OCTOBER 10, 1984

Edinburg
Edinburg

*(TR-M - Tri-match / *TBA - to be announced / *(Q-M - Quad-mate!

.................................................................................. ,u,,,.............

:
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&
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HAIRSTYLING

Specializing in Mexican 1& American Food and Breakfast

phone for an appointment

- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - -

Walk-Ins Welcome
383-9012

4 Siyhsts

Hnhh v FaiL11n

lot falcon

Important reports,term
papers and theses, profession ally prepared with
computer speed and
accuracy.

LDS Computer
Services
P.O. Box 5866
McAllen. TX 78502
(NOT AFFILIATED WITH LONG
DISTANCE SERVICE . INC.)

630-6195

Enchilada Plate ..

520 E UNIVERSITY

after 7 p.m.

Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

Wednesday:

Taco Plate .. .
Chicken Fried Steak .. .

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak . .

Friday:

Chicken Envueltos
Fried Fish ..

..... .
. . ... .

Fajita al Kilo ............. . .... $9.95

(Dinner for 2)
Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

24 hours
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

383-5676

Sports
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1984 PAU Intramural Schedule
Men's Schedule

Wham!-- The Bronc soccer teams conditions in practice, in preparation for the upcoming 84 season.
(Photo~)' Dclcia U ,pc1)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
HAIR MASTERS
••
cfl-inofd c.Ramiu.z

Stylists with the knowledge
of the latest hair fashions
for men and women.

Stylists

1522 W. University
(behind Pizza Hut)
383-4019

Seruing breakfast 6:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
HENRY'S Buraers and Fried Chicken
OPEN Sun-Thurs 6 a.m.-1 I p.m.
Fri & Sat

_6 a.m.-12 p.m. -

10% OFF w/ad

PRAC. DATES

Flag Football
Badminton
Tennis
Water Polo
Basketball
Square Dance
Bowling
Cross-Country**
Weight-Lifting
*TBA-(To be announced)
**(Fun Run-2 miles)

Sept. 10-21
Oct. 1-12
Sept. 17-28

Sept. 24
Oct. 16
Oct . I
TBA*
TBA
Oct. 22-Nov. 2
Nov. 16
TBA
Nov. 28
TBA
Nov. 2
TBA
TBA
TBA
Nov. 20
Women's Schedule

Volleyball
Badminton
Tennis
Water Polo
Basketball
Square Dance
Bowling
Cross-Country

Sept. 17-28
Oct. 1-12
Sept. 17-28
TBA
Oct. 22-Nov. 2
TBA
TBA
TBA

TOURN.ENTRY

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
TBA
Nov.
TBA
Nov.
TBA

TOURN.
BEGINNIN(
TBA

TBA
TBA
Nov. 29
TBA
Nov. 28
Nov. 8
Nov. 20
Nov. 20

I
10
I

TBA

TBA
TBA
Nov. 29
6
TBA
Nov. 28
2
Nov. 6
Nov. 20
John McDowell , Activity Director lntramurals Officials needed for all team sports, inquire at Intruamural
Office.
Late Entries: Will be accomodated when possible. For more information call 381-2221 , Rec hot line 381-2225
Prizes: T-shirts for first place winners.

Young, netters mold new team
.I••

•••
1410 West
Phone
• BEA • OLGA•
University Drive
383-9133
• NENA • ROSA •
••
•
•
•
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·

~0~ 0~~ HENRY'S~

ACTIVITY

Students! Work Smart.
Work Simply...With
Hewlett-Packard!
Whether your classes are in Science,
Enginee(jng, Business, or Finance, you're
in for some tough problems.
Breeze through them in a few simple
keystrokes, with the help of a Hewlet t·
Packard calculator. Built-in functions,
programming capability, and time-saving
features like dedicated keys can help
you start working smart now.
Come in and choose your HP calculator
today.
Fh::11 HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAll~n
687-5371

Coach Byrce Young of Lindsborg, Kansas heads the Bronc
tennis this year. He has also been
appointed associate athletic
director.
Young first heard of Pan
American when the Broncs were
N.A.I.A . champs and wanted to
take on the challenge of taking on
an NCAA progtam and develop a
team.
"I was acquainted with Coach
Kruger because he was a respected
athlete and coach in Kansas. I am
looking forward to working with
him and the staff," commented
Young.
The first official meeting was
held this past Tuesday for the
Netters.
Checking in for the Broncs are·
Rfohard Anderberg, freshman,
Sweded; Todd Beadoin, junior,
Brooking, South Dakota; Bob
Bell, junior, Kansas City; Tony
Fink, freshman, Mexico ; Roilan
Fuller, junior, Beliz; Francisco
Hamden, freshman, Mexico; Wes
Jones returning; Humble, Tx; Joe
Martine~ returning, McAllen; Ed-

mundo Mesta, freshman, Mexico;
Ruben Nunez, returning, Mexico;
Augustin Salazar returning, Mexico and Kevin Smith returning,
Houston .
The Netters have started conditioning with practices everyday at
2 p.m . and running in the morning at 7 a.m .
"Besides building a strong
physical team, I want the team to
have a strong academic basis,"
stressed Young.
"There is a mandatory study
hall for the players and the team
is ready to make a committment
to both their studies and practice."
"My goal for the team is for the
players to reach a status where
they are a proud and respectible
team, both for themselves and the
university," Young said .
The upcoming season is still to
be announced, but two dates have
been set. The Netters will compete
in the UTSA Regional qualifying
tournament in Corpus Christi ,
Sept. 14-16, and the Fountain View
Tennis Classic, Sept. 28-30 at the
South Padre Island Hilton.

J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 month layaway plan.
EDINBURG, TEXAS

1406 W. UNIVERSITY
(512) 381-8568

SONY CONCORD, ALPHINE, JENSEN
Large sekc;ion of car stereos, spea kers, amplifiers.
5 1¾ 1 discount with thi'> coupon.

WltERE TltE GOOd AMiG~S MEET
uNdEn NEW owNERsltip

LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49
FREE REFILLS ON ALL SOFT DRINKS

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETINGS
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. -

~:JO A.M. - 11 P.M.
24 HRs.
2 P.M.
home style food

TIIURS.

fRi. & S,u.
SuN. Till
home made pies

*
*

*
*
*

MESQUITE
LEE
LEVI'S
KARMAN
WRANGLER

*
*

*
*

•

TONY LAMA
NOCONA
STETSON
JUSTIN
G. VANDERBUILT

Young says he's looking at
tourneys that are open tournaments, which will allow him to
take as many players he can to the
matches.
"I want to give all the players
an opportunity to play and compete," commented Young.
Young's positive attitude reflec~
on his playing days at Bethan)
College in the Kansas Conference.
where he along with his brothet
helped extend a record string of 21
consecutive tennis championships.

Volleyball,
talented
with height
For the first time the Lad
Broncs will take on Arkansas an,
will compete in the Southwe~
Texas Invitational tournament.
The team has scheduled seve
home matches and the Lad
Broncs will play several tri
matches and quad-matches.
De los Santos and Lady Bronc
will be aiming for their fin
district tournament invitatior
which was narrowly missed la:
year.
"Getting to the district tourne
is really our number one goal," d
Jos Santos admitted. "But weals
want to stay healthy and keep awa
from injuries which have hurt L
in the past."
Coach Becky de los Santos an
the Lady Broncs are preparing fc
their first tri-match of the seaso
Sept. 7 in Laredo. De Los Santo
is returning all players from la~
year, with Senior Carmen Her
nandez and Junior Pita Fonseca
as her most experienced veteram
Six new faces will grace thi
year's rooster ; freshmen Sylvi.
Cruz of Laredo, Yvonne Garcia o
Falfurrias, Sophie Garza of Edin
burg, Patty Munoz and Michelle
Silva of Pharr and walk-on Alm,
Cavazos of Edinburg.
"These girls are looking rea
good in their setting and hitting,'
commented de los Santos. 'Trr
really excited about this yea1
because we have a young eage1
team . The girls are in good condition, they have been working ou
over the past summer and we hav(
a lot to work with.' '
De los Santos feels the Lad)
Bronc's toughest competition will
be from St. Edward's, St. Mary ·~
and McMurray State.
*
*
•
•
•

RESISTOL
JORDACHE
ELY
CHIC
S VALENTE

KALIFA'S WESTERN WEAR, INC.
. 201 S. 17TH ST.

1920 N. 10TH

McALLEN - 687-H92

McALLEN - 686-8409

Men's
Levi's
Levi's
Men's

and Ladies Boots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30% to 50% OFF
Pre-washed 501 Jeans .................... . ...... $19.95
Shrink to Fit 501 Jeans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15.95
Western Suits & Sports Coats ............ . ..... 30% OFF
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Younger Scholars forms available

WHAT~ WHERE & WHEN
THU----~---TUE _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

The Application deadline is OcGuideline and appli~ation forms
tober 15, 1984.
PAUSA Book Exchange, LRC Lobby, 9:00 - 7:00.
for the younger Scholars Program
Recipients of these awards w111
of the National Endowment for the
received stipend of $1,800 and
Humanities are now available in
be
expected to work full time for
the Placement Office.
•
nine
weeks during the summer of
The program awards up to 100
1985,
researching and writing a
grants nationally to students under
humanities
paper under the close PAUSA Book Exchange, LRC Lobby, 9:00 - 3:00.
21 years of age to conduct their
supervision of a humanities schoown research and writing projects
Last day for schedule changes and late registration.
lar.
in such fields as history, phiThis
is
not
a
financial
aid
prolosophy and the study of literature.
gram and no academic credit
Applicants must be under 21
should be sought for these proyears of age throughout the entire
jects.
calendar year in which the apGuidelines may also be obtainplication is submitted. They may ed by writing to the Division of
not have received a bachelor's General Programs, Room 420, PAUSA Book Exchange, LRC Lobby, 9:00 - 3:00.
degree, or expect to receive one,
National Endowment for the Huwithin two months of the comple- manities, 1100 Pennsylvania Ave., Exhibition for Clark Collection Gifts in the Fine Arts Gallary
tion of a Younger Scholars grant.
Washington, D.C. 20506.
FAB 215. Exhibition will continue through Oct. 19.

a

FRI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MON _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Luau is UCPC
season opener ·

No admission will be chargtheir families. However, for only one quarter partygoers may
buy a Hawaiian lei or decide to
use the campus pool.

GRE/GMAT

prep course
qffered
A non-credit course to assist persons to prepare for the Graduate
Record Exam and for the Graduate
Management Aptitude Test is being
offered by the School of Business
Administration.
The course will be instructed by
Dr. Donald Fritz, assistant professor
in the English department, and
students can sign up for it up until the
first class day, Sept. 11. There is a fee
of $35 per person. Each class carries
a $5 discount if payment is made and
received two days before class
meeting.
Concentrating on the quantitative
aspects of the test, the class will meet
from 6:40 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. on
September 11, 13, 18, and 20. The
class will be held in the business
building, BA 2i6.
The book GRE by Barrons, will be
used for the course. The book costs
$7. 95 and is available in the PAU
bookstore.
The class is specifically designed
to help anyone who is preparing to
take either the GRE (Oct. 13) or the
GMAT (Oct. 20). The two tests are
similar, and one may submit a score
in the GMAT in lieu of the GRE at
Pan American University as well as
mnay other universities.
Registrants should send their name,
social security number, address and
phone number to the School of
Business Administration when they
send payment for the course.

Pastor speaks
on travels
Rev. Virgilio Vasquez, a
Methodist Pastor from Zapata,
will speak at the Campus Ministry
Center (CMC) at 4:30 p.m. about
his journey to Central America~
i;:ountries.
Vasquez was one of 26 persons
sponsored by Southern Methodist
University's Perkins School of
~~logy to visit Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador, Costa Rica and
Guatemala.
BARCA is sponsoring Vasquez.
They are also sponsoring several
other speakers this fall.
Dr. Laura Bonaparte, and
Argentinian psychoanalyst will
speak Sept. 18 about torture in her
country; former Ambassador
Robert White will speak on Oct.
5: Marta Benavidez, an El
Salvadorian, who is a coordinator
of Mothers for Peace, will be
presented in mid-October: and
Charles Clemens a religious
minister, who has ·spent a great
deal of time in El Salvador, will
speak Nov. 2.

NOLANA WEST MALL
McALLEN

381-0496

585-8904

686-3880

:~i~ss

I
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ed to students, faculty, staff and

PUEBLO PLAZA MALL
MISSION

REGISTER TO WIN FREE VCR
(TOSHIBA V-M41) AT EACH LOCATION)

This season's activity opener
is the fith annual Hawiian Luau
sponsored by the University
Center Program Council.
According . to Sonia De
Angel, U.C.P.C. coordinator,
the Hawaiian Luau will be
"pretty much like last year."
The Luau is scheduled for
Sept. 15 at 7:30 p.m., at the
Physical Education Complex.

EDINBURG

107 E. SAMANO

OPEN MON.-SAl 9-5

TAPE RENTALS
• VCR SALES
• ACCESSORIES

PAUSA Book Exchange, LRC Lobby, 9:00 - 3:00.
Welcome Back Party, sponsored by Campus Ministry at the
Campus Ministry Center, 7:30 p.m.

WED _ _ _ _ _ __
Small Business Computer Exposition in the McAllen Civic
Center. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sponsored by Pan American University, Small Business Admin., Rio Grande Valley Chapter and Data
Processing Mgrs. Assoc.
Send your announcements of campus events and activities to "What, When
& Where" The Pan American, Emilia Hall 100. We will also publish dates

of open club meetings thru the month of September, after that we will only
announce those meetings with guest speakers open to the public.

IJ

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
'MISSION 585-4575

McALLEN 686-6671

EDINBURG 383-5082

PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039

DRAWING JD BE HEW OCTOBER 6, 1984
NEED NOT BE PRESENT WIN

WHAT EVERY STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LEASING A TELEPHONE AND
LEASING A CHICKEN.

Yes, there are differences.
And we think you should
know what they are. Ask
yourself these questions.
WHEN YOU LEISE A
GIICD!, DO YOU
GR THRm MONTHS
FREE DURING
THESUMMER?
Probably not. But when
you lease your telephone
from AT&T this fall, you
won't pay any lease charges
next swnmer. You can use
your phone at home, and bring
it back to school in the fall.
DO LEASED CHICKENS COME IN ii
SELECl'ION OF COLORS AND SfflES?
No. Chickens don't come in many colors.
But the AT&T telephone you lease this
fall comes in a variety of colors and
three popular styles.
ARE LWED CHICKENS
REPAIRED FREE?
Don't kid yourself. Repairing a
chicken is a delicate process that requires the work
of expensive professionals. However, in the off chance your

AT&T leased telephone needs repairs, we'll fix it absolutely
free when you visit any of our AT&T Phone Centers.
ARE LEASED GIICKENS SHIPPED DIREfflY TO YOU?
Ship a chicken? Don't be silly. However, your AT&T leased

telephone will be shipped
directly to you after one
call to 1-800-555-8111,
or you can pick up your
phone at any of our AT&T
Phone Centers.
ONE FINAL QUESTION:
DOES IT COST THE SAME
TO LEISE A CHICKEN AS

TO LEASE ATllEPHONE

THIS FALL?
Hardly. While we have no
hard data on the exact cost of
leasing a chicken, we can tell you
with some certainty that the cost
of leasing a telephone this fall is
far less than you might think.
The decision to lease a chicken
or a telephone, of course, rests with
you. But should you opt for the telephone, remember: you get three months
free next swnmer, and you can take the
phone home with you. There's a choice of
~ colors and styles, free repair, and we'll
C--=::., ship you the phone
or you can pick
it up at any
of our AT&T Phone Centers.
It doesn't cost much either. And
that's something to crow about.
AT&T Consumer Sales and
Service. To order your telephone,
call 1-800-555-8111 for delivery
right to your door or for information
concerning AT&T Phone Center
locations.

McAllen
1001 S. l0th

AT&T

Valid with the following restrictions: l. You must be registered for 12 accredited hours for the 1984 fall term. 2. Valid only to students billed by AT&T Consumer Sales and Service. 3. Delinquent accounts are void from offer. 4. Limittwo telephones peraccoWlt 5. Offer expires
72 roonths from lease initiation date. 6. This offer is not valid for permanent year-round resident students. 7. The three free roonths will not begin until you have paid for the first nine rmnths of your lease. 8. All telephones are FCC registered. We proV1de rel)illr service for all
telephones sold at AT&T Phone Centers. Only telephones equipped with Touch tone dialing can access certain Jong distance services and networks. © Copyright. AT&T Consumer Sales and Service 1984 .
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Increase in Graduates, specials and special graduates

Enrollment hits 10,000
By Brad Nibert
Managing Editor

For many years 10,000 has been
a magic number for PAU administrators. This semester that
figure is a reality as enrollment,
as of Monday, stood 10, 150.
The enrollment figures are still
unofficial, as withdrawals until
the 12th class day change the final
figure.
Registrar David Zuniga does

not expect the final figure to drop
below 10,000.
These figures are_ a combined
total of the Edinburg and
Brownsville campuses.
This semesters enrollment increase is particularly important
because every two years the State
Coordinating Board takes the total
number of semester hours generated to figure the university's
fuding. The more students, the
more semester hours the university will have generated.

The period that the state looks
at to determine funding included
the 1984 summer sessions, spring
1985 and this semester. Enrollment was also up this summer.
Zuniga noted a particular increase in the number graduate,
special, and special graduate
students. He attributed this increase mainly to the new Teacher
Education Standards that the state
legislature is now implementing.
Special students are those

a first in PAU history
students who hold a bachelor's
degree, but are not in a master's
degree prograin. Special graduates have a master's degree and
are taking additional class work,
mainly for new certification.
Because of the changes in
teacher education,standards many
teachers who have been in the
field for some time are coming
back to seek certification in new
areas of a master's degree.

Enrollment by classification
showed that there were 1,377
beginning freshman, 2,231
freshman, 1,638 sophomores,
1,457 juniors, and 1,689 seniors.
Also there were 578 special
students, 824 graduate students,
343 special graduates, and 22
special freshmen.
Special freshmen are students
who are concurrently enrolled in
high school and the univeristy.

Because of their high achievement
that are allowed to take a limited
number of college hours.
There are 6,067 females on
campus and 4,083 males according to the figures.
Fall 1982 final enrollment was
8,894 students and Fall 1983 final
enrollment was 9,622. This semesters enrollment is an 14.1 percent increase over 1982 and 5.4
percent over last fall.

News Briefs
Reagan honors Nevarez
President Miguel Nevarez and
eight other Hispanic educators
will receive an Outstanding
Leadership Award from President
Ronald Reagan tomorrow afternoon at a reception in the Rose
Garden.
Nevarez is being honored for
his achievements and contributions to education and as a
representative of the Hispanic
community according to a spokes-

person from the Under secretary
of Education office.
Secretary of Education Terrel
H. Bell will also be present-at the
reception. Bell spoke at the PAU
Commencement in May.
Nevarez, a longtime resident of
the Valley is PAU's sixth president. He has been with the university since 1971 and was Vice
President of Student Affairs
before he became president.

Restauranteur reschedules visit
Valley native Ninfa Laurenzo,
who built a string of successful
family-owned restaurants in Dallas and Houston will address
students, faculty and staff
Tuesday.
Laurenzo will speak at 10:25
a.m. in the auditorium ·of the
Bw,iness Building and again at a
luncheon iri her honor that begins
at noon in the University Ballroom. Both events are open to the
- public.
'
Her appearance on campus is
part of the university's observance

of Texas Women's Week, declared
by Gov. Mark White to recognize
the contributions of women to
Texas' history, culture, government, and business, according to
Carol Rausch, administrative
assistant to the president.
"We're very pleased that Ninfa could visit our campus and
meet with our staff and students
because she is a fascinating
woman with a fascinating success
story," said Rausch. "She sets an
example that is relevant to many
women today."

STOP shop begins second year
be included in the program.

UCPCs Stop Shop will begin
its second year by signing the first
100 people who come by the Office of Student Development in
Room 205. Students may sign up
until Sept. 21.
The STOP Shop (Students Taking Off Pounds) will include a diet
plan and mandatory weigh-in sessions al Student Health Services
in Emilia Hall. Jn addition, diet
motivational counseling will also

There is a $10 fee to enroll in
the Stop shop, part of which will
go to hire a qualified aerobics instructor for the regularly scheduled presentation of the "Jane Fonda Workout".
The first meeting will be held
in one of the conference rooms on
the third floor of the University
Center at 2:30 p.m. Sept. 20.

AKPsi ranked first
Alph;1 Kapp.i Psi. the only protcssional bt1sincss fraternity on
campus. received the highest national ranking for the eighth consecutive year last week.
Alpha Kappa Psi. was given
100.000 maximum points by their
national organization. Every year
AKP competes with other national AKP fraternities throughout the
state:-.. for points. This year. the
PAU chapter ranked the highest.

Starting the academic year with
a good start. AKP will begin to
take applications for fall membership on Sept. 17. Tables will be
set up in the Business Administration hallway.
A rush meeting will be held on
Wednesday, Sept. 26, at the BA
auditorium. During the ineeting,
guest speakers will focus on the
di fterent professional programs
Alpha Kappa Psi gets involved in.

Senior portrait date set
Senior pictures retakes and for
the yearbook \\ ill he taken on
Sept. 2-+. 25 and 26 from 10 a. m.
to 9 p.m. in the Cafeteria
lWertlow.
Seniors can ha\'e their picture
taken in their own clothes or the)
may choose to use the formal
drape pm\'ided hy the photographer according to Martha
Sauceda. yearhol1k editor.
"\\'e want all seniors to come
out and take their pictures:· she
said. "This is something we are
doing special just for them ...
The pi1.:tures \\ ill he taken free
of charge as they will he used in
the \earhook. hut student-.. wishing ·10 hu~ them n1a, do so after
they ha\ e seen the proofs.
Students \\'ho did not take their

pictures during registration may
do so at this time also.
Sauceda also reminds student
who have not yet reserved their
·35 yearbook to come by Emilia
Hall Room 100. Students can also
reser\'e their yearbook by calling
381-2547 and giving their name
and social security number.
Students can still buy the '84
yearbook for $20 at Emilia Hall
also. The y_earbooks are scheduled to arrive sometime in October.
Only 500 copies were ordered and
nearly 300 haw already been
brought. The remainirnr 200 will
be sold on a first come first sen·e
basis.
"Yearbook Mania Inc .. 1985 is
looking forward to pn)\'iding you
with the best yearbook CO\'erage ...
said Sauceda.
~

l
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Voter Drive-Antonio Gonzalez, Southwest Voter Registation Drive representative was on campus Tuesday helping PAUSA organize
a campus-community voter registration drive. Approximately 75 persons were registered Tuesday during Activity period, and
Gonzalez has high hopes for the rest of Pan Am's drive; Tables, classroom presentations and door-to-door canvassing will be
used to register people before the October 5 deadline. (Photo by Henry Cantu)

PAUSA ·launches voter drive
A campus voter registration
drive with the goal of registering
2,000 students is being launched
by the Student Association.

tempt to educate people in voting
and registration."

to receive funding without depending on ad valorem taxes.

Gonzalez is in charge of
organizing campuses throughout
the Southwest part of the state including UT-San Antonio, Angelo
State and UT-El Paso.
·

"Since this year is an important
political year especially in the
area of student issues we feel it
is our responsibility to register
and educate as many students as
possible," PAUSA President
Gurne Ybarra said. "By registering thousands of students
statewide we feel students will
have a greater voice in the
political arena."

Antonio Gonzalez of the National Student Campaign for Voter
Registration and the Southwest
Voter Registratio_n and Education
Project visited the campus Monday and Tuesday to help organize
the campaign on campus.

Much of what Gonzalez stressed was a united effort of campus
organizations to go out and get
students registered.

A IO-meter task force of student
leaders has been formed to implement the drive which will include
registration tables. dorm and
apartment canv,issing and
classroom presentations.

PAUSA and the other organizations participating will register
anyone who is a resident of
Hidalgo County and provide people from other counties with the
forms to register in their county.

"We are aiming at registering
20.000 young people in the
Southwest:· Gonzalez said of the
overall goal. "We will also at-

The voter registration drive is
part of PAUSA's project to get
support for Proposition II, which
will create a fund for universities

Students interested in helping in
the voter rgistration drive will be
taught how to register voters at a
training session next Thursday
during Activity Period. To be
deputized the student must be a
registered voter in Hidalgo County, but anyone can help out in the
campaign.

"A successful training session
will be the key to a successful
registration drive," said Gonzalez.
"At least 50 volunteers will be
needed to guarantee the registration of 2,000 PAU students."
The main thrust of the drive
will be during the first week of
October. The deadline for voter
registration for the November
general elections is October 6.
Members of the 10-Core Committee are Ybarra, Jose Arevalo,
Nora Lopez, Olga Gonzalez, Imelda Mendiola, Jay Lugo,
Reymundo Valdez, Letty Calvo,
Jose Limas and Brad Nibert.
Anyone interested in participating in the voter drive can
contact one of the committee
members.

Hawaiian celebration Saturday
Let's all go Hawaiian' Students
will have a chance to taste a bit
of Hawaii. as preparations for the
fifth annual Hawaiian Luau are
underway.
Once again. UCPC has taken
charge of organizing the tropical
event. The Luau is set to begin at
7:30 p.m . Saturday.
The Luau has become as traditional as the Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin . Students wear Hawaiian leis and dance to never-ending

'"beach party'· music. Things will
not be quite the same this year;
however, if plans do come
through to sell alcholic beverages
during the Luau. As of press time,
AKPsi and UCPC were working
on the sale of alcoholic beverages.
··To avoid the problem of peopie sneaking a keg into the Luau,"
said Hector Farias, Alpha Kappa
Psi member, '·We've approached
the problem of selling beer and
raising money at the same time."

Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional
business fraternity on campus has
offered to supply beverages during the Luau. According to Farias,
it took a long time for the idea to
go through the proper channels,
but eventually the University
okayed the distribution of
alcoholic beverages. AKPsi now
needs to okay the sale with the
Texas Alcoholic Beverage
Commission.
··Plans are still underway,

before a contract is finalized with
UCPC," added Farias ..
The council will primarily concentrate on selling Hawaiian leis,
and will admit guests to the
university pool for a quarter
Four wading pooh full of fruit
and ice will be scattered around
the P.E. Complex.
Beach party music , including
the sounds of Joe '"King" Carrasco, will be provided by none
other than KRIX.

Book exchange winding down
Students who left books at the
PAUSA Book ~xchange ~ave unttl Tuesday to pick-up thetr money
or unsold books . After Tuesday
the books or money will be forfeited .
There are still many books for
sale at the PAUSA office in UC

314. Books will remain on sale
there until Tuesday.
Over $S.OOO wa!> collected for
stud ents selling th eir books
through PAUSA and other participating organizations.
PAUSA and the helping organi-

zations are planning on continuing the Book Exchange in the
spring. They will begin accepting
books bei;ore
the end of the i:all
11
semester.
i,

"As more students discover
what savings they can realize from
dealing with us, we will continue
to expand" sa1·d N1·bcrt " \ l 11e
would like ~o i~crease the ~um~: r

Nibert said the Book Exchange
had little effect on the University
Bookstore .

of freshmen participating since
the majority of our books are for
lower level classes."
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Drinking Age bill
lacks youth input
The-proposed drinking age hike to 21 that Congress is demanding of all states shows the weak voice
young people have in politics today.
Surely the legislators realize the change will not
have great affect on young people's drinking habits.
The 18 to 21 .year-olds that will respect the law are
not the ones that are· out drunk on the highways.
It is largely through the efforts of Mothers Against
DRunk Drivers (MADD) and other such groups that
this propsal was made. Lawmakers are out for votes
as in every election year, and a tough stand on drinking is a big issue.
Legislators are trying to placate the MADD
mothers by getting toug~ on young people. After
all it\ the mothers and fathers who vote, not the
young people.
The 18 to 21 year-olds can make themselves
though: by Registering to vote and then making
themselves heard when issues that affect them come
up.
Through the national student associations, PAUSA
has been lobbying against the proposed changes.
Unfortunately, their efforts lack a solid voting force
behind them.
Right now it looks most certain the bill will pass
as the federal government is threatening to withhold
highway funds if states don't raise their drinking age.
It is also important to show that it is only a small
minority of teenagers that are drinking and caus-

ing problems by driving drunk. Nationwide on college campuses students are altering their drinking
habits and keeping one person sober who can drive
everyone home.
Almost 80 percent of the nation's colleges no-.y
have some kind of drinking abuse program. That
represents an increase of some ,300 colleges between
1978 and 1982. · ,
Over the last year, countless schools have tightened rules on student drinking by requiring students
to register and get approval before throwing parties. Now, suprising number of schools are handing
out stiffer penalties to fraternities for a range of
activities.
The crackdowns and rules, of course, are reminiscent of the days when colleges actively regulated
all kinds of student behavior, but it is better and
makes a lot more sense than a national drinking age
of 21.
A peer pressure campaign would probably be one
of the most effective ways in dealing with student
drinking. After all, it is usually peer pressure that
gets students started drinking is the first place.
What is really disturbing though, is that none of
the legislation really effectively deals with the problems of other drunk drivers over 21. No matter
what the legislators might want to believe, 18 to 21
year-olds aren't the only drunk drivers on the
road.--BN

,College Press Se

There's alwayssomething

Legislators last call?
''A 100 bottles of beer on the
wall, a hundred bottles of beer,

WHAT, WHERE & WHEN
THU______

Bake Sale. Sponsored by the International Student
Association in front of the L R.C. from 8:30 a.m. - 3:00
p.m.
Bible Study. Sponsored by the United Metllodist Campus Ministry in the Univ~rsity Center 305 tiuring Act.
Pd.
President Leadership Program session. University
Center 305 at 4:00 p.m. PLP members only.
Coke Party. Sponsored by the Panhellenic Council at
the Overflow from 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Prospective freshmen are invited.

FRl------

wine and Cheese Party. Sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry at the Campus Ministry Center at 7:30
p.m . Any students and faculty are welcome to visit.

Rush Party. The Panhellenic Council will meet in the
University T.V. Room ~t 5:00 p.m.

SAT_ _ _ _ __

MON _ _ _ _ __

Rush Meeting. Sponsored by the Alpha Kappa Psi
in the Business Bldg. corridor from 7:30 a.m. - 1:00
p.m.
Information Booth. The Baha'i Club will set up a table
the University Center walkway to help inform students
about world peace day. It begins
8:30 a.m. - 1:30
p.m.
Open Informal Rush. T-ne Panhellenic Council will accept bids forpte·d ge members in the University Center
104.
Baha'i Club meeting. Commerating world peace day
the club will meet in the University Center overflow
from 7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m .

from

Educational Workshops. The American Humanics
will have a workshop to help educate students in the
University Center Faculty Lounge beginning at 5:30
p.m. - 7:30 p.m .
Stop-Shop Registration. Students can register at the
University Center 205 from 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Registration will continue to Sept. 24.

TUE _ _ _ _ ____

Hawaiian Luau. The University Center Program Council will organize the evP.rit at the P.E. Complex at 7:30
p.m.

Women's Week Luncheon. The Affirmative Action office wwll honor Women's week at the University
Ballroom from 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

SUN--------

WED-------

1.K. Mixer. The Intercollegiate Knights invite interested
students to their mixer at the University Center Lounge
from 8:00 o.m. - 10:00 p.m .
Pre-fraternal Party. Sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council in the University Center T.V. Room from 10:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Formal Rush. Alpha Phi Omega invites students to
to become better acquianted with APO at the cafeteria
Faculty Lounge beginning 8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m
Send your announcements of campus events and activities to '·What, When
& Where" The Pan American , Emilia Hall 100. We will also publish date~

Prayer Breakfast. The Baha'i Club will meet in the
University overflow at 10:00 a.m.

of open club meetings thru the month of September, after that we will only
announce those meetings with guest speakers open to the public.

take one down pass it around
99 bottles of beer on the wall."
.The age old drinking song
will sure be missed around
campus and at all the frat parties if it has to become "100
bottles of tea on the wall, a 100
bottles of tea."
Yeah right--- get over it
legislators!
If and when the change in
the drinking age comes around
people in the Valley won't have
much to worry about.
Let's face it---- just about
everyone who has access to a
car or enough change to take
the VTC can get to Reynosa
where it doesn't matter to
anyone how old you are as long
as you have the cash to pay for
it.
But that's not the point is it?
What makes those legislators
think that the 18-21 year olds
ar the only o nes getting caught
for drunk driving? Can they
actually prove that no one over
21 has problems drinking and
be able to handle their liquor?
Where do they think we get
our examples from anyway?
Sesame Street? If 19 year olds
still are under the mandatory
registration can the legislators
safely say that there will be no
war within the next decade or
so? If they can send these
young men off to battle (to kill
or be killed) why can't they
have the right to buy a beer?

Guest Commentary

fun . The hoopla . lTat.y hate. penpk drc!--sed like donkeys (l\·e
knm, n ma1w who act like jack,N,e!--. hut it; San Francisco: they
a1..·tt1allY looked like them) and
ckpha;1ts. the splashes of red .
,, hite and blue. the musii:. the
a\\ ful redundant speei:hes. all
1..· nmhinc tn make our national
con, cnt ion!-- 4uardennial dr1..·u,-,-c,-. Shnw me a person who
,rnuldn·1 get a kick out of these
1..·omc11tions and rll show you a
blond rdati,c nf Scrooge.
DcmoL-rab and Rcpuhlicans
ha,c fun in different wuys.
Dcmocrah arc much more looseyf l'lOsl'~- The~ ·rl' like Chicago Cub
fan~ "ho ,-it in the hlc~1chers. take
thl'ir shirts off and drink Bud
\\ hi lc watching the ballgame.
Rl'puhlican!-- arc like Houston
:\,tn1 fans\\ ho like their baseball
indlior,- and drink Lowcnbrau .
The~ ncwr take their shirts off.
c, en \\ hen going to hcJ ut night.

The point is. I guess. that both
ha\'c fun in their own way.
The Democratic Convention in
San Francisco won the convention
as telethon: a difte rent star every
night. First. Mario Cuomo. then
Jesse Jackson . then Geraldine
Fcrrarn. then Edward Kennedy,
then Walter Mondale (OK. the
latter may he stretching it a bit).
The GOP Con\'ention in Dallas.
on the other hand. was the con,·ention us coronation. There was
only one star and like all productions. the star didn't make an appeurance until the , ·cry end .
The effect of Ronald Reagan on
hb party's true belie\'ers is unlike
anything else in American politics
tnda,.
The Democrats treated their
i:onwntion as one long enchanted
C\'enin!!. The\' were aware they
were ~1aking history with the
nominution of Ferraro and the
Cuomo and Jackson speeches further ele,·ated this meeting beyond
the ordinary. They were also
awan.· that ufter enchanted even-

These women are probably
on Valium anyway but I guess
that that's O.K. since its a 'safely' prescribed drug
Maybe those legislators
would like to take our right to
vote away too.
How can we possible be rational enough to chose a person to run our country if we
are not able to (so they daim)
handle our liquor?
Surely they have run enough
studies ~o realize that we as
students are more aware and
more educated than our parents
were at our age.
And therefore, we know the
power we have with that one
little vote.
So please don't try to give us
the last call for alcohol, we can
handle it.--ELLA.

THE PAN AMERICAN

Reflections on conventions
r\11 national 1.·. 011,cntions arc

And visions of prohibition
danced in her head.
Is that where .this - is all
heading to?
The government as it is is
making money off of thos~ 19
year olds buying beer anyway
right?
.
Everyone pays their liquor
taxes whether they drink the
national beer of Texas or 12
year old Scotch.
It has been written that this
proposed legislation is an effort on the part of the legis la to rs to calm down
registered voters of the MADD
(Mother Against Drunk
Drivers) variety. ··

ings come cold dawns of reality
so they ate, drank and were merry
for in November they may die.
The Republicans were supremely self-assured.
The film which introduced
Reagan to the convention (it was
carried only by NBC and CNN)
was the most effective use of
political propaganda since Leni
Reifenstahl's Triumph of the Will
made in the 1930's. After seeing
this film hardened criminals
would cry and Communists would
vote for Reagan.
All Republicans look alike. All
Democrats act alike.
Joke : The GOP dais was
painted brown. but only after a
sprinted debate with those who
wanted the traditional red. white
and blue. Brown was chosen because the psychologists said that
earth colors inspire trust. One
newspaper person noted that there
was still plenty of red. white and

2nd best joke: In San Francisco
a fierce debate was occuring with
the Mexican-American Caucus
over the Simpson-Mazzoli Immigration bill. Bobby Garcia, a
Democratic Congressperson from
New York, asked how many of the
caucus delegates were from east
of the Mississippi River. No one
held up their hand. Then, a delegate shouted from the back of
the room : "Wrong river~·- Maybe
you had to be there.
It wi ll take a minor miracle for
the Democrats to win in November. But the GOP will be in trouble in 1988; the ideological divisions within their party are deep
and only Reagan is holding them
together. Delegates to th e 1988
GOP convention shold wear hard
hats.
All national conventions are
fun. I know rve already said that.
but it bears repeating.

blue: the seats were red. the

Dr. Jerry Polinard
Head. Political Science Dept.

carpet was blue and all the delegates were white.
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Mondale's son makes PAU co.mpaign stop
'"My dad is his own man . . .
(he) appreciates Tip O ' Neill's advice but will continue to make his
own decisions," Walter Mondale's
son, William, said at a voter
registration rally last Thursday
morning in the cafeteria overflow.

cent. America's wealthiest. received significant tax breaks.
"The rest, 95 percent, don't get
enough to buy a used hub cap,"
Mondale said.
In the same critical vein, Mondale called the Republican party
the party of the radical right. He
also commented on their platform.

This response was made after
Young Democrat Vice President
Jay Lugo wondered how the Mondale camp had received House
Speaker Tip O'Neill's comment
made earlier that morning.

\
....

.

(Photo by Henry Cantu)

ke cream socialite--Freshman Lisa Garza gets a mouthful at an
ice cream party hosted by Dean of Students Judy Vinson last
Thursday in the Cafeteria overflow room. The gathering introduced interested freshmen to campus student leaders.

Financial aid office
monitors students
Following federal regulations
Basically the same procedure
that became effective the begin- applies for undergraduate
ning of July, financial aid will students. Students who have had
doscly monitor students receivsuspension removed, will return
ing assistance.
to probtion status for one semStudents may receive financial
ester, and then be elbible for
as~istance until the completion of
financial aid .
their degree or the minimum of
Financial aid disbursement intwelve semester hours required
cludes, grants, loans, work-study
for a degree.
and need based scholarships.
Some examples covered in the
Students who qualify for finanpolicy are Pell Grants, Hinsoncial help must now abide to a
Hazlewood student loans and
twelve semester policy. Federal
Supplemental Educational Opporregulations state that students
tunity Grants.
receiving financial assistance
··students have the right to apunder Title IV programs must be
pea I under certain circummaintaining satisfactory progress
stances," said Torres.
whether or not the student was
receiving financial aid during the
A student must also complete
certain amount of hours per
period of prior enrollment.
semester before he/she receives
According to Juan Carlos Torfinancial help. Freshman students
res. assistltnt director of financial
must complete 18 hours their first
' aid. 1welve semesters is the
year, sophomores 39 hours, junaverage time it takes for a student
iors must have 60 hours and
to graduate. However. financial
seniors need 81 hours credit. Fifth
aid will allow an extra year tu the
and sixth year students must earn
twelve semesters in case the stuI02 hours or more. These are the
dent changes his major.
maximum semester hours reIn other words. undergraduate
quired for completion of bacstudents attending Pan American
degree.
calaureate
full -ti111e will have six years to
rl'ceive financial assistance. Three
If a freshman student falls
below enrollment status for which
quartl'r ti111e students will have
nine years and half-time students he received financial aid during
have twelve yeaers elegibility for the regular semester, the student
financial aid .
is placed on financial aid warnGraduate students attending the
ing for one semester. If he falls
university full-time have two years below the enrollment status the
to receive financial help and halt:
following year he will be placed
ti111e graduate students for four on probation. During the probayl'ar:-. of financial assistance.
tionary period the student still
Two semesters will equal one qualifies for assistance, but are
year. The two su111mer sessions forewarned that one more semwi II equal one SL'llll'ster and atten- ester unsati:-.factory progress will
dance to one summer session will place them on financial aid
suspension
not count as one semester.

"No wonder Jerry Falwell
(Moral Majority leader) said they
couldn't have gotten a better platform if he had written it himself,"
Mondale said.
Hl" also said we need to clean
up on toxic waste, charging that
tile Reagan administration has
allowed toxic ,waste to run rampant.
On education Mordale was critical of the present program
because it lacks funding and good
teacher benefits, both necessary
for getting good teachers, according to him.
Reagan's offer to send a school
teacher into space did not impress
the younger Mondale who said
that our generation has to worry
about getting a good education.
On Reagan's economic policy,
Mondale said it hurts American
workers because it favors increased imports. He cited the steel industry as one such example.

O'Neill said on ABC's Good
Morning America that he thought
Mondale was not tough enough
on President Reagan. O'Neill said
Mondale should not let Reagan
push him around and that it was
time for Mondale to roll up his
sleeves.
Despite the weather, some 50
supporters welcomed Mondale,
who was on a week~Iong tour of
the Valley that began on Labor
Day. He stopped at PAU briefly
before going on to San _A ntonio.
, "We are the party of the majority, of opening doors and oppo~tuhities," Mondale said. "I came
to... Edinburg primarily to do
what I can to encourage people to
vote."
Criticizing Reagan's tax policy,
Mondale said that only five per-

In comparison, Mondale said
the Democratic platform favors a
protectionist import policy with
regard to domestic industries
significantly affected by cheaper
foreign imports.
The agricultural industry also
has problems which, according to
Mondale, the Reagan administration has failed to address seriously.

Oct. 19 is the deadline for anyone interested in a foreign service
career to register for the annual
examination coming up in December.
Candidates must complete and
submit their registration and application forms so that they are
received by the Educational Test-

in fn.-e Optimt, on 111ur Gold I.met C~t,s Rini:
DIAMONDS & WA
FINE JEWEL
IFTS FDR ALL OC

\

PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE
WITH A PAID INTERNSHIP
H .E.B., a major food/drug chain, is currently seeking Business students who are interested in a Paid Management Internship. Students will be working approximately 20 hours per week in one of the
local H.E.B. Superstores while completing their education and will be
performing a variety of activities that will provide a basic understanding of retail food store management.
As a Management Intern with H.E.B., you will be gaining valuable experience and training that can potentially help provide a
smooth transition into H.E.B. as a professional upon graduating
from PAN AMERICAN. ·
Our company representative will be interviewing on campus on
Tuesday, September 18, 1984. lnterested students should contact
the Business Placement Office for more information.
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CAR PROBLEMS?

CALL
ROBINSON MOTORS

COMPLETE DETAILS.

....,

GOLl, LANCE CLASS RINGS.

11t•.un
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..

ENGRAVING

JEWELRY

2-4 WEEK DELIVERY.
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

•

GIFT WRAP

PORTER 'S JEWELRY
110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

CLIP THIS AO ANO BRING TO OUR STORE

WATCH REPAIR

BY DEC. 31 1984 TO QUALIFY.

Important reports, term
papers, resumes, and
theses, professionally
prepared with computer
speed and accuracy.

LOS Computer
Services
Kerria at 10th
998 Kerria
Suite 102

I

McAllen, TX 78501

I
I
I
I
I

""

..

' •.
(NOT AFFI LIATED WITH LONG
DISTANCE SERVICE, INC.)

630-6195

---------383-no2
.
9 - 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

KEY CHAIN. ASK FOR
•

. 313-2432

• .

NEED JUMPER CABLES
NEED CAI=\ DOORS OPENED
NEED TOWING7 " ,._...

PLUS A FREE GRADUATION

I

381-3587.

I

ing Service (ETS) in Prince\on.
N.J., by Oct. 19.
The basic criteria for takingi the
foreign service written examjnation is that a candidate must qe at
least 20 years old on the date of
the examination (Dec. I), must be
a U.S. citizen and must be available for assignment worldwide.

.save up to $59

tures will be U.S.-Latin American relations, immigration,
border issues, Hispanics anct
other pertinent issues relevant to
the Americas.
Any questions concerning the
lecture series or the Latin
_American Studies Center should
be referred to their office at

·······--

In light of these issues before
Americans, the candidate·s son
said it is time to get to work. Later
he will be working hard to get
people out to the voting booths.

Foreign service exam
deadline approaches

Economist discusses
Mexican economy,
peso devaluation
An economist with the Banco
de Mexico .will be the first
speaker in a series of monthly lectures sponsored by the Latin
American Studies Center.
Dr. Javier Salas, former
economics professor at the
University of New Mexico, will
be lecturing on the economic con-·
ditions in Mexico next Thursday
during activity period in LA IOI.
In his lecture, Salas will
evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the Mexican
economy in light of the austerity
program implemented by Mexican President de la Madrid after
the peso devaluation of 1982.
Salas will also speak on the
future economic developments in
Mexican public policy.
PAV economics professor Dr.
Charles Ellard will also present
a program on U.S.-Mexico border. He will also comment on Dr.
Salas Lecture.
Ellard has done extensive work
in the area of U.S.-Mexico border
and has had numerous publications on topics that include the
peso devaluation , the Mexican
economy and border economic
development.
The lecture series will cover
topics related to U.S.. Mexico and
Latin America . Among the subjects to be covered in future lee-

Farmers will not be getting the
government aid that they need.
Thousands have defaulted on
loans, according to Mondale, and
need such aid to survive.
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With the KAYPRO 2, you'll have: • Over 200 pages ol memory on 2
Disk Drive~! • II is TOTALLY portable. • Has an easy-to-use
familiar keyboard. • Self-contained 9" non-glare monitor: •
Application software included such as Word Processing. Spelling
Correction. Ma1lmergmg. Fmanc,al Projects. What If? Analysis.
Inventory Control. Data Base Management. Games and complete
documentation! NO EXTRAS NEEDED!
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The same incredible machine as the KAYPRO 2 but with these fine
extras. • 5-Year Real Time Clock with back-up batteries. • dBASE fl
(11\0St popular data-base software available) included FR!:E! • dBASE fl
Tutorial. • Info Star. • The KAYPRO 4 has TWICE the memory as the
KAYPRO 2 (up to a whopping 400 pages)' • A self-contained modem for
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• A 10-Megabyte hard disk for up to 500l pages of memory' • All
programs are permanently installed 1n the machine • Complete
back-up ability with a 400K Disk Drive, which 1s INCLUDED1• The
KAYPRO 10 is literally half the price ol the compet1t1on! Go ahead and
check around'
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season opener

Soccer takes on
Sam Houston Friday

Sports .
Lines
By Vivien Benbow
Sport~ Editor

With the second school week
underway. PAU athletic teams are
gearing up for their first contests.
Don't forget the recreational
hours: --Swimming pool MonThurs 4-6 p.m .. and Sat-Sun
1-4:45 p.m. Gym: Mon-Thurs
6-7:45 p.m. and Sat-Sun 1-4:45
p.m. Tenni!-> courts: Mon-WedThur!'> 6-7:45 p.m .. Sat-Sun day
and night and Tues night from
4-10 p.m. Racquetball Courts:
daily all week. Weight room:
Mon-Thurs 4-6 p.m. Track : daily 6-9 p.m .
· The soccer team takes on Sam
How.ton State on Sept. 14-15 at
Sam How,ton.
The Lad~, Bronc volleyball
team heads to Austin Sept. 13. for
u Tri-mati.:h against McMurray
State and St. Edward\. They will
\hen head to San Antonio for the
lni.:arnate Won.I Tourney. Sept.
14-15. Be sure to check out the
Lady Broncs liN Tri-match Sept.
19 again!->! Beeville Community
College and Schriener Jr. College.
Coach McDowell is still acceptin~ entry fonm for either
men's intramural flag football or
women's intramural volleyball.
McDowell also ~aid if enough
wotnen arc intercste<l in playing
tlag-football. they can still come
hy and !'sign up. The playing dates
.•.ill be annoum:ed right here in
-iport Lines.
The Lady Broncs have opened baskcthall drills this week. The
women will be practicing M-Wi-: l:-t5-J:J0 an<l T-T 2:15-4:00.
The first PAU Intra S<1uad
1e1111is tournament was held Sept.
X where the tinal team standings
were <lecidcd. I) Augustin Salazar
~r. 2) Kevin Smith sr. J) Francisco
Hamden fr. 4) Jonas Olsson fr. 5)
Bob Bdl jr. 6) Rikard Anderberg
1·r. 7) Tony Fink fr. 8) Roy Fuller
jr. 9) Ruhen Nunez sr. 10) Edmundo Mc!->ta fr. II) Joe Martinez
,oph. 12) We!-> Lincoln jr. am.I
newL·o1111:r Udo Graf of Porto.
:>ortuual.
Tiu.- team will 01>c11 at Texas
A&I today then head to the UTSA national 4ualliying tourney at
the H.E.B. tennis Center in Corpus Christi. Sept. l-t-15.
··t ha\'C been very pkased with
the seniors. hecua!'>e they arc tak111g a kalkrship rok in the morning runs:· said Coach Bryi.:e
)bung. Ruhen Nunez and Augustin Salazar have been named captai n!-> and the team has been atten.ling their !->tudy hall.
"This (!->tudy hall) will giw the
uu,·, a head start on the academil"

program, which is important due
to so much time spent on the
road."
The following weekend the
Netters will head down to So.
Padre Island for the Fountain
View tennis classic at the So.
Padre Hilton, Sept. 28-30. The
competition is also open to
novices who wish to take part in
the three day event. The divisions
include men's regular and novice
singles, doubles and Pro-Am
doubles (with any PAU Player).
Women's events are regular and
novice singles and doubles.
The cost will be $20.00 per
event. per player. For more information check with Coach Bryce
Young at the Athletic Dept.
381-2221.
The PAU cross-country teams
travel to San Antonio tomorrow
for the UTSA Invitational crosscountry meet. The Broncs are
coming off top finishes from last
week triangular meet.
For the men, Oscar Rivas of
Pharr. took 1st. Jan Peter~on wa~
2nd. Marten Westburg 8th and
Hernan Figueroa paced to a 9th
place.
The women's results were Lori
Guerrero 2nd, Kathy Pittman 5th.
Samantha Lozano 6th. Liz Pittman 8th and Toya Castillo wa~
9th.
The rifle team is currently
!->hooting in preparation for the upcoming season and their first inviratio;al tournament is in Austin,
Sept. 16. The team will be headed by Sgt. Larry Dove who said
the team is coming along.
There are three returning
players to the ritle team. They are
Roland Alonozo and Anna Luna.
The team practices at McAllen
High and Anna Luna commented.
"we've lost our top 2 shooter but
some of our new on·es have potential:·
The Broncs golfers are still
shooting holes to qualify for
places <;n the 84-85 rooster The
Broncs first tourney is Oct. 3-5
at the Anuclo's Intercollegiate lnvitatiomJ sponsored by the
University of Houston. It will be
held in Austin. PAU will sponsor
the PAU Golf Classic at Cimarron Country Club in Mission.
Oct. 24-27.
That's it for Sports Lines · ·
Remember if you or your club ha~
an important event coming up and
woulu like some publicity. drop
it hy Emilia Hall Room 100. the
Monday hdiire Thursday publication. S~e ya next week!

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

Bronc soccer players--practice against each other in practice--the Broncs
head to Sam Houston State for their season opener tomorrow and take
on Texas Southern Sept. 15. (Photo b) Hcnr) Cuntu)

C-C set for UTSA
By Hernan Figueroa

Pan Am's cross-country teams
head to San Antonio tomorrow to
compete in the UTSA Invitational
Cross-Counry Meet after starting
off the season winning their first
meet at Texas A&I last week.
The meet wds held at the Kingsvi Ile Naval Air Force golf course
with the Broncs scoring 31 points
to defeat Texas A&I and Laredo
Junior Col kge .
Oscar Rivas sr, from Pharr led
PAU by placing first in the 3 mile
course, with Jan Peterson soph of
Sweden as second. Marten Westburg jr. from Sweden and Hernan
Figueroa sr. from Mexico City

placed 8th and 9th respectably.
Also Alice Sophomore. Fortino
Gonzalez took 11th place.
The Lady Broncs took second
overall in the Tri-meet with Lori
Guerrero sr, pacing to a second
place finish. Kathy Pittman was
5th followed by Samantha Lozano
6th, Liz Pittman 8th and Toya
Castillo finished 9th to help the
Lady Broncs score a total of 30
points.

·-rm really impressed with the
dedication I've seen during our
daily workouts. and we've got a
lot of talent," summed up Coach
Reggie Tredaway head coach of
the soccer team. The Broncs are
preparing for their first contest at
Sam Houston State University
Sept. 14.
Tredaway has several returning
players and new faces for the
season. Returning are Captains
Jerry Rapp sr. Littleton. Col:
fullback Juan Garza senior, Pharr.
Also Raul Iturralde soph. fullback, Edinburg: Efren Lopez
soph, forward, McAllen: Babatope Osunro left-wing soph.
lbanan. Nigeria.
Jorge Rodriguez jr. full-back.
Reynosa: Raul Rodriguez soph,
fullback. McAllen; Emmanuel
Abrio soph. center forward.
Sapela, Nig; Julio Garcia soph,
halfback, McAllen: Manny Gar-
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Guaranteed Student Loans
Now av.tilablc for 84-85 semester call Jim
Purcell 686-6806 Phoenix Finanlial
Network

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.

Step Up
To Mana1ement

For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575

McALLEN 686-6671

EDINBURG 383-5082

PHARR 787-9431

WESLACO 968-5039

What we offer:
• Starting salary in the 20's
• Best training in the food industry
• Good benefits
(paid vacation, life & medical insurance, profit sharing,
credit union, free use of company lodges, paid relocation,
rapid salary improvement).
• Management development programs

What we look for:
• Energetic, highly motivated future managers (indicators we
review include: minimum GPA of 2. 75, work experience and
extracurricular activities).
• Individuals who can express themselves well ... think on
their feet ... and can adapt to a fast pace in an exciting
business environment.
• Self starters who can and will make decisions
• Individuals looking for a challenge and an opportunity for
self achievement

If you want a career opportunity, a place where your hard
work will produce results, then sign up for an interview
now through the Placement Office.
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Tredaway also tecls this year's
season will be aided with the new
field. ··we'll be playing 8 games
here at home and we're hoping to
have more fans come out and sec
us play." Tredaway is tenativcly
planning a game with a protcssional team out of Mexico which
will be announced if definate.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . DAT

-----1984 Cross-Country Schedul.---l>ah•

cia soph. haltback. McAllen: also
Edison Oyiboke. mid-fielder.
Benin. Nigeria.
New players are; Mario Espinoza fresh. mid-fielder.
McAllen; and Jose Salinas fresh.
forward. McAllen and Anthony
Auebae. Nigeria. The goalies will
be Felix Nhaze of Cameroon and
Albert Borja of Mexico City.
Tredaway hopes to suit up 22
players for the games and looking ahead. teels the contest against
Texas Southern Saturday will be
exciting ... We split the games 1-1
last year and they have some
outstanding players from Nigeria.

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

Starts

OUll REPRESENTATIVES
WILL BE ON CAMPl1S
SEPTEMBER 25th

STIMULATORS
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer
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BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

Now Leasing

Brand New

Luxury Townhouse Apartments

HERITAGE SQUARE

WHIT£ FLOUR

PATOS

•

'Energy Efficiency Award'
,1111, tint. 11111 1

•

Free Satellite TV

1,.1H 1111

•

Private Patios

•

Covered Parking

•

Swimming Pool

•

SPA

H,,ndwro Bl•.in,

•

Washer - Drrer Connection

ONtY

•

Balconies

•
•
•
•

Walking Distance to PAU
Laundry Room
Furniture Rental Available
3-12 Month Leases

•

I Bdm - Loft, I 1/2 Ba. (2-sty)

•

2 B/ 1 1/2 B - 2 8/2 B- (2-sty)

SI .PTDIHU{ SPECt..\l.
2 - P,1to, Of S,lllll'
!-.ind. Sprtnbh Hkl'.

Sl.48
All ~·ear around Special 2
Patos Of Some Kind Spanish
Ric~ & Ranchero !wans

$1.98

515 S. Sugar Rd
Edinburg, Texas

for Jostff ffl'tlicr
coll an ordff

381-5724

383-0725
AclOSS from Pan Am

•One Month Free Rent
or
Monthly Frent Discount

-------------------------------$ po rts-----·-----The
Lady Volleyball spotlight
··
B~- Sonia Garcia

timistic

about

the
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upcoming

1984-85 Bronc ~etters Seated left to right. Jonas Olsson. Augustin Salazar. Rikard Anderberg. Francisco Hamden
and Joe Martinez. Standing. Wes Lincoln. Edmundo Mesta. Roilan Fuller. Kevin Smith and Ruben Nunez. Not piL"tured are Tony Fink. Bob Bell, Udo Graf and Coach Byrce Young.

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY SOCCER SCHEDULE 1984-85
Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 21
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 5
Oct. 6
Oct. 13-14
Oct. 24
Oct 27
Nov. 2

Je .
and

wd/be,

Pan American University at Sam Houston University
Pan American University at Texas Southern University
Pan American University at Trinity
Pan American University at St. Mary's
Texas Luthern at Pan American University
Sam Houston at Pan American University
Trinity at Pan American University
2nd Annual Trinity/ Pan American Tourney
St. Mary's at Pan American University
Texas Southern at Pan American University
Pan American University at Texas Luthern

7:30 p. m .
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
10:00 a.Ill.
3:00 p.m .
4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
TBA

3:00 p.111.
3:00 p.111 .
4:00 p.m .

Tri-match

Jej,m.
10

2fi.
y ?,nv. l/v

2~ 2~

•

(I/.lll/.

-

<f/Jear-

00000000&

Lady Broncs to Austin today
By Patty Garza
Heading into Austin today, the
Lady Broncs are hoping to start
a winning streak as they take on
McMurray College and St. Edward's in a scheduled Tri-match.
Tomorow they face Incarnate
Word College as they participate
in the 15-tearn River City tourney
in San Antonio.
Last Friday the Lady Broncs
were overcome by Laredo Junior
College 15-11, 15-9 and 15-6.
Coach Becky de los Santos said

she felt Laredo looked shorter
than the past year. but played well
with good composure.
"For the first game our women
played together good, but lacked
communication anti composure:·

they were a little nervous and
preoccupied." she addeti.
De los Santos lost several of her
top players t'rnrn last year's team
such as Seniors Rosie Gubarn,
Mary Diane Cruz and sophomore
Kristi McAda. "We have only two
de los Santos said. "They had a
upperclassmen this year, (Carmen
bit of opening night jitters and
Hernandez and Pita Fonseca) anti
.----------------,
Guhara·s anti Cruz·s leadership
has been misseti:· said de los
Santo:-,.
De los Santos feels that the
women have more confidence
FINANCIAL
now anti will do helter in the next
Guaranteed Student Loam 110\'.
game:-,. ..,hey need to try to he
available for 84-85 semester. Call Jim
more aggressive with the otknsc
Purcell 686-6806. Phoeni\ Financial
and
hitting the hat1:· she
Network.
commented.
EMPLOYMENT
De Im Santos named Mdissa
Garcia sophomore from HarlGovernment Johs. 5;16.559 - S50.5.'B
ingen as the outstanding player of
~car. Now Hiring . Your area Call
the
Laredo-PAU Tri-match and
805-687-6000. Ext. R-8888.
abo personally invites PAU
Post advertising materials on students and faculty to the Lady
campus. Write: College Distributors . .'n
Bronc\ first Tri-match against
Pcbhlewood Trail. Napcn ilk. IL
Beeville and Schreiner Sept. 19.

Classifieds
t--------------

60540.

APARTMENTS
Apartments For Rent. 1/1. 2/1. or 2/2 as
lo\'. as S190 up to S280. Some of these
apartrn.:nts Jo not re4Llin.: ,.:curity
(.kposit. Cal I 383-6295 or .,83-16.12 .•

ANNOUNCEMENTS
b it true you c.111 buy _jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government'' Get the
li1cts to<lay' Cill 1-312-742-1142 ht.
8300-A.

$10 HOUR GUARANTEED
I 111...·1.:d thr~·...: .ittr~1L·t1,...:. \\l..'II µrn11111 ....·d l;1d1..._·, 111
111 111~hh.:luh ..... pa; ;.i\1.:r.1~1..·-., '-l\{) hlllll
..tlld hl·th.'.1. i.llld Ill.I} k.td to a p<1rl t11111..·
111an,1~L·rial pu,1t111t1 tl\l'rag111~ o\LI \.1000 pc,
111,11nh. 'i.ik. rc,pcclahk .ind pcrkcl 1111 a ,tu
d,111. Call hi al -l/1-l XOO-t tn D11n,1
\11 g1m111id, ..... \IO hour ~u,1r~1nlL"1..·d

..,1.:II n,,I..'..,

Students! Work Smart.
Work Simply... With
Hewlett-Packard!
\\'hdher vour cidsse1 ,;re in ',rn·n,,·,
l:ngmeenn~. Bu1111"''· or FinanCl', vou'n·
,n fur 1ome tough probiL·m1
Bree,e through thl'm ,n a few 11mple
kev1troke1, with the help of a Ilewldt·
Packard calculator. Bu1lt-1n function,,
pru1;ramming capability, and time-1,1vi n~
feature, like dedicated key, can help
vou 1tart working ,mar• now
Come m and choo1e 1/0Ur Ill' ca lculator
tudav

r/,'ij9

IL'.r...

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
It' there',; ,1n.: thin!.: l--u,in,,,,
,tudent, h,\\'l' alwa\·, nL'c,le,l.
thi, i, it: ,m ,1ff,,r,bl--le. 1-iu,inl',;,;-llriL'ntl',I c,1kul.u,,r.
Th.: Tex,1" ln,rrument,
R.-\-,1, thl' SruJenr Bu,inl',,
Anah·,t.
It, h1ilr-in 1-iu,ine,,
t,,rmuL1" kt y,,u rerf,,rm
c,,mrlicare,l tinance.
acc,iui1ting ,mJ ,t,1ti,tic1I
tuncti11n, - rhl' llne, th,H
u,u,1llr TL'cjuire ,1 kit ,it time
,m,I .1 ,t,Kk ,,t rd°.:rt·nc.: h,,,b.
lih' prl',ent ,111J llltuTL' \·,ilul'

A rowerful comHnation.
calculation,. amurti:at1uns
Think business. With
and l-iallu1in ra\'ment,.
The BA-35 meam \'1iu
the BA-35 Student ..fj2.
,renJ le,, rime calculating,
Bu~me~~ Analy~r.
~
and mure rime learning. One
ke,·,rr,,kl' take, the rbce
,it mam·.
The calcul.it1lr i, ju,r ran INSTRUMENTS
Creating u,eful rniJuct,
,it rh.: rackage. Y,iu ab" get
and ,en·ices for yuu.
,1 hi1 ,k th.u l11ll,,\,·, mll,t
h1,ine,, c, ,ur,e,: thl' Bwincs.1
:-\n,tl:--sr l1111dd1,11,k. Bu,ine,,

TEXAS

Classik:d rati.: is S2 lin the first 10 \lords
anJ . HJ per \lord thi.:ri.:af't.:r. ThcrL· 1, a 10
\\Of'U minimum. Di.:adlini.: i, 1-rida) '.\0011
prior to publication on Thursda).
Bring ad cop) to The Pan i\111erican.
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ad, must he
paid in aU\iHK<:.
hn 01,pla) aJ\erti-,ing rate, ca ll 381
2545 or 381-~54I.

HEWLETT
PACKAAO

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

ANEW
CONTRACEPTIVE

IS HERE.

rr,,fe,,1>r, helre,l u, write it.

r,, h.:lr ,·uu get the m,,,t \lllt
,,i cakuL1t11r ,m,I cb"wllm.

.---•- - - - --

- ----

_ __ _ _ __ _ !I
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BA RCA speaker denounces Communist ties
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer
Nicaraguan Sandinistas have
nothing to do with the Communist
Party. said a Zapata Methodist
pastor late Thursday afternoon at
the Campus Ministry Center during a Border Assistance for Refugees from Central America
(BARCA) meeting.
"They began as a people unhappy with the Samoza regime ...
Pastor Virgilio Vasquez said.
.. What they now have is an elite
type of assembly somewhat like
the Marxists. However. they are
trying to come up with an in-

digenous solution unlike anyone
else's:·
Vasquez, who was in Central
America with a group of lawyers.
pastors. and social science
students this summer. was sponsored by Southern Methodist
University\ Perkins School of
Theology.
The pastor, in relating his impressions of Nicaragua to about
30 gathered for the meeting. said
that the Communist Party does
not have a good relationship with
the Sandinistas, or anywhere else
in Latin American.

He said the Sandinistas have no
respect for them. People need to
understand there is a difference
between Marxism and Communism said Vasquez. Students of
Marxist Theory generally contend
that there are major differences
between Marxist Theory and
"Communist" governments such
as the Soviet Union, according to
Vasquez.
Luthem Pastor Armin Steege of
San Juan, present at the meeting
and having been in Nicaragua
previously, pointed out facors in
Nicaraguan life that exempt the

country from a Communist-style
government label.
Quoting Father Fernando Cardenal. Nicaragua·s MiniS ter of
Culture, Steege said 60 percent of
the Nicaraguan economy is privately owned, that a diversity of
political parties exists (there are
about 11), and although there is
conflict between church and state.
the church is allowed to play a
role in government.
While people there are allowed to say whatever they like, not
everything is printed because of
press censorship, according to
Vasquez. He also commented that

the group had been allowed to
travel in the country freely.
Vasquez also mentioned that the
Sandinistas have armed the citizenry. Almost everyone on the
streets carried weapons. but they
are arm~d because they feel a U.S.
invasion is inevitable. according
to Vasquez.
Conflict also exists between the
wealthy, who were allowed to
keep their . money. and the Sandinistas. According to Vasquez.
they were allowed to keep it
because of their experience in
business and because it would

help the economy. However.
many have left the country with
the money.
This. combined with mistakes
made by inexperienced Sandinistas, have made Nicaragua an
economic disaster. Vasquez
pointed out that like Che Guevarra
and Chile·s Allende before them,
the Sandinistas are finding out it
is much easier to fight a revolution than it is to run a country.
"I am not an expert on Central
America," Vasquez said. "I did
enjoy 111y visit there and the
freedom just to be there:·

Counseling, therapy available to handicapped
By Mary Howard
Stall Writer
The Counseling and Advisement Center (CAC). located on
the fifth floor of the Student Services Building. and the Speech
and Hearing Center (SHC). located in Southwick Hall, together
with many outside agencies are
sl.!rving and aiding the needs ot·
thc handicapped.
.. Thc purpose of the (CAC) is
to reduce barriers to handicapped

student,s who are otherwise qualified to pursue a higher education." _said Keith Turkington,
Disabled Student Advisor for the
CAC.
Any person with an emotional,
physical, or learning <liability.
which hinders the learning process. may seek advice on how to
·
a 11 ev1ate
t he pro bl em. Th e C AC
is basically service orientated. It
provides information and referrals. Counselors are equipped to

refer students to an agency that
Lujan, and Assistant Director Ar- and its effect upon communicacan provide assistance.
turo Ramos. is there ··to help tion.
The CAC provides services
students develop the academic
After the problem is accessed,
such as note and test taking for
and personal skills necessary for clients may participate in some of
those who are unable to. do so,
successful college work." It offers . the programs offered at the center,
tutorial services, and mobility
academic advisement, tutorial or they may be referred to another
assistance.
services, reading services, and in- center.
These services are offered free
dividual and group counseling.
The programs offered include
of charge, and are available to the
Th e Speec h an d H earing Cenauditory training, lip reading, and
public as well as students.
The CAC is part of the Learnter (SHC) offers a battery of hearsign language training, and biling Assistance Center. The LAC,
ing tests used to determine the
ingual education. These programs
under the direction of Dr. Sylvia · type and extent of hearing loss
are provided for the hearing and
speech impaired by student clinicians under the direction of a nationally certified audiologist.

13 student organization offices open
Thirteen offices an: available in
1he University Center for student
mganizations.
Student organizations interested
in applying fc>r the office space
must meet the lc)llowing requirements:

I. Up-uatcd limns rcl.!ardinl.! organization officers anti mem~bers
must he turncu in as well as the
student nrganization information
form. the mailing address form
and lhe information release form.

2.

A n:port must be filed listing
major activities of the organiza-

tion during the past year (organizations with 5 or more activities, not including meetings.
will receive top priority); this will
be compared to that organization's
green and yellow forms on file for
veri f'ication.

ed, and the 13 organizations
awarded space will be notified by
Wednesday, Oct. 3 through campus mail.
·

3. All UC office keys issued in
the past must be turned in.
The required documents must
be filed, and keys returned to UC
205 by 4:30 p.m. Friday, Sept. 28
for consideration for an office
assignment.

The Stage Coach
Pit Grill & Bar
Specializing in Bar-B-Que

Brisket

I

FREE ADMISSION - PE COMPLEX

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1984
7:30 - MIDNIGHT
(POOL FACILITIES AVAILABLE)

On Friday, Oct. 5, at 4:00 p.m.
a drawing will be held in UC 205
to determine which organization
gets which office.

Ct:).

rf-. ~,. i..--r._~,j
~

~~~~~ V

Ribs

Fajitas

The documents will be review-

2201 NORTH 10TH (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 Now $4.00
Perms:were $35.00 Now $12.00

uC

Chicken

Sausage

Academy· of total fashion
687-7628

•n
1

Call for
Order to Go

Open ll - ll P.M.
Closed Sunday

(512) 381-6291

The Stage Coach
Ralph Garza
Manager
Available for Private
parties - Dine Inside
or Out-on-Our Patio

located Between 10th
and 23rd on Hwy. 107
Edinburg, Texas 78539
IO% off for P.,m Am
Students/Faculty

This cemet, under the direction
of Carl McGovern. is designed to
provide professional services to
the university and general community. In addition to this. the
center helps train students who
plan to work in the field of
Communication.
Facilities are also available for
students who are partially sighted
or who have a disorder which pre, vents them from reading well.
For more information contact
Keith Turkington at 381-2529.

Tired of Negativity In You Life?

Shakti Gawain,
author of Creative Visualization
will present a day-long workshop
Saturday, Sept. 22, 1984
10 A.M. - 5 PM.
The Hilton Inn
McAllen
Shakti will share techniques and principles of creative visualization, creating
our own reality, and dissolving negative
beliefs.
Special rate of $25 for PAU students. Preregistration necessary, mail checks to:
CHRYSALIS
~o
P. 0. BOX 2333
McALLEN, TX
78502-2333 °
Call 682- 7406 for more information
0
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Rains close Brownsville Campus

News Briefs
Financial disbursement next week
The Financial Aid Office will
disburse all loan, grant and scholarship checks on Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Student Services Building, Room 115.
The schedule for disbursement
is as follows: Students whose last
name begins with A-L will be
able to pick up their checks Tuesday between 8:30 a.m.-noon . Students with last names beginning
with the letters M-Z, may pick up
their monies Tuesday between
12:30 p.m.-4 p.m.
Students unable to pick up their
checks Tuesday may do so the following day, Wednesday during regular business hours.
Night students can pick up their
checks on Wednesday between
5:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
Students should follow the stan-

dard proceedure in order to receive their monies:
I. Student must present a form
of identification; a picture I.D.
such as a PAU 1.0. or a driver's
license.
2. After signing appropriate
acknowledgement and documents, the student will receive a
check release slip from the FAO
staff.
3. The check release slip is then
to be presented to the Paying and
Collections cashiers (located on
the first floor of the Administration Building), who will release
the check to the student.
No one will be allowed to sign
documents or pick up checks for
anyone else. This will apply to all
students and no exceptions will be
made according to the Financial
Aid Office.

Voter drive training session today
There will be a training session
for volunteers of the PAUSA voter

registration drive today during activity period in the Overflow
Room.
Students interested in helping in
the voter registration drive will be
taught how to register voters.
Group!'> will also be formed, with
some taking responsibility for setting up tables around campus and
other groups going door-to-door.

Antonio Gonzalez of the National Student Campaign for Voter
Registration and the Southwest
Voter Registration and Education
Project will be on hand to help the
campus organizers.
The main thrust of the drive
will be during the first week of
October. PAUSA and the other
organizations hope to register
2,000 people before the Oct. 6
deadline.

Senior portraits start Monday
Senion, and graduate students
will have their portraits taken for
El Bronco yearbook Monday
through Wednesday from IO a.m.
to 9 p.111. in the Cafeteria Overflow.
Faculty and stall who wish to
have their pictures in the yearbook
may also he taken at this time.
Seniors. Graduates and Faculty and staff at PAU-Brownsville
will be taken Sept. 27 and 28.
Contact PAU-B Student Services
ltir C\act location.
Other :--tudents who failed to
ha,·e their pictures taken during
registration can have their pictures
taken on these days.
Students should dress in their
Sunday best for their yearbook
portrait. but they can also have
pose:- in cap and gown. drape:- or

tuxedos which will be supplied by
the photographer.
Since the portraits will be used for the yearbook, pictures will
be taken free of charge. Proofs
will be mailed to the home and
students may select the "Sunday
best" pose they prefer for the
yearbook. Anyone wishing to buy
pictures can order directly from
the photographer after seeing their
proofs.
About 500 students whose pictues were taken on Thursday during registration in Edinburg will
need retakes because of a camera
malfunction.
"Those needing retakes would
have been taken by the camera
nearest the exit in the pool area
and they will be notified by the
photographer:· Joyce Prock. yearbook adviser. said.

Book Exchange ends tomorrow
Tomorrow is the last day to
pick-up hooks left at the PAUSA
Book Exchange. All remaining
books will become the property
of the Student Association.
The boob arc now located in
the PAUSA office UC 31-1-.
Orginally the deadline was

Tuesday. but it was extended since
it took several days to move the
books from the LRC Lobby to the
University Center.
Over 500 books were left last
Tuesday. the last day to buy
books. Most of the unsold books
were for classes not offered this
semester. or are out of edition.

CJ prof named Notable Woman
A criminal justice protcssor has
been recogni1.cd in the Notable
\\'omen ofTc,as bnok. a first edition honoring one percent .of the
statc·s leading female citizens for
achie,·ements and contributions to
the L'l1mmunit,·.
Dr. Rose '.\1ary Stanti.1rd. a:--sistant professor. says she \\·as
nnmina1cd in Austin la:--t No\'ember. ...\ccnrding to Stanford. the
nnminatiPns arc h.cpt anonymous.
Stantt1rd. ,, ho ha:- been at PAU
since 1982 . has C\tensi\'c expcri-

e11ee in the adult and juvenile
justice systems.
She has been a Florida evaluator of the state juvenile justice
programs as \\·ell as a parole/probation officer for adult felons . In
addition. she has also held several
research positions which includes
research at Arthur Young and
Company on ci,il law cas~es.
Stanford most recent!\ has coauthored a book on restit~tion and
the '.\1cxican-American jU\enile
ofli::nder.
·

Oct. 1 deadline for Financial Aid
Octoher I i:-- the deadline tn apply for Financial ...\id for Spring
'85.
The Financial Aid Oflil·e is cnL·nuraging those students who
ha,e not applkd for Spring 85, to
dn sn by this date .
Thmc student!'> who turn in
their completed application ,, ill

he processed by Spring Registration. While applications for
Spring 85 \\ ill be accepted until
Jan. 17. it is recommended that
studenJs apply as early as possi ble. preti::rrabh b, the Oct. I
deadline .
· ·
Applications may be picked up
at the Financial Aid Office. StudcrJt Sen ices Building Room 186.

Rainy Days Again--A tropical wave lingering in the Gulf of Mexico just
East of Padre Island caused torrential rains in the Valley Monday and
Tuesday. PAU-B canceled classes yesterday as a result of the severe

Hooding. Brownsville, the heaviest hit area, received about 14-16 incht•s
of rain. In the area around the Edinhurg campus the rainfall was
measured at 2.05 inches. (Photn '" l>c-k,:i i.1dJ

Multi million PE complex approved
By Brad Nibert
Managing Editor

Plans for an additional 62,000
square-foot Health and Physical
Education Complex were reviewed at the Board of Regents
meeting Friday in Brown~ville.'
The new complex is to be constructed near the site of the old
gymnasium, which is scheduled
for demolition.
Included in the plans are two
basketball courts, eight raquetball

courts, a weight-training room
and a performance laboratory.
The cost estimate for the
building is in excess of · $3.7
million. According to architect
Tom,Ashley bids should be opened in January with construction
beginning in March.
In regards to the construction
of the Communications Arts and
Sciences Building, architect
Calvin Bentsen reported that the
main item holding up completion
has been the doors. Delivery of
the doors is expected by Sept. 24.

Dr. Roy Flores reported that the
total cost of the CAS Building will
now be $4,972,295.35 including
several change orders the regents
approved Friday.
A $39,199 change to provide
hot water lines in restrooms and
$11,569 to install seven winches
for the backstage and studio areas
of the auditorium were approved
by four regents, with two abstaining.
Currently there are 27 classrooms in use at the CAS Building.
One seminar room is also in use,

and the computer lab wi II be
opened as soon as the doors
arrive.
When the building is completed
it will include: 33 classrooms,
seven seminar rooms. three computer labs, three language labs,
one photo lab, 65 faculty offices,
three department offices, one
Deans office, anc.l a Speech anc.l
Hearing Clinic.
In executive session, Regents
approved an offer of $2ITT,OOO li>r
a home in Brownsville for PAUSee Regcnb page 6

PAUSA opposes drinking age hike
Raising the national drinking World Health Organization reage to 21 is being opposed by the , veals· that legal denial to drink
Texas Student Association (TSA) results in higher incidents among
which has published a survey young who purchase it illegally
showing a rise in alcohol con- than among those of the same age
group who drink in a legal supersumption and related deaths.
The survey, prepared after HB vised setting.
In addition, the survey cites loss
38 was passed in June, cites
results from the State Alcohol of jobs if HB 38 is passed since
Beverage Tax Authority. The sur- about 1,500,000 between 18 and
vey found increases rather than 20 years old hold jobs where alcodecreases in consumption among hol is served. Also, the survey
states that have raised the drink- finds that two percent more deaths
from alcohol-related accidetns are
ing age.
As for deaths, injuries and caused by the 21 to 24 group than
abuse. material from a Third An- by the 19 to 21 groc1p.
The survey's results were distrinual Report to Congress and the

buted to Washington legislators,
according to PAU Student Body
President and TSA member
Gumecindo Ybarra, as part of
TSA's lobbying effort.
TSA also proposed a bill
strengthening laws against drunk
drivers and providing for increased state highway funds depending
on the strength of adopted laws,
according to Ybarra.
However, the measure was proposed too late and not passed, he
said.
"It would have been fairer since
all drunk drivers would have been
treated the same way," Ybarra

said. "HB 38 will discriminate
against those between 19 and 21."
Another effect of HB 38 is that
states failing to pass it within two
years will find federal highway
funds cut by five percent the first
year and IO percent the next, according to a June issue of US
News and World Report.
The magazine article also states
that the insurance industry estimates a savings of 1,250 lives annually if HB 38 is passed.
Backers of the bill also say that
15 percent of 25,000 annually
alcohol-related deaths arc caused
by teens.

Foundation deadline extended
The application deadline for the
Student Foundation has been extended till tomorrow by Dean of
Students. Judy Vinson.
Students are encouraged to apply for the new Student Foundation
which is both a leadership development program for students
and an enrichment program for
the University.
"The program will strive to
form a nucleus of very strong
students." said Judy Vinson. dean
of students.
The Student Foundation was
designed to give students
heightened experience in leadership development. It will also give
the University a team of highly

committed students to serve as
recognized agents of the University.
The foundation is divided into
three parts.
I. The President's Leadership
Program. The PLP is a freshman
leadership development program
which has been in existence since
1978. The university will offer
scholarships of $400 to $500 for
the freshman year to a number of
PLP participants. All participants
are selected by a committee of
university faculty, students and
administrators.
2. Dean's Counselors. Sophomores who have successfully
completed the President's Leader-

ship program will graduate to new
level of participation known as
Dean's Counselors. This group of
second year students will participate with the PLP students in
campus activities, service projects, the weekend leadership conference and other selected events.
However, they will primarly serve
as "big brothers/sisters" for the
freshman component.
3. PAU Ambassadors. The third
phase of the student foundation
plan is entered into juniors and
seniors who have experienced the
PLP and Dean's Counselors steps.
The PAU Ambassadors will exist
to give service to the University
by acting a<, official University

guides and ambassadors.
All three components will work
together in a foundatin that will
offer a unique opportunity for
ledership growth for PAU studcnh
through participation in workshops and projects. It will serve
as official school representatives.
A maximum of one hundred
students will be selectd by the
committee.
"The top five to ten students.
based on academic and leadership
abilities can receive a scholarship," added Vinson.
Students selected for the Pan
American Student Foundation
will be notified two weeks after
deadline.

Beer lifts Luau spirits; no problems
"It was a really wild time in
there:· said Alex Tapia. vicepresident of the Uni\'ersity Program Council.
And \\ ild it was. as the first
social e,·ent of the year. the
Ha\\·aiian Luau recei\'ed great
re\'iews.
··1t was great:' said Fernando
Diaz. another PAU <,Ophomore. ··I
was busy dancing ...
The Luau reached its peak hour
close to 10:30 p.m. when close to
1.200 people \\ere either dancing.

drinking. swimming or competing
in the limbo contest.
··People didn't show up till 8
o·clock and it lasted till midnight.
said Juan Lara. University Center
Program Council President. "and
they were even staying afterward<, ...
The University Center Program
Council once again organized one
of the best social events of the
year. Gary Steele. disc jockey for
KRIX. played all sons of different
tunes. ranging from oldies but

goodies beach music to some
solid rock ·n roll.
This year however. something
di ffferent was added to the
Hawaiian Luau. the selling of
alcholic beverages . Alpha Kappa
Psi. a professional business fraternity in campus organized the
sellng of alcohol during the Luau.
Tickets were sold for one dollar
in order to purchase one can of
brew.
Before anyone could buy a
ticket howe,·cr. AKPsi member'>

checked I. D.\ for proper age.
Students could purchase only one
can of brew at a time. Sales must
have been good for AKPsi. because twenty ca<,es of brew were
'>old. aside the fact that they were
also -.elling -.oft drinks, and they
weren·t as popular.
··If people can drink and
<,ocialize with no problem.,:· added Lara, "then we'll keep selling
beer at some of the activitie'> ...
"Impite of the alcohol... Tari a
added. "we had no pro hlc1m:·
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Editorial

'I want a bigger
piece of pie'
The rich get richer and the poor get poor.
At PAU, certain departments get budget increased while others get decreases. While some
departments are struggling to function in barely
adequate facilities, others are getting more than
their fair share of the pie.
Athletics, that taboo subject often discussed
behind administrators backs , is back in the pie
line for seconds.
Funded through Student Service Fees,
athletics has long been one of the "Favoured"
departments.
Last year, when most student service fee
acounts underwent budget cuts, ten athletic accounts received increases.
In fact, for· fiscal year 1984, the planned exp~nditures for the athletic department was over
$750,000. That is nearly 50 percent of the entire student service fee pie. While the athletic
department did pledge to raise $260,000, the
difference is still alot of money for just one
department. This is especially true when one
sees that there are about 15 other non-athletic
accounts that depend on student service fees
for funding.
Of that $750,000, $242,000 were allocated to
basketball alone. The rest was distributed between fourteen other athletic acounts as follows:
athletics-administration - $131,072; sports information - $19,092; crosss country/track $30,882; golf - $20,629; tennis - $31,097;
baseball - $118,342; soccer - $24,372; training
room - $27,308; insurance - $7,850; women's
volleyball - $16,594; women's basketball $19.302; promotion - $33,400; rifle - $4,920 and
women's cross country/track - $23,510.
Whether by chance or by deliberate
manipulation. according to these figures it
seems that athletics always gets what they want.
After studying the distribution of monies in
the athletic department, it is apparent that not
all sports are "rolling in the dough". In fact,
the inequities in the athle.t ic department itself
could be discussed in great detail.
With this in mind, it is easy to see the necessity of some items. At this very moment, there
arc over 150 students strutting around in the

And what athletics want this time is a new
P.E. complex.
A complex, which according to the VicePresident of Business Affairs will cost in excess of $3.7 million .
Although the building of a new complex has
been in the works for about two years now, it
was only recently approved by the Board of
Regents. In fact, what the Board finally approved was the construction of two basketball
courts, eight racquetball courts, a weighttraining room and a performance laboratory
am_ong other items.
gyrri because our dance studio is too small for
the aerobics class. The weight room is so outdated, students working out in there need to be
especially careful with the equipment. And,
after a long long wait, the track team finally
got a real track to practice on.
But is it really necessary to build an entirely
new P.E. complex, expecially one that will cost
as much as this one is expected to? Perhaps the
Board should have considered improving the
complex we now have.
A new complex is not justifiable when the
majority of students enrolled here are business
majors and education majors. It is not
justifiable when that money could be used to
further enrich those areas that are obviously of
more importance to PAU students.
The Board should have thought twice about
the needs of the students before approving an
expenditure of such magnitude. Other than to
COplplete their required P.E. hours, most
students do not use the facilities in the P.E.
complex. And, even though some areas like the
racquetball courts and the swwimming pool are
open for after hour recreation, since most
students are commuters, only a very small
percentage actually take advantage of these
facilities.
Therefore, the complex will mainly be used
by the athletes. The Board has just appreved
a $3.7 million expendit'u'te that will mostly be
used by only a little over 100 students.
Well, t.here's not much pie left although there
is some ice cream. But we better hurry lest
athletics decides they want their pie a la mode.

Letters to the Editor
MADD student
To The Editor
In your last issue. there were two
editorials opposing the proposed
hike in the drinking age. but none
Jctcnding it. Please allow me to
offer the other side of the story.
First nf all. I tcel that Mr. Nibert an<l Ms . Jc los Santos have
misunderstood the reason behind
the proposed change. (Mr. Nibert
however. made a good point about
the effects of peer pressure on
teen-age drinking. l The proposed change would prohibit those
under 21 from purchasing alcohol
any\\·here. or entering establishments. such as bars. which cater

to consumers of alcohol. It does
not prohibit those under from 21
from drinking at private functions. such as parties on private
property (as Ms. de los Santos
hinted). since in Texas, one can
do as one pleases in one's own
house. This law will not prohibit
those from under 21 from driving
drunk-it will just make it harder
for them to do so.
Secondly. I did not appreciate
the negative comments about
M.A.D.D..especially Ms. de los
Santos· line .. These women are
probably on Valium:· What
M.A . D.D. is trying to do (and is
succeeding) is stiffen penalties.

fine,; and jail terms for drunk
drivers of ALL AGES, to prevent
accidents, injuries, and deaths
these drivers cause. (Of course,
drunk drivers do not cause all accidents, but contribute their "fair"
share.)
(The organization was formed
by a mother whose teen-age
daughter waw killed by a drunk
driver, who was spapped on the
wrists and sent on his merry way
- in case you forgot.)
Finally, the difference between
the two editorials was striking.
Mr. Nibert stated his case clearly and concisely, backing his
facts. while Ms. de los Santos' let-

Guest Commentary

'Last plane out' grounded
tary'clooking freeze-scene of
'"Last Plane Out", currently
Somoza's car blown up in Paraplaying on HBO/ TV. purports to
guay. Indeed it was, but by Argenrepresent reality in Nicaragua
tinian terrorists who wanted to
during the dictator Somoza's last
prove to the Dictator Stroessner
days. It is a mish-mash of half-fact
that they could penetrate his proand a great deal of fiction, a
dangerously deceptive (and not . tected territory and obliterate his
"guest". In fact , the Sandinistas
very well crafted or acted) movie.
outlawed capital punishment and,
The film opens with a blatantly
indeed, permited most Somocismanufactured scene of supposedly
tas--including Somoza-- the leave
Sandinista guerrillas killing a
(perhaps to the regret of some in
farmer and his wife and forcibly
Nicaragua.) Many of those who
impressing their son into rebel
left have returned to Honduras as
military service. In reality, the
"contras", financed and trained by
rebels against Somoza were the
the CIA and aided by other U.S.campesinos and/or depended
based mercenaries.
upon them for support. as in any
Another film about Nicaragua,
successful guerrilla conflict. Jan"Under Fire", had a major errorMichael Vincent, as a U.S. re-the alleged single leadership of
porter with a cozy relationship
with Somoza, fawns on the dicdictatorships in the history of
tator and, through him, the auLatin America. By the time he left
dience is apparently invited to acthe country he had literally sackcept a picture of Somoza as a beed the treasury. leaving next to
leaguered. tougn but "likeable"
nothing for the current governguy. In reality, he was one of the
ment.
longest, most corrupt and brutal
Jan-Michael falls in love with
The film ends with a final
"Maria", a film ploy perhaps
"guilt-by-association": a statment
loosely based on Nora Astorga,
by the chief revolutionary leader
an upper class woman who joins
that "we'll get tha S.O.B. Somoza"
the rebels. The movie "plot" has
is juxtaposed with a "documenMaria forced by her guerrilla
ter was written in the atitude of
a high school senior - 'Tm right ,
and everyone else is wrong':
which is irresponible and immature, and why this proposal
was brought forth . I have been on
that side of the fence (1981 to be
exact), and protested when the
drinking age was upped to 19. The
past four years have changed me
and my attitudes, and I can see
now why the law was changed 1D PROTECT US FROM MAKING MISTAKE AND PAYING
FOR IT WITH OUR LIVES!!! I
know some readers will not feel
the same way as I do, but J hope
they will understand in a few
years.

Oh, I almost forgot to tell you
why I feel this way about the
drinking age. I lost a friend who
was driving drunk. This person
had a wonderful future ahead of
him, and it was gone in less than
two seconds. Mr. Nibert and Ms.
de los Santos - do you know
someone who died in an accident
because of drunk driving? I think
that if you did, your opinions
would be vastly different that
those expressed in your columns.
Thank you for your time

'

companions to search out and kill
Jan-Michael: we are never given
to understand why. Meanwhile, in
a. further manipulation of the
viewer. Jan-Michael and other
Americans frantically scramble to
get on the "last plane out", lest.
it is implied, they be killed or imprisoned. The truth of the matter
is that U.S. reporters (and other
.
.
/
tore1gn correspondents and
visitors) enjoyed and still enjoy a
rather privileged position. The
U.S.--to this day--has never severed relations. (Thus, the .. illegal" war.) Indeed. despite the
history of the U.S. support for
Somoza, personal ~nimosity is
surprisinglv absent.
·a
one guerrilla chieften--although
the Sandinistas have ardously
tried to avoid the trop of a single
personalistic leader--but the acting in that film (Nie Nolte) and
its presentation of the reality of
oppression by Somoa saved the
picture's veracity. Nothing can
save "Last Plane Ouf'. We are left
at the film's end with the false impression that chaos will ensue
once the rapacious guerrillas take
power. Actually, the current Sandinista government has successfully embarked upon major
literacy and nutrition programs
and has been able to survivc--thus
far--the U.S. embargo and resist
U.S. and Honduran military pressure. This. of course, is outside
the movi-:'s time frame. But, in
fairness, the viewer needs a clear
historical context and a sense of
the true reasoning and purposes
of the valient people who ousted
the dictator Somoza.

Sincerely,

Dr. Gary Mounce

Kelly Fitzgerald
McAllen, TX

There~Always Somethj_Q_g
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Athletics win$ again
Friday. the Board of Regents
appnwed an estimated S3.7 million 111.:,, Health and Physical
Education compk, which will be
known as H&PE II.
The bids for this construction
will not be opened until January
,, ith construction e,pected to begin in ~1ard1.
Perhaps the thing that comes to
mind ,, hen one is informed of this
~reat undertakin~ the Re!!ents
l1a, e appnmxl i;: Why d~ we
need a ne" H&PE complc,? Just
"hat is wrong " ·ith the old one!
Ones PAL' ha,e such ·•winning··
athletics program that we need to
e\pand nur facilities to accommndate these sL11.:cessful athletes·.>
..\c,:ording l\l the ,-pecification,.
published in a prngress report
dated Sept . 1-t the lll.'l'Upancy of
thi,. S3.7 millinn cnmplc\ is e,pel'ted to occur in '.\lay of 1986.
The l·ompk\ " i11 l·rn er appro\imatcl ~ 62.0(X) square feet and
"ill sit in the area \\ here the old

gym now exists. the area someeducation and become schooled
times referred to as the bus barn.
in the arts and sciences as well as
The new complex will house
business. fines arts and education.
eight racquetooll courts. a dance
With that money. could we have
studio. two ba!->ketball courts. a
built better research facilities for
gymnastics area the size of a
students and professors in the biobasketball court and human perlogy. chemistry. geology. physical
ti.mnance area. a rehabilitation lab
sciences.
physics.
math,
and a fe,\. clas~rooms.
psychology. and other social
ls this new area supposed to
sciences departments?
make our basketball team a more
If that much money is available.
\\inning group'? Will this new
then why did the people in the
crnnpkx insure that more fans can
School of Business have to raise
attend the home games·?
their own money to renovate their
Is athletics \\ hat the Board of
building'? Why can·t they put reRegents want Pan American Unigular ceilings in the laboratories
,ersity to be kno,,· for'? What e,·er
already existing in the Science
happened to academia·.>
building·?
Although enrollment has in~aybe it will take unti 1986 for
creased. as repomxl in last \\eek\
the Board of Regents to finally
issue. I still question whether the
comprehend that athletics at Pan
increasement _justifies a new S3.7
Am is only important to them, the
million comple,.
players. the coaches and their
It seems \\e are getting away
respecti,·e families.
from the main reason that this
Too much money is used to
uni,ersity \\as established. It is
support the athletics program at
supposed to be a place where
Pan Am as it is with the major
young Americans. the future of portion going to basketball. It
this countn. can obtain higher · does not seem feasible to spend

33rd Year

P.,rn American

Edinhurl,(. Te~a,

$3.7 million for a new complex
when there are so many other
already existing facilities within
the university that need renovations and expansions. Not to mention the fact that our Learning
Resource Center is not as resourceful as it could be.
I believe that the Regents acted
selfishly on this one.
Maybe it has been too long
since they have visited a classroom at the univen,ity (if they
ever bother to go anywhere but
the Administration building).
The majority of students at PAU
are not involved in any athletic
programs and their student service fees are already going to support athletics. with the basketball
entourage receiving the most
momes.
If the Regents are so intent on
spending S3.7 million on a new
H&PE complex maybe they
should help defray com by payine: for their basketball e:ame
ti;kets like faculty and qaff\a\'e
to.
Ella de los Santos
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f~~-~d~,~~.~~tu-ap~~?.~,~~p~r~ Regents
dents on direct wages can expect
to be paid on the last banking day
of each month.
There will be only two exceptions in which students will not
be paid on thelast banking da)"according to W.E. Chess, comptroller.
The first exception will be on
Dec. 19, when students will be

TIME CARD DUE

PAY PERIOD
Sept I Oct 1 Nov l Dec I Jan I Feb I Mar I Apr I May I Jun I Jul 1 Aug I -

Christmas break. The other exception will be the Jan. 16 paycheck. These checks will be released on the third class day of the
spring semester. January 16 is also
the last day for late registration.
Following is a schedule of student paydates and when time
cards are due:

Oct 2
Nov 2
Dec 4
Jan 3
Feb 4
Mar 4
Apr 2
May 2
Jun 4
Jul 2
Aug 2
Sep 3

Sept 30
Oct 31
Nov 30
Dec 31
Jan 31
Feb 28
Mar 31
Apr 30
May 31
Jun 30
Jul 31
Aug 31

PAYDAY
Oct 31
Nov 30
Dec 19*
Jan 16**
Feb 28
Mar 29
Apr 30
May 31
Jun 28
Jul 31
Aug 30
Sep 30

Self-study in progress
A se lf study program required generate a significant amount of
every ten years from uni versities data that can be used for plannhy the Southern Association of ing and curricula purposes, we
Colleges and Schools (SACS), has must remember that the primary
been undertaken this Fall to be objective of this undertaking is to
completed in 1986 in order to , maintain o ur accreditation."
evaluate standards a nd maintain
Carter sa id the steering comaccreditation.
mittee is made up of 13 principal
committees with one chairman for
Accord ing to the 1984 Criteria
each.
for Accreditation put o ut by
Besides the selecton of the
SACS, an institution is establishmembers, the steering committee
ed to basically offer a sound
has a lso begun preparatory
education and lead students to a
managment tasks, such as forms,
degree. With that in mind , SACS
establishing files , working on a
has developed standards to
time table a nd identifying potenevaluate and maintain educational
tial principal committee memctkctivcness. This practice has
bers.
hcen in e ffect si nce 1958.
Carter said there are to be four
Dr. David Carter, Criminal
or five members in each principal
Ju~ticc protcs~or. is the chairman
committee.
of the stecrig committee for the
The 18-member steering comprogram and Dr. Carl Grantz,
mittee will also include one stuEngfo,h protcssor. is the director.
dent. Gymecindo Ybarra, and
Both wc1;¥ selected by President
resource persons Bill Morris,
Miguel Nevarez.
Ellen McGovern and Carol
" T he eva luation wi ll involve
Rausch.
students. foCLllty. staff. ad mini~tration. a nd the Board of
Regents in the ~tudy of all areas."
Grant, said.
Carter stresses the importa nce
of the process.
··one of the mmt important aspects of this sci f study is to cont inuc o ur accreditation:· he said.
""Whi le the se lf study w ill be used intcrnallly for planning and
budgeting purpm,cs ... and will

Students! Work Smart.
Work Simply...With
Hewlett-Packard!

Growing national company is
seeking sharp, aggressive mer,
and women.

K-1\ IART APPAREL CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTU~ITY EI\.IPLOYER.

Whether vour cldsses are in Science,
Engineering, Business, or Finance, vou·re
in for some tough problems.
Breeze through them in a few simple
kevstrokes, v.1th the help of a HewlettPd.ckard calculator Built-in functions,
programming capability, and time-saving
fe.tures like dedicated keys can help
1·ou start working smart now.
Come in and choose your HP calculator
todav.

I

UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE #2

. ., ~ HEWLETT
. : ~ PACKARD

review faculty appeal$
Maria Angelita Branson,
M.A., Webster College, from
Texas Southmost College to lecturer/instructor in the department
of nursing education; Carol B.
Canon, M.S.N., Corpus Christi
State University, from Humana
Hospital': in Corpus Christi to lecturer/instructor in the department
of nursing education.

· University regents heard two
appeals regarding faculty tenure
and approved the appointments of
16 new faculty members at their
tl'lPPtinn

J:;rint:l\/

Approved was an agreement
with Dr. Samuel Freeman, assistant professor of political science,
that would grant him tenure if he
produces "a substantial publication in a discipline-related academic journal or press" by Aug.
I, 1986.
Regents also upheld the appeal
of Andres Estrada of the chemistry department for promotion to
full professor.
New faculty members on the
Edinburg campus inclde a visiting professor whose salary will be
paid by his company, AT&T Communications . .
He is Donald Degazon, whose
Ph.D. degree is from New York ·
University. He has been a district
manager for personnel for AT&T
Communications and will be a
professor in the department of
management/computer information systems at the Edinburg
campus.
Other new faculty in Edinburg
are:

Gilberto B. Cordova, Ph.D.,
University of New Mexico, from
Espanola School District, New
Mexico, to lecturer/assistant professor, department of school services and counseling; Katherine
B. Dougherty, M.S. , University
of Scranton, from assistant professor at Otterbein College to lecturer/instructor, department of
nursing education.

~

Cathy Lee Dunlap, M.S., Ohio
State University, from Ohio State
University to lecturer/assistant
professor, department of nursing
education; Christina Fernandez,
Ph.D., special education, University of Texas, from the University of Texas to lecturer/assistant
professor, department of school
services and counseling.

Shari Lopez, B.A ., San Jose
State University, from Texas
Southmost College to lecturer/instructor, health-related professions; Albert C. Munn, M.M ..
Indiana University, from the
University of Oklahoma to lecturer/i nstructor/choral director.
department of music; Helmut
Nicnstadt, Ph.D., Yeshiva
University, from teacher in the La
Joya Independent School District
to lecturer/instructor. department
of mathematics.
Enrique Reyes, Ph.D., University of Michigan. from private
counseling practice to lecturer/assistant professor, department of
school services and counseling;
Lou Ann Thompson, M.A., Lousiana State University, from instructor part-time, New Mexico
Tech, lecturer/instructor in the
department of English; Chengchung Lin, M.A., Indiana State \

in ~·n,c Option, on )'UUr Gold l.:tnre <:l:L"-' Rin,:

HENRY'S
1522 W. University
(behind Pizza Hut)
383-4019

·seruing breakfast 6:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
HENRY'S Burc,ers and Fried Chicken

OPEN

Sun-Thurs 6 a.m.• I I p.m.
Fri 6 Sat 6 a.m.-1 J p.m. -

10% OFF w/ad

PLUS 1-. FREE GRADUATION

DIAMONDS & WA
FINE JEWEL
FTS FOR ALL OC

I

\

\<EY CHAIN. ASK FOR
•

/

. 313-2432
\ftllHIC
TllU

•

WATCH REPAIR

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

•:··························································

..••
•
••

HAIR MASTERS

•

Stylists with the knowledge
of the latest hair fashions
for men and women.

cfl.mofd

c:/?amiu.z.

Stylists
• BEA • OLGA •
• • NENA • ROSA •
•

Phone

.:••·····••4'."~~.
~.. •-·•!l-~~···· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 month layaway plan.
EDINBURG. TEXAS

1406 W. UNIVERSITY

f1J .,

(512) 381 -8568

SONY, CONCORD, ALPHINE, JENSEN
I

Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon.
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~PI~
DELIVERS FREE
Call Mazzio's today for thick. juicy pi~za pi_led h1g'i wit~ all
the good thin gs you love. And we II deliver 11. ~~EE .

Call Us.

381-9854

687-6101
:;oo

1224 W. Uniwr,i t y

No. 10th

Edinhurg

McAllen
MINIMUM ORDER $7.00

OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $25.00

ON DELIVERY UNLESS SPECIFIED FOR DELIVERY

PIZZA TOPPINGS
Italian Sausage
Canadian Bacon
Green Pepper
Black Olive
Mushroom
Pineapple

has a Fantasy"

MEDIUM
S6.55
7 .45
8 .35
9.25
.90

LARGE
$8.35
9.55
10.75
11 95
1 20

. 6.35
9 .85
12.65
Deluxe Combo
(Canadian Bacon. Sausage. Pepperoni. Green
Pepper. Onion . Mushroom and Black Oli ve)
Coca Cola - One Liter Bottle - S 1.00

LATE SHOW

:•.. ______________________
*

_,,,_.,.,........

- - - - - - - -- - -- - --------:=::---I
HEAi.TH SP.-\.

!t--------.-:.-:.-:.-.-.------------.• ~x
VI DE Os G.»
I EX AS
BEST SELECTION
IN

(SALES & RENTALS)

SMALL
$4.35
4.95
5.55
6.15
.60

combo
5.65
8 .95
11 45
(Sausage , Pepperoni. Green Pepper. Onion .
Mushroom and Black Olive)

IMSIDE
STORY Of'
TWILIGHT PI,K

Jalapeno Pepper
Anchovy
Extra Cheese
Green Olive
Real Bacon Bits
Barbecue
_/

Cheese
Single Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings
Added Toppings

....• _.___________

•

1410 West
University Drive

383-9133

Pepperoni
Sausage
Beef
Ham
Onion
Shrimp
Salami

"Every Woman

..

110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

BY DEC. 31 1984 TO QUALIFY.

PIZZA

••--- - --

PORTER 'S JEWELRY

CLIP THIS AD AND BRING TO OUR STORE

COUPONS AND OTHER PROMOTIONS ARE NOT VALID

Register for PAU Watch

. *

LIFETIME WARRANTY.

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS
Come in and
Browse Around

: \~fl!! @

GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS.
. . , 2-4 WEEK DELIVERY.

. ....,....-

ENGRAVING
JEWELRY

(IN UNIVERSITY CENTER)

..

COMPLETE DETAILS.

i,r....
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Antigone cast named
Day, Kelly B. Fitzgerald, Veronica
Cantu, E liza Juarez Pokorny,
Morse, and Finley".
Dr. Doug Cummins witi direct
the production, with Kerri Logsdon as the assistant director. Tom
Grabowski will act as technical
director.
Pokorny will also design the
costumes for the production,
which will be Pan American's entry in the American College
Theater Festival.
The play wi ll run Oct. 25-Tl at
8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. One matinee is also
scheduled.
The ACT F~stival will be held
on campus Nov. 7-10. This is the
second year PAU has hosted the
Festival.

Independent School District to
assistant professor. bilingua l/
bicultural: and Susan Ander.
Ph.D. , Texas Women's University, from public school teaching to
assistant professor in special
education.
Gene Joseph Chavez. assistant
professor on the Pan American
campus in Edinburg. was granted
an extension of his leave of
absence without pay for another
year to complete his doctorate at
Brandeis University.

Save up to $59

GIFT WRAPPING

The cast for the Greek drama
Antigone,
the Universi t y
Theater's fall semester production, was released last week.
Freshman Susan Taylor will
star in the lead role of Antigone.
Antigone's father, Creon, w ill be
played by Dan Arguijo, Jr. and
her sister, Ismene, will be played
by Melody McAnear.
Other cast members include:
Valente Rodriguez as the Sentry,
Eduardo Vela as q10ragos, Jeff
Marquis as Haimon, C harles
Pokorny as Tieresias, Wendy
Morse as the Messenger, and
Heidi Lee Finles as Euridice.
Chorus members · ·include:
Douglas Searls, Jeff Marquis,
Valente Rodriguez, Frank Doyno,
Mike Porras, Diana Gerusa, Lois

University. from Indiana State
University to lecturer/ instructor.
department of art.
New faculty for the Brownsville. campus include Lorenzo
Sanchez, M.B.A .. Pan American
University, from public school
teaching to instructor of accounting: Richard Irizarry. Ph.D..
University of Texas, from Austin

VHS & BETA

Pr•ce s do not ,nclode applicable sal es lax

Deliverv Hours
Daily : 4 :30 p.rri'. -

11 :00 p.m .

~PI~
GET INTO THE THICK OF rr

.,.
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University Center renovations will bring variety to campus
and posters), candy-sweet shop.
post offie. jewelry/accessories
boutique. flower/green plants. dry
cleaning pick-up and deposit station. a pub (sandwiches. soft
drinks and beer) and a Transact/Impact machine.

Before major renovation of the
first floor of the University Center
can begin. a feasibility study by
Dean of Students. Judy Vinson.
needs to be completed.
The survey compiled by Vin_;on
and Elvie Davis. assistant dean of
students will be distributed to
students in the coming weeks.
Students will be asked which of
the shops and services listed they
would use if they were located in
the UC.
"'The study will try to determine if studenb will patronize the
shops and services that are suggested in the survey," said Vinson.
Stores that arc being considered
for the lobby arc a unisex hairstyling salon. ice cream parlor.
graphics (silk-screened T-shirts

finds that the "patronage would
be profitable. then we'd continue
with our plans." said Vinson.

THU _ _ _ _ _ __
Bible Study. The United Methodist Campus Ministry will
have a spiritual growth and fellowship session in the
University Center 305 from 1.0:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Although the survey does not
ask for suggestions. Vinson said
that it is open to private stores and
chains such as McDonald's and
Whataburgcr.
She stressed that the renovation
is still in its planning stages and
may be a few months before the
results are known and businesses
move into the Center. If the study

- - -Express
S. ClosNER

EdiNbURG, TEXAS
}8}-2~}7

SUN _ _ _ _ _ __

Executive Council Session. University Center Program
Council members will meet in the University Center 305A
from 10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.

APO Rush Party. Anyone interested in pledging for Alpha
Phi Omega can visit the residence of Terry Tijerina 2610
Austin St. in McAllen from 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Leadership Sessions for the President's Leadership Program in the University Center 305, 305A from 4 p.m. - 6
p.m.

Outreach Training. The Baptist Student Union will have
Leadership Trianing in the BSU Center, 1304 W. University in Edinburg from 11:45 a.m. - 12: 45 p.m.

TUE _ _ _ _ _ __

Pit Grill & Bar

FRI _ _ _ _ _ __

Spl'Ciali::.ing in Bar-B-Que
Chicken

Welcome Back Party. The International Student Assoc.
will have a membership drive in the snack bar from 8 p.m.
- 12 a.m.

Ribs
Sausage

Senate Meeting. The Pan American University Student
Association will meet in the University Center 306, 306A
from 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

STOP Shop. General meeting for all members in the APO Smoker. Alpha Phi Omega will have a social for all
University Center 307, 306A from 2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. APO pledges to get familiarized with APO in 1101 Vine
St., McAllen, Suite D from 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Booktable. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will inform students about the Christian Religion in front of the Bible Study Seminar. The Student Bible Association will
snack bar from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
have bible teaching in the University Center 307, 307A from
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Professional Program. Alpha Kappa Psi will provide information on job interviewing techniques in the LAC Media
Theatre from 10:25 a.m. - 11:35 a.m.
Republican co-chairperson visit. Martha Weisend, cochairperson for the re-election of President Reagan will
be on campus during Act. Pd. to help recruit campaign
workers.

The Stage Coach

Brisket

shirts. paper backs. cards.
cosmetics. over the counter
medicines, and gift items.

Training Session. PAU Student's Association will train Ladies of Camelot Meeting. The L.C.'s will have their
voter registration volunteers in the University Center 306, regular weekly meeting for L.C. members and prospec306A from 10:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
. tives in the Unversity Center 305A from 5:30 p.m. - 7:30
p.m.
Luncheon. Mexican Americans for Higher Education will PKT Meeting. Phi Kappa Tau meeting in the University
meet in the Faculty Lounge from 12 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Center 305 from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Photo

~2~

store annex that opened Monday.
The annex is named Bookstore
2 and sells school supplies. T-

WHAT, WHERE & WHEN

'"The possibility of opening a
pub that serves beer on campus
can be assured if patronage can
be verified through the survey,"
said Vinson.

1 HouR OuALiry
PkoTo DEvdopiNG

There are eight rooms that are
open for businesses. Three of the
rooms are occupied by a book-

Fajitas

Booktable. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will inform
students about the Christian religion in front of LAC from
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Open 11 - II P.M.

Call for
Order to Go

i'llllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllrlllllllllllll!

Closed Sunday

i

(512) 381-6291

I

The Stage Coach
located Between 10th
and 23rd on Hwy. 107
Edinhurg, Texas 78539

Ral1>h Garza
i\Janager
i\\'ailahh.• for Private

I

'His

ANEW

i H~;'s' !i
!

CONTRACEPTIVE

tll l l ~l~:,:,:,~,:~IIIIIIIIIIIIIH:~;:,:,:IIIIIIJ

1DDAYn,

IS HERE.

422 1/2 E. University

IO% off for Pan Am

Students/Facult)'

Real estate
course set

i

ALMA'S

SENioR PicTURES
ANd
BARBER & HAIRSTYLING

RETAkEs will hE TAkEN

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

JSJ-9012

STYLISTS

FREE!

BOBBY FA LCON

JOE FALCON

ANNABELLE GARCIA

no E.

NORMA DELEON

UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

••HN••·•. . ·••••. .·•••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,1111tllllHlllllfHIHIIIIIIIIHINIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIHtHIIIII-.

SEpT. 24, 2~, 26

AT TltE

LEE'S SMOKED RIBS
"The Best in Pit Barbeque"

CAFETERiA ovERflow

LOCATED AT FREDDY GONZALEZ AND
SOUTH CLOSNER IN EDINBURG

• RIBS • BRISKET • CHICKEN

WEAR YouR SuNdAy BEST

call us tor your
• catering needs:
381-5645

Present this ad for
50~ off any $4.00
(or more) order.

I

Now Leasing

10% off with student I. D.

The School of Business Administration wi ll offer a continuing
education course in real estate law
Oct. 2-25.
The course carries 30 hours
credit recognized by the Texas
Real Estate Commission for either
salesman or brokers licenses. The
course may also be used for the
post licensu re req::.irements for
salesmen.
The class wi ll meet from 5 :30
to 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursday in the Business Administration Building.
Topics will include basic processes and concepts of real estate
law, legal land descriptions, real
property rights and estates in
land, contracb, conveyances, encumbrances, frlreclosures, recording procedures, evidence of title.
and other legal regulat ions of the
real estate profession .
The instructor will be Rita Beth
Whatley, a practic ing McAllen
attorney.
The fee is $165 with a $15 d iscount if payment is received one
week before the fin,t class meeting. The fee docs not include the
textbook .
For further information , ca ll
the Division ot Commun ity Prol!ntrm . School of Businc~s Ad;nin istrat ion . at 381-3559 or
381 -3311.

Brand New

Luxury Townhouse Apartments

HERITAGE SQUARE
•

"Energy Efficiency Award'
, , . l \ l' nil \llllf

I kll

•

Free Satellite TV

•
•
•
•
•

Covered Parking
Walking Distance to PAU
Laundry Room
Furniture Rental Available
3-12 Month Leases

•

2 8 / 1 1/2 8 - 2 8/2 8 - (2-sty)

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Uill 1

•
•

Private Patios
Swimming Pool

•

SPA

•

Washer - Dryer Connection

•
•

Balconies
1 Bdm - Loh, 1 1/ 2 Ba. (2-sty)

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Palos Of Sam e
Kind, Spani~h Rice,

2 -

• One Month Free Rent
or
Monthly Frent Discount

Ranchero Bean~

ONLY

Sl.98
All year around Special 2

Palos Of Same Kind Spanish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

515 S. Sugar Rd
Edinburg, Texas
381-5724

$1.98
,_-,,, Ju, t,•r
call

••w rriu·

w, u nl,·r

383-0725
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Sports Lady Bronc Volleyball spotlight
Lines
By Vivien Benbow
Spom Editor

Named all tourney player at the
Ri ver City Volleyball tourney last
weekend sophomore Lady Bronc,
Melissa Garcia is featured in this
week 's Lady Bronc spotlight.
" Melissa is now blossoming out
to be a great defensive player, but
she still hasn't reached her potential ," said Coach Becky de los
Santos. "Her playing has been
impressive with good blocks, kills
and her knee injury hasn't been
bothering her as much, after we
started with a weight-lifting program. Since she is only a Sophomore, I will be looking for her to
perform well this season, and the

upcoming ones."
Garcia hails from Harlingen ,
where she was an all-around athlete in high school. She competed
in volleyball , basketball and track,
but saw most of her potential in
volleyball after receiving a knee
injury while playing basketball.
Garcia was named all-district
her junior and senior years and
was all-tourney at every tournament her senior season. Garcia is
currently starting her second
season for PAU and checks in at

Intramural news--Coach John
McDowell has announced that
tomorrow is the last day for men's
and women's flag-football forms
to be turned in at the Athletic office . The games will begin next
Tuesday. For intramural tennis
5'10.
you can sign up with Coach Sam
"I was very surprised to be
Williams at the P.E. tennis courts
named all-tourney," exclaimed
or at the Athletic dept. And
anyone interested in an archery
shoot-out, sign up with coach
Ruth Sturdiant at PE-C office 122.
The Lady Broncs head to the our district," said Coach Becky
"The interest has really expand- Southwest Texas State tournament
de los Santos. "Our freshman are
ed since last year," exclaimed this Friday & Saturday, to take on
coming around, Sylvia Cruz
Coach McDowell. 'Tve been Lamar University in the first
played good defensively, Cindy
really pleased with the response round. The Lady Bronc opened
Solis is improving and Senior
we've had so far."
their first home Tri-match against
Carmen Hernandez looked i
Events coming up are Water Beeville Community College,
good."
Polo, Basketball and Square Schriener Junior College yesterThe Lady Broncs then headed ;
Dancing.
day night.
on to the River City tournament
The Bronc soccer team heads
On Sept. 13, in Austin the Lady
Sept. 14-15, which was held in San :
to Trinity University Friday and Broncs defeated McMurray State
.
.
I
the they challenge St. Mary's on and St. Edward's in a Tri-angular
Antonio. The women racked up
Saturday. PAU opened last week- match. The scores from the PAU3 big wins against Le Tournen
end and lost two games against McMurray matches were 15-5, 15College 16-18, 15-0, 15-6; Tarelton
Sam Houston State 2-1 and at 3 and PAU-St. Edward's were
State 14-16, 15-2, 15-7; Incarnate
Texas Southern 2-0. Jose Salinas 16-14, 15-3.
Word 16-14, 4-15, 15-4; Howard
kicked the only Bronc goal.
"These wins were very impor- Payne 15-8, 9-15, 12-15 and So.
The cross-country women's
Arkansas 14-16 and 10-15.
and men's teams will run at the tant. because both teams are in
southwest Texas State Invitational 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
in San Marcos tomorrow. The
men's course will be 5 miles,
women's 3 miles.
Marten Westberg took fifth
place last weekend at the UTSA .__ __:E~M~P..:L~O~~;:..M;.;.=.;E;;,;N;.;.T
____t-___F_I_N_A_N
__C_I_A_L...__~
Invitational which placed the
. h
II F
'Government Jobs. $16.559 - $50,533/ Guaranteed Student Loans
Broncs to place tourt
overa . or year. Now Hiring. Your area. Call available for 84-85 semester. Call Jim
the women, Lori Guerrero plac- ·805 _687-6000. Ext. R-8888.
Purcell 686-6806. Phoenix Financial
cd 15th for a Lady Bronc fourth 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Network.
FU!\ Al\D REWARDI 'G. Opponuniplace standineo·
ty ahounds with growth oriented
The Lady Volleyball Broncs, pany. World or Fitne" is now ac':.epung
after hosting their first Tri-match applications for personable .. titne~s- 1---A-N...N---O~U~N~c""'E"'"M~E~N""'TS~-- 1
yesterday with Bee County Col- minded men and women with neat. 1--------------1
.
health) appearance to work at new Pharr
legc and Schriener College, WI 11 liK·ation . You'll be helping people shape Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
take to the road tomorrow and up and at the same time ~hapc a good through the U.S .. government? Get th -~
Saturday Lo compete in the South- i;arecr. Must be available to work lull facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8300-/\.
west Texas State tourney, the Lady time or 4 - 8:30 p. 111 •• Monday thru FnBroncs will take on Lamar da\. Saturday \0 a.111. - 2 P- 111 · Apply at 1---------------

Garcia . " But, I'm pleased with
our wins, our freshman have been
playing like they've always been
with us. The communication between us and our coach is great.
We're like a familv."
"I repect Coach de las Santos
very much, she's taught me so
much and made me grow as a
player," Garcia said.
Despite her knee injury, Garcia says out on the court sh~
always 'goes for it' when a ball or
a block comes her way. "There is
a lot uf pounding out on court, but
several of the women and I have
been lifting weights and stretching

before the games, which is helping me a lot."
Garcia feels the Lady Broncs
main goal this season is to be
recognized by other schools as a
caliber team to be contended
with.
"We have a lot of games on the
road this year, and we are hoping
to show these (home) teams that
we can play. The upcoming
tourneys will be tough, but we all
pull for each other and we love
working and playing together."
Garcia is currently majoring in
elementary education and minoring in bilingual education .

Melissa Garcia

Lady Broncs travel to San Marcos tourney

Classifieds

com-

University in the first round.
The Bronc Netters opened
successfully al Texm, A&I last
Thursday, taking the dual match
and then headed on the USTA Na-

Sophomore Melissa Garcia was
The Lady Broncs suffered a
1.manimously named all-tourne~ at loss to Howard Payne and So.
the River City tourney which
Arkansas in the semi ·s of the
Coach de los Santos said was a - tourney.
big boost for the team.

,

Specializing in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast

- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - Monday:

Enchilada Plate

Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

$2.50

I

Wednesday:

Taco Plate . ..
Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak

friday:

Chicken Envueltos
Fried Fish
Faj ita al Ki lo (Dinner for 2)
24 hours
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

M~n\ World. 821 Lindberg. McAllen.
_
or Woman\ World. Colonial
682 3151
Village. 687-8501.

tional Regional qualifying tourney
in Corpus, Christi Sept 14-15. All
Netters participated. but scores
arc not available al press-time.

"The women have gotten control of the game and are passing
well," commented Coach de los
Santos.

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

I\IA:\AGER TRAINEE. Growing national L'Olllpany is sed.mg sharp. ag"n.:,sivc men and women to tram tor
~iana!.!cim:nt positions. If you arc intrn:st~d in a rnmpan) that produced
multi -billion fr1shion dollars last year in
th.: c:~ci1in,: field of lac.lies. mens. boys.
!.!irb and 'infants lashinn. contact A .
Ea!.!l..:son \\ho \I ill be on L·ampus

383-5676

··At this tourney. there was some
U.S. Open entrants competing and
10-10-8-t
it was a caliber event:· explained
Coach Bryce Young. "It was a
K- MART APPAREL CORP.
A EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
great benefit to our team to play
EMPLOYER
and compete against such top l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
players . I've been really pleased CHRISTl\lAS CHOIR. Volunteer
Send the new Pick-Me-Up®
with progress we·vc made with ,1n~cr,. brass. piano/organ pla)ers arc
1<1r
a
Christ
ma,
and
New
Year\
Bouquet from your FTD*
nc::,kd
our conditioning program and the
Mas-. at Dnnna's St. Jo,cph. No exFlorist.
player,. arc very committed ...
p.:ri..:nl'<: nl'L'L',,ar) onl) a commitment.
Cnming up for the Netters and Audition, tn be held Oct. 6. 1.l Call for
ALLEN FLORAL
(jjel(f!
intere,.tcd novice tennis player,.. illl appoint111..:nt at 464-33 31.
ll20
N.
CLOSNER
will he the Fountain View tenni,.
Classikd rate i, S2 lt1r the tirst 10 words
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78H9
classic. Sepl. 28-30 at the So. '
and .10 per \\urd thereafter. There is a 10
}8}-}}62 OR }8:J-6822
Padre bland Hilton . The competi- 1101ll minimum. Deadline i, Frida) Noon
tion is open to novices who wish prior to publication on Thursda) .
Send your thoughts
Bring ad cop) to The Pan American.
to take part in the three day c,cnt.
with special
care.™
The divi,.iom. include men's re- Emilia Hall 100. Classified ad, must be
ig
paid
in
ad\·ancc.
gular and novice singles. doubles
For di,pla) ad\·..:ni,;:1g rates call 381•Registered trademark of Flonsls'
and doubles \\'ith any Pan Am 25-1:'i or 381-2:'i ➔ I.
Transworld Delivery Assooation.
player. Women·,. e\'ents arc
regular and nm·icc singles and
double,..
The Clbt wi 11 he S20 per c\·cnt.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
per pla~cr and for more informaIt Makes Sense.
tion call Coach Young at the
Athletic dept at 381-2221.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling , and educational programs.
That',. it for Sports Lines--i f
)OU or your club ha,c an impl1rtant e\ent coming up and needs
MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039
1ublicit). drnp it by Emilia Hall.
PHARR 787-9431
EDINBURG 383-5082
oom 100 the Mondm bclixe
uhlication. Sec ,a nc,t \\CCI-.:'.

Get a smile to go.
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$1295:

With the KAYPRO 2. you·1I have: • Over 200 pages of memory on 2
Disk Drive~! • It 1s TOTALLY portable. • Has an easy-to-use
fam1lIar keyboard. • Self-contained 9" non-glare monitor. •
Appllcat1on software included such as Word Processing , Spelling
Correction, Mailmerging, Financial Projects, What If? Analysis,
Inventory Control. Data Base Management. Games and complete
documentat1on1 NO EXTRAS NEEDEQI

.

=:.--===-=-=.:...--=
-The
--same-- - --= -=-s1995*
incredible machine as the KAYPRO 2 but with these fine
extras • 5-Year Real Time Clock with back-up battenes. • dBASE II
(most popular data-base software available) included FREE 1• dBASE II
Tuton al • Info Star • The KAYPAO 4 has TWICE the memory as the
KAYPRO 2 (up to a whopping 400 pages)'• A self-contained modem for
all communication needs. • Telecommurncallons software. • 2 Add1·
tIonal programming languages: C-BASIC and S-BASIC.

--· 1--------- --- $2795"''.
- ·-·.

_

,z

- --=- - - - - -

4----

-

e Iii '

__J

,;

.k..

- · ;~A7PR;'IO ;;;;-he so;wa;;;luded with the KAYPRO 4, and
• A 10-Megabyte hard disk for up to 5000 pages of memory• • All
programs are permanently installed in the machine • Complete
back-up ability with a 400K Disk Drive, which 1s INCLUDEDI • The
KAYPRO 101s literally half the pnce of the compet1t1on 1Go ahead and
check around•

LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS
AND GET 20 - JO% OFF

~r"'i~;;,-

i
I

KALIFA'S WESTERN WEAR, INC.
201 s. 17Tlt ST.
McALLEN - 687-~J92

1920 N. l0TJt
McALLEN - 686-8409

Ladies cords 20% off (Lee, Chic, and G. Vanderbuilt)
Men's Levi Ribless Cords - reg . $31 .00 .. only $19.95

~ta~~- I
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8 ro ncs Netter of the week Broncs run at San Marcos
Senior Co-captain Augustin
Salazar is highlighted as this
week's Netter of the week.
Salazar hails from Durango, Mexico and is majoring in finance.
Salazar, senior says he has
dedicated his last year to pla}"ing
his best for the Broncs. "I am glad
I have been able to play tennis for
Pan Am, and this year along with
my co-captain Ruben Nunez we
are in charge of leading the team
in or morning conditioning runs."
"The whole team is interested
in praticing and Coach Young is
the best coach I"ve had. He's very
dedicated to us and the whole.
team is trying to do our best,"
Commented Salazar.
The Netters won- their first
opening dual match against A&I
last Thursday, and in the USTA
tournament the broncs came up
agai nst top ranked players from
the NCAA.
"Generally, we did okay even
though none of us advanced, but
we received good experience that
we will need in our upcoming
matches," Salazar said. "Our goal
this year is to win 20 matches but

The Netters next competition
will beat the Foundatain View
Classic Sept. 28-30 on So. Padre
Island. "The teams that we'll
playing against are not definitely
set. but most likely we'll be up
against an ol' rival Houston Baptist a good, tough team we like to
play," said Salazar.

Augustin Salazar
we need to improve on our playing, strokes and we would like
build up respect for our team ."
OPEN MON.·SAT. 9-5

By Hernan Figueroa

107 E. SAMANO
EDINBURG
381 -0496

PUEBLO PLAZA MALL
MISSION
585-8904

NOLANA WEST MALL
McALLEN
686-3880

REGISTER TO WIN FREE VCR
(TOSHIBA V-M41) AT EACH LOCATION)

Toya Castill o and Li z Pittman .
UTSA a lso capaturcd first in
the ladies division with 15 point~.
SWT took second with 54 points.
Texas A&I third with 88 points
a nd PAU claimed the fourth s pot
w ith 94 points.

In the women's di visio n the
Lady Broncs fini shed fourth with
Lori Guerrero as the top runner

After placing fourth at the UTSA Invitational cross-country
meet last weekend in San Antonio, the Broncs head to San
Marcos for their third meet of the
season .
The top runner at UTSA was
Marten Westberg who placed fifth
overall in the 4.1 mile course with
a time of 21 :00.
·Tm really focusing on this
Oscar Rivas finished 9th, while
year and with our rigorous regime
Hernan Figueroa placed 17th .
of running, practice and manOther runners were Fortino Gonzales and Fidel Guevara.
The first place team was host
datory study halls really takes a
UTSA with a total of 25 points,
lot of dedication from the players.
second was shared by SWT and
But we're all excited and ready to
Texas A&I each with 70 points.
win."
· PAU followed with 89 oints

Cross-Country
for ·PAU. Also competing were
Kathy Pittman, Samantha Lozano.

Tours for Leisure Travel
1005 East Unin:>rsit~ l>riw I
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DRAWING TO BE '1EL:> OCTOBE'? 6 1984
,'JEEO NOT 8E PRESENT WIN

Available

•

Henry Re\n

Coordi1101or

The Native Plant Project of the
Rio Grande Valley will hold a
meeting at 7:30 p.m . tomorrow in
the Visitors' Center Auditorium of
Santa Ana National Wildlife Refuge, located 1/4 mile east and
wuth of the junction of U.S.
Highway 281 and FM Road 907,
7 1/2 miles south of Alamo,
Texas .
The program will interest anyone thinking of adding plants
around the yard, landscaping a
business, or rcvcgctating a freezedamaged park. Dr. John E.
Fucik. President of the Native
Plant Project. will present a program entitled. ·:landscaping with
Native Plants in the lower Rio
Grande Valley."

Bible study
features host

',

.&Vet;
;~

Rcgent!'I continued from page I
B Pn:sidcnt Homer Pena .
The sale is pending approval of
the coordinating hoard of state
colleges and uni\'crsitics.
Pena rnrrently resides . in
McAllen and commutes to
Browns,·illc. although he is pro' idcd "ith a univesiry vehicle.
In budget matters. a transfer of
S.5.000 from unallocated surplus
to athletics ,,as appnwcd. The
monc) is tin· a stud)
the fnrll)ation of a new men "s athletic
l"llll fcrence.
In other business. the regents:
,,, Apprmcd the pltrl·hasc of 30
Corona microcomputers from the
Im, bidder. Griffin Computer
Sale, of Carrollton. Tc, .. for
SoJ.150. The computers ,,·ill be
u,ed 111 the Business Administration Building.
,,, Apprmed a farm lease agreement "ith farmer Roberto Luna
ti1r use of Pan American proper!) 011 Sugar Road .

or

,,, AcL·epted the donation of
S8.051.77 frnm the \\"iko, Trust
tiir the Harr) E. \\'iko, Engineering Scholarship and the Lemont Wiko, ~tusic and Art
Sdllllar,hips. created b) ~trs .
.- \) lcen Procter Wiko, in 1980.
The nc,t meeting of the Boa rd
nf Rq .'.enh " ill he \:m . 13 in

•:❖~

.~~fo:~::::·:•::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::~:;:;:;:;:;:~:;;;;;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::t:=:=:~}:::;:;:;.;.;.;,;:;:;:;:;-;-:-.-.J~~j

Native plant
project Friday

Dr. George Vandeman. the host
of the television program "It ls
Written" will be featured in a
video Bible study seminar this
month .
The series will begin Sunday al
7::~0 p.m. in Rm. 307 of the Unive1s1ty Cemu. The Student h1blc
Association (SBA) is sponsoring
a semiar titled "Truth for the End
Time."
The video host, Vandeman, is
an internationally known author
and lecturer. said SBA President.
Noc Torres .
Persons of all ages and denominations arc invited to attend this
free seminar. However. since seating and materials are limited. anyone intcrc!'ltcd in participating
should make reservations by
phoning 381-1697.

1ilill
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Gramm takes stand on
Valley-related issues
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Simpson-Mazzoli docs not address the real problems of immigration. Republican Senate
candidate Phil Gramm said in opposing the bill during a speech
Friday afternoon before the
McAllen 100 Club at the Tower
Club.
The amnesty provision of
Simpson-Mazzoli would draw
millions across the border and
would have an impact on the taxpayer. he said. He is also concerned about provisions in the bill that

would produce discrimination in
hiring those who might look
foreign.
Gramm supports the following
measures to deal with our immigration problems: opening
trade with Mexico so that goods
rather than people come across
the border, changing our welfare
laws to provide incentives for our
people t9 take jobs, and committing the necessary resources to
gain control of our borders.
Also of prominence in
Gramm·s presentation was his interest in capturing the senate seat

News Briefs
Financial Aid deadline Monday
Monday is the deadline for
Financial Aid for Spring '85.
The Financial Aid office encour.igcs those students who have
not yet applied for aid for Spring
'85 to fill out all necessary forms
an submit them to their office by
this date.
Those students who turn in

their applications by Monda)
will have their forms processed in
time for Spring registration.
Applicants who do not meet the
Monday
deadline have until
January 17 to apply.
Applications may be picked up
at the Financial Aid Office, is SS
room 186.

PPST deadline Oct. 3
Wednesday is the deadline to
apply for the - Pre-Professional
Skilb test for prospective
teacher:-,. The tc:-,t will be admini,tered Nov. 3 in the audi toriu1m of the Science Building.
Enedelia Pina. placement oflicer. said deadline l()r application
• to take the three-part test is Oct.

3 at the Office of Placement and
Te!->ting in the Student Serv_ices
Building.
Studenb planning to enter the
Teacher Education Program must
pass all three sections of the test.
One. two. or all three parts of the
test. for reading. mathematics.
and writing skills. may be taken
the same morning.

Student teaching forms due Oct. 5
The deadline for Spring 1985
Student Teaching application:-, i:-,
Octoher 5 Education majors who
arc appl) ing for student teaching
pm,ition:-. may pick up their applications in EB Room 145.

1

to be vacated by Sen. John Tower
this year.
"The basic thrust of my campaign is that you look at my
record in the House (of Representatives)," Gramm said. ''I've spent
six years in congress trying to
control spending and to let working people keep more of what they
earn."
By comparison, his opponent
Lloyd Doggett, has promised to
raise taxes so that government can
go on spending as usual, according to Gramm.
'Tm going to let Walter Mondale and my opponent tell you
how they are going to raise your
taxes," Gramm said. "My goal is
to control spending ... and impose
the kind of tight purse strings
upon government that Mondale's
tax increase would impose upon
the average family in McAllen."
This senate race, according to
Gramm, could determine whether
there will be a Republican or
Democratic ·majority in the
Senate. The outcome will determine whether or not there will be
a basis of support for the President's programs in Congress.
Citing his experience and close
working relationship with President Reagan, Gramm said that in
choosing a new senator, one
should ask which of the candidates is most likely to gain the
president's attention and help.
··who do you want knocking on
his door?" Gramm asked.
Gramm also said he is
misrepresented about his voting
record by Doggett. Gramm said
at times appropriations bills contain 8.000 items and that while he
may be in favor of all but five
See Gramm p. 8

Must have completed 90 semc:-,tcr hours of college work.
3. At least three-fourths of the
semester hours reqired for the
major with a minimum G.P.A. of
2.25.
During the November 6
:\ ,1pplicants must have an up- --1-. At least one-half of the
•
General
Elections, Texas voters
semester
hours
required
for
the
to-d<1te unoffi(·ial tran:-.cript and a
to approve Proposiwill
be
asked
of
minor
with
a
minimum
G.P.A.
cop) oi" their degree plan c1bo to
tion
2.
a
constitutional
amend2.25.
L' ,uh11111tcd \\ ill •heir <1ppliLament
of
great
importance
to Pan
5.
All
general
education
courses
tio11.
American University according to
completed.
Additionally. all applicants 6. English 1301 and 1302 comRegent Ramon Garcia.
rnu,t have completed the liJllow- pleted with a .. C .. in each course.
Proposition 2 estaQlishes a new
ing requirements:
7. Additional requirements as
fund for all institutions outside the
I. Must ha,e heen admitted to specified by the department of
University of Texas and Texas
the Teacher Educatio:1 program. your major field.
A&M. The resolution proposes a
constitutional amendment to provide funds for the support of
.- \n) mgani1.atio11:-. planning to ed. UCPC began accepting aphigher education and to restruc,L'l up a booth at thL' Carni,al or plication:-, since Monday and will
ture the permanent university
the Great Pumpl-..in mu:-,t :-,uhmit continue through Thur:-.day, Oct.
fund.
18 until 3 p.111. Payment is due
their application:-, hy Oct. 18.
Task Force. a local group. will
There "i 11 be a S25 tee l<ir along ,, ith the application.
The carni,al date i:-. scheduled strive to inform valley residents
L'\ er~ booth. A late charge of S5
,, i11 he added It 1r an) application!'> for Satunla). Oct. 27 at the about the importance and passage
Unin~n,ity Center Parking lot. In of Proposition 2. According to
tu rnL'd i11 a ftcr Oct. 18.
The booth:-, arL' on a first come ct,l' the carnival geh rained out.
fir,t ,enc basis and duplication UCPC ha.., rescheduled the caror the booths \I ill not be alhm- 111,al l<ir Nm. 3.

"'here\ the sticker? Students who have not yet purchased a parkin~ permit should do so as ,mm a, possihk
since security is out in full force.

Prop 2 could lead to more funds

Carnival booth forms ready

Garcia, chairman of the Task
Force. universities like UT and
A&M rely heavily on political
clout for funding and PAU does
not get it's "fair share."
"Currently we are trying to
raise $10,000," said PAUSA President Gurne Ybarra. "This will be
used in support of the proposition.
Furthermore. we are approaching Valley civic organizations in
trying to gain their support of Proposition."
If the proposition passes, all
public senior colleges and universities will have dedicated funding
to meet urgent needs for construction. repair. rehabilitation of existing facilities. It will abo help

purchase euqipment, library
books and materials.
The constitution.ii amendment
provides funding for classrooms.
libraries, laboratories an educational equipment.
If the proposition passes. a nel'.
dedicated appropriation of $100
million per year, ~tarting in 1986.
for
new college construction
fund. Twenty six universities arc
entitled to a share of the fund and
Pan American University is
among them .
The funds appropriated may not
be used for the purpose of constructing. equipping. repairing
permanent improvements used for
dorms and athletics .
The funding will dcrvie from
the state legislature. The leg-

a

islaturc by general law may
dedicate portions of the state\
revenues to the creation of
dedicated fund or "the higher
education fund."
The local Task Force is currently working with the different
counties in the Rio Grande Valley
to help win the support of Proposition 2.
"Right before the election we
arc planning a po:-,ter blitz supporting .he propositon on campus:·
:-.aid Ybarra.
So far the proposition ha,
wide!->prcad ,upport from faculty
member..,, administrators and
students. The governing hoards of
al I rub I ic uni versitie.., have. endorsed the propmition.

HPE 2 offers growth for department

PAU-8 yearbook pictures today
\II ,tudcnt,. l;1L·ul1, ;111d ,tall
11cmher, of thL' P..\L' -Brn\111\\ illc
~·.11npu, ma~ ha,e their portraits
ah.en flir the 1carhn(1h.
t(1da1- and
lllllllfTll\\ at thl' '.\:C\\ man Center.

Pll1tra1t, \\ ill hc takL·n toda\ .
'iL'Pl. 2..,. l1L'l\lL'L'll IO a.111. ;md 7
p.111.: .ind. t(111wrrll\\ het\\L'en IO
.1. 111. .ind 5 p.111.
Thll,L' \I hll \\ant thL·ir pidllrL''in thL' ~L',1rh1111l-.. .irL' .i,1-..cd t\l \\Car
thL·ir ··,u11d.1~ hL·,t. .. Gr:1duatc
,1u,k111, ,111d 'L'lli11r, \I ill al"1 ha\L'
;1 (lhlli."L' ,1I L,ljh. ~11\\ 11'. lll\L'd\ls,

and drapc,. "hid1 \\ ill lx rrm ided h) the photographer.
Studcnh at the PAL'-Edinhur~
campu, "ho did not take picture~
at rcgi,tration or on Sept. 2-l 25
and 26 \\ ill not ha\e a da-,:-, ric lllrl' in the )earbook.
Proof-., for picture, tal-..cn at
rcgistratil1n ;ire e,pL'cted to he
mailed ,0111ctimc in the crnninu
\\Cek. At thi, time. ,tudents ma~
ortk·r piL·ture, and ma, choose ~t
··Sunda) hl',t'. pose tt;r the ,earbook. Both arc tn bL' 111.iilcd tn the
photng rapher.

Who's Who forms due Oct. 19
'ltudL'llts h,tlL' three \\eeh., left
1,1 ,111111) ft)r \\ 1111·, \\"lw .-\mong
StudL'nh in \menL'a n L"1mer,itie-.
.ind C11llcgl',.
\ppl1L°.tl1Pn, arL' due in till'
Dean 1\I Stulknh OffiL'l'. L"C 10-+.
O,:t 19 T11 be cli~iblc fnr \\"ho·,
\\ 11< 1 ,tulknts 11111,1 bl' da,,il°iL'd
,1, .t lllllll \J llr ,e11111r "ith fill hour,
,11 111\lrL' and hllld .1 3.ll L·umulall\ e
gr.ide pll1nt ,t\eragc 11r helter
c;radu.tlL' '-llllknts \\ ith ,I 3. 7 )
C.iP\ .ire .ll,11 cl1~1blc.

Students selcl'!ed in th<.' pa,t arc
not l'ligiblc: hm1e,er. :-,tudcnts
"ho applied in the pa-,t and \1ere
nnt ,ek'L'tl'd arl' l'ligihlc to rl'app1). pm\ idcd the) meet the criteria.
\\h1·, \\"ho Among Stutknh in
.-\111criL·an L"i,ersitie, and C,11kge, recogni1.e, nutstanding
,tudem, from Pan .-\mcriL·an
l"ni,er,it) and other i1htitutinn,
llf higher cduL·ation throughout
the l".S. It i, onL' nf the 1110,t
pre,titiou-.. :l\\ard, gi\cn tn
,tudenh.

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The new Health & Physical
Education II complex. tentatively set for completion in 1986. will
nffer PAU student:-, many advantages in the area of court. gymnastic. aerobic dance. weighttraining facilities and laboratory
dasses.
According to Dr. Amilda
Thomas. head of the health and
physical education department.
the 11<.'\\ building "'ill enable the

H&PE department to offer additional sections of activity courses.
such as .icrobic <lance. badminton
and racquetball. The new gymnasium will have a divider. which
will enable it to have two teaching
stations.
.. It will be a separate building
from athletic,. mainly :-.crving
health educators. physical cductaion majors and support PE
course!-> for the univcrsit) curriculum:· Thomas said.
Thomas also said the gymnasium ma) be used for com-

petitive sporh after classes. but
stressed the complex \~ ii I be used to serve student'> enrolled in
PE clas.ses, physical education
major-,. faculty and intramurab.
The new facilitie.., ,·,ill include
two basketball coum. eight racquetball courts with observance
:-.eating. a weight-training room.
performance laboratory. g) 111na:-.tic, areas. an admini,trat1on
\\ing. dre-,sing facilitie, for men.
women and facult 1. a dance
studio. tir:-,t aid room. student ser, ·ices .irea. class rooms. office and

reception. The huilding will he
erected on the -..outh \ic.lc of the
pre-.,cnt complex. The "bus-harn ..
and old weight-training room will
he torn down to prepare for the
new one.
The new huilding will enahlc
the H&PE department to offer additional ..,ection activity cour,c ....
such a.., aerobic dance. badmin ton. racquetball. The new gymna,ium will have a divider. whi<:h
will cnahle it to have two teaching
,ection<,.
Sec HPE 2 p. 8

Registration extended to classrooms
Se,eral campu.., organizations
arc combining forces to register
\Oler:-, for the upcoming general
election:-, in NO\·ember. The main
thru..,t of the dri,e will be next
\\eek. a~ the deadline t<)r rcgi'>tration i.., Oct. 6.
PAC SA i:-. organizing the dri,e
\\ ith a goal of registering 2 .000
pcnple before next Friday.
The deputy 1-oter registrars may
regi:-,ter any Hidalgo County citi1.en that meets the ,uter registration requirements. and can pro-

vide residents of other counties
with the form to register in their
own county.
Students who wi..,h to vote in
Hidalgo Count} mu..,t declare this
their legal rc1.,idcnce.
PAUSA will hU\e table, ,ct up
on campus'for studcnb to register
during acti\·ity period today and
next week. Thev are also makin!l
classroom pres~ntations and go'=
ing through dorms and apartments
around campus regi-,tering rntcrs.
The procedure is simple and

take-, only a few minute'>. All one
mm,t do is complete a card that
requires the following information: name. place of birth.
ph)'>ical addre,-... date of birth.
and precinct number if knm, n.
Parents ma) regi,tcr their
,pou,e or children to vote . A per:-,on may rcgi-.,ter their brother or
sister. but not their parent'>.
Voter registration rcquin:menh
arc :'limplc. You must he a citi1cn
of the Cnited State'> . and at lca'>t

18 year'> of age on the <lay of the
election.
Yc1ur Voter Registration Ccrti ficate identifie-. you as a
registered rntcr in your precinct
and 1.,hould be pres,entcd at the
polling place on the da) of the
election.
Yciu will recei\'e a current color coded certificate every two
year, a" long as you remian at the
addre\'> shown on your current
certificate or notify the registrar
of an) ch.ingc thereof.
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;. PU F Funding vital
If all goes well, Pan American will soon be
one of 26 universities entitled to a share of a
.. $100 million construction fund. All that is needed now is the approval of Texas voters in
November.
The bill. Proposition 2, will allow the university to acquire land with or without permanent
improvements, construct, repair and equip
buildings and acquire capital equipment such
as library books without going through the state
legislature.
Hopefu lly this amendment will end the confusion and inequity of the current system of
allocations for college construction . While UT
and A&M have been adding new buildings, the
rest of the State's universities have had to beg.
This would take college construction funding
out of the political arena, where decisions have
been made more on the basis of political pull
than on the merits or each request.
The new amendment will also make it easier
for universities to make improvments on existing buildings. Currently, the university can
only m,e dedicated funds for new construction
and initial equipping of buildings. Money for
repairs has had to come legislative appropriations. making it easier for schools to put up new
buildings.
Critics of Proposition 2 say that it makes no
sense to create a new dedicated fund when state
revenues are so scarce. What they want seems
to be what we've been going through in the past,
and of course that has been far from efficient
or fair.
Other arguments are that the fund is unnecessarily large. The Coordinating Board has
estimated that new construction, major repair
' and rehabilitation for all non-PUF schools
, should cost no more than $30-$40 million per
year. The rest for land acquisitions, capital
: equipment, and library books they feel doesn't
add up to another $60 million per year. This
• money is also needed for long-range planning.
this is much like UT and A&M's PUF fund
which gives them a great deal of leverage
because of the enormous size of their funding
base.
When colleges could not make up for their
lost funds by obtaining legislative appropria• tions. a student and three regents of Midwestern
• University challenged the rule and sued the

iletters
No athletic support
To the Editor

As a student athlete. I believe you
have come up with a misunderstanding of the words athletics and
physical education. Athletics
rdcrs to activities performed by
tkdicated athletes who do not get
credit for putting in at least 12 extra hours a week besides their
··academia:· A student recei ves
credits hours for PE.
Now that the two terms have
been distinguished as two
SEPARATE terms. may we discuss the uses of the new H&PE
COMPLEX'! There will be NO
athktic events held there! NO
athktes \\ ill be using their training room. It has NOTHING to do
with athletics or athletes. Strictly P.E.!

The 26 institutions entitled to a share of
the fund will be:
1. East Texas State University including East
Texas State University at Texarkana.
2. Lamar University including Lamar Univer
sity at Orange and Lamar University
at Port Arthur.
3. Midwestern State University.
4. North Texas State University.
5. Pan American University including Pan
American University at Brownsville.
6. Stephen F. Austin State University.
7. Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine.
8. Texas State University System Administration.
9. Angelo State University.
10. Sam Houston State University.
11. Southwest Texas State University.
12. Sul Ross State Uiversity.
13. Texas Southern University.
14. Texas Tech University.
15. Texas Tech University Health Sciences
Center.
16. Texas Women's University.
17. Unviersity of Houston System Administration.
18. University of Houston--University Park.
19. University of Houston--Victoria .
20. University of Houston--Clear Lake.
21. University of Houston--Downtown.
22. Unviersity System of South Texas System
Administration.
23. Corpus Christi State University.
24. Laredo State University.
25. Texas A&I University.
26. West Texas State University.

I think a little more research
should be done on the history of
P.E. and athletics at P.A.U. P.E .
has always over-po\l{ered athletics
when it came to who had to wait
for who to use the gym. You do
not think the athletes do a good
enough job to get anything, but
maybe if they could have a little
more practice time they would do
better. (Practice makes perfect or
so my professors say).
Also, maybe the board did
think about redoing the present
facility and found it would cost
more. As for most of the students
majoring in Business and education. what do you think P.E.
stands for!? A majority of those
:-.tudents in education are most
likely P.E. majors.
Please, instead of putting down
the athletes who work hard to
represent you (and if you don't
believe that. take a trip to the gym
about 2:30 in the afternoon), how
about giving them a little credit
and support. Have you ever tried

There's Always Something

MTV
"The Incas didn't ha\·e MTV
and the) died:·
Great line. huh'? That is the
latest in ad\'\:>rtising solgans used lw the fnlks at MTV.
MTV. which will ce lebrate
it's third birthday on New
Year's is perhaps the hottest
thing that has hit the music
husiness since Elvis's pelvis.
It I!'> perhaps the best thing
for people \\ ho li\'e in a deprin.'d area (concertwise) of
the L'Ollntr) (such as the Rio
Grande Valle)) because this
-..en iL·e offors the de\'oted fans
a d1ance to sec tele\·ised conL\:'tb filmed during the touring
-..ea-..oti--.
It 1-.. abo !!reat for !!ettin!! the
late-..t in L'O~cert ne\;s_ a, ~well
,1-.. gi\ 111g the, ic\,ers a chance
to see the ar11-..t\ interpretation
of hi-.. music.
-\II tlm -.ounds great and for
•1 nomin.11 price it can he had-

~~ ft

c~

state. By effectively abolishing the state property tax, the contended, the Legislature had
illegally amended the Constitution without
voter approval.
In order to save themselves the problem of
the Midwestern lawsuit, the legislature in
special session proposed formal repeal of the·
state property tax. When this was approved by
the voters, the property-tax colleges became
eligible for legislative appropriations.
Proposition II will further benefit those
universities, including Pan American, by freeing them of dependence on the whims of our
state legislature. -BN

to win a game at home when the
out-of-town team has more fans
than you!? It is kind of hard for
a team to have confidence in
themselves when their fellow
students are putting them down.
Think about it.
Judy Brebner

Hispanic forgotten

To the Editor,
I would like to let your staff
know how disappointed I was
when you didn't even acknowledge Hispanic Heri'tage Week as
well as 16 de Septiembre in either
of your first two issues.
How could your staff have ignored these events of great importance to our hispanic students. If
you are not aware, our student population happens to be 85 %
hispanic. Instead your staff
decides to concentrate on a
Hawaiian Luau? I wonder how
many Hawaiians are enrolled at
PAU.

. ,

_/,?

-,· ,.,

,

'

Student Government Report
On November 6, 1984 during the General Elections
residents of Texas will be given
the opportunity to vote on Proposition II (HJR 19) a constitutional amendment that will
"create from general revenue
a special higher education
assistance fund or construction
and related activities, to
restructure the permanent
university fund, and increase
the number of institutions
eligible to benenfit from the
permanent university fund."
The passage of this amendment would end the debate on
how to establish a solid source
of construction funds for all
Texas' state supported universities.
What does the passage of
this amendment mean to Pan
American University? The end
result of Proposition II will
enable PAU to have the needed means of funding to develope into one of Texas's best
education institutions.
For the first time in its existence PAU will be able to get
it's fair and well deserved share
of monies neccessary to acquire the resources needed to
provide a quality education to
Let's face it, if I want to eat all
different kinds of fruit, I'd park
my car by any fruit stand and
munch away. Don't get me wrong,
I'm no party pooper, but I just feel
that 16 de Septiembre and Hispanic Heritage Week come
around once a year. You can have
a Hawaiian Luau once a week if
they'll allow it.
I guess its too late now but God
willing maybe someone on next
year's staff will be able to recognize the importance of this
date.

its students. This will be accomplished by the fact that the
proposition will provide for
classrooms libraries, laboratories and educational equipment so vital to Pan Am
students.
When one considers how
construction and major repair
appropriations have been distributed in the past, it is clear
that Pan American has ended
up on the bottom of the totem
pole. This is illustrated by the
accompaning figures of 1982
state funding appropriations.
Besides the unfairness of the
state appropriations, why is the
passage of Proposition II so
important? The reason is that

in 1979 the 66th Legislature approved a new Property Tax
Code that reduces the funds
used for construction purposes
from $50 million per year to
about $200 per year. This
created the current construction problems faced by ~II state
universities funded by state
property taxes and ad valorem
taxes.
PAUSA urges you to vote in
the November General Elections, and especially to help
ensure yourself of a quality
education by voting for Proposition II.
Gurne Ybarra

PAUSA President

New Construction and Major Repair
and Rehabilitation
Appropriations for Universities
in Texas

======= ============--------- -Combined
Total

School

HC
Fall 82

Dollar
per ·
Student

===-=-------------------------

A&M Galveston
Univ. of Texas
Texas A&M
Texas Southern
E.T. Texarkana
Prairie View A&M
Univ. of Houston
Texas Women's
U.H. Downtown
Midwestern
U.T. Dallas
Sam Houston
Texas A&I
North Texas
U.T. El Paso
U.T. San Antonio
Texas Tech
Lamar
Southwest Texas
Corpus Christi
West Texas
Pan American

U.T. Tyler

$

4,487,900
239,780,505
116,519,683
12 ,550,276
1,500,000
4,566,667
14,600,000
3,260,000
2,614,583
578,020
802,000
929,900
400,000
1,250,000
871,071
533,500
1,000,000
452,164
545,000
[04,281
179,900
151,750
50,000

590

$ 7,Wl

48,039

4,991

35,995.
8,282
1,138
4,495
30,545
7,720
6,353
4,731
7,376
10,470
5,245
18,782
15,129
11,145
22,841
12,372
16,386
3,240
6,805
7!)53
2,623

3,237
1,515
1,318
1,016
478
422
412
122
109

89
76
67
58
48
44
37
33
32
26
19

19

Jose Eloy Pulido

Wow, what a concept ·
--lils.e just about everything
else. BUT. just like everything
else you like---it's bad for you.
The bad thing about MTV is
that it is addicting.
When you first watch it. it is
a great new discovery you just
made like an extra $20 in the
secret compartment of your
wallet behind that library card.
It's new. fun to watch. easy
to follow. and best of all. it is
right in your own home.
Then it becomes easier and
easier to just switch the channel to MTV when the commercial comes on instead of lookin~ for somethirn! better on
another channel.
This will last for about two
months.
~

..

~

These are the formati\'e
month:-. (as any physician
would say) .
At the end of this time you

will be turning in to MTV
when you get-up, listen to it
while you are getting dressed,
watch it while you are eating,
entertaining. doing and yes,
yo ur homework . even while
you do It.
Then you·re REALLY addicted. It almost hopeless for
you---the best you can hope for
is that you forget to make your
able payment on time and that
it gets disconnected.
Ouch~ withdrawal .... so
painful.
So you go back to the good
old days of just your stereo
(and/or a radio).
But ifs just not the same.
You find yourself wondering
what the new contest is. who
this month's guest Veejay is--and. of course. you miss the
gang: Martha. Nina. JJ .
Mark. and Alan.

Boy, life is rough!
Hopefully, you will be able
to get the cable reconnected
and begin with a mild therapeutic dosage at first.

If you're REALLY good,
you might even win one of the
great MTV gi veaw:5ys and bec om e Bruce ''The Boos'
Springsteen's Roadie. get a
Pink House from John Cougar
Mellancamp, or spend a wild
weekend with Van Halen .
MTV.
Wow--what a concept!
It's the answer to not having
a primo stereo system with the
latest records \n your massive
collection.
No wonder the Incas died;
they·· really had no chance--it
too was a deprived region
(before its tim~. too).
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Interviewing techniques discussed
Last week a hundred students
attended a job interviewing seminar which focused in' the "do's
and don'ts" in a successful job•
interview.
A panel of five representatives
from different corporations spoke
before students in the LRC Media
Theatre about good job techniques.
According to F.J. Brewerton,
dean of the School fo Business,
the seminar woold offer students
inside pointers regarding do's and
don'ts in successful interviewing.
Alpha Kappa Psi in conjunction
with Career, Planning and Placement Cooperative Education
sponsored the seminar featuring
speakers from IBM, HEB,
Mobile Oil, AT&T and the Southland Corporation.

The seminar's topic of discussion was "Developing Job Interviewing Techniques ." Each
speaker addressed a specific
aspect in job interviwing.
The first representative to speak
before students was a former Pan
American graduate himself.
Oscar Garcia works for Mobile
Oil and even though he is not an
official recruiter he did offer
students advice. He told students
to start early when job interviewing and most important,be selective in which company one wishes
to join.
Lori Morris, a recruiter for
HEB, advised students to make
the interview comfortable. The interviewee should appear decisive,
yet have good repore with the interviewer. She also added that

past experience was a predictor of
the future and accuracy on employment history was very
important.
A representative for IBM, Jon
Espeland spoke before students
about the ideal candidate. He said.
that companies were looking for
the best qualified candidate who
had good direction and interests
in the company.
The last two speakers at the job
interviewing seminar were AT&T
and Southland Corporation.
Letty Gavito, recruiter for
AT&T discussed "Networking"
and the importance of establishing
business contacts while in college.
According to Gavito, a student
needs to be professional, because
a person who is aspiring to higher
level acts that way.
Robin Meyer, recruiter for

Southland Corporation out of
Dallas, coocentrated in the do's
and don'ts in job interviewing.
She told students that the interviewee must appear confident and
professional and he should never
ask the interviewer about the.
salary in the first interview.
After the seminar, a small
reception was held for students
and the representatives. The
reception gave students an opportunity to talk individually with
each speaker.
According to Derly Guarjardo,
director of Career, Planning,
Placement and Cooperative Education, they received good
responses from students. The
students liked having experts in
the employment field offering
practical and useful advise.

Do's and don'ts in job interviewing--LettJ Gavito, a recrmter for
AT&T, points out to students that it is important to establish
business contacts while in college.

'

-·

Cafeteria, snack-bar under new management
Several changes have been
made at the cafeteria and
snackbar by OM Premier
Management since it accepted
PAU's dining services ·contract in
mid-August, according to
Manager Mark Marvel.
Some of the changes deal
directly with the food.
"The complaints I heard were
that there were not enough
choices (among the main dishes)
and too much Mexican food,"
Marvel said.

OM has since provided for six
different choices at lunch, while
dinner is the only time Mexican
food is offered.
A more extensive dessert selection is now available as well. It offers six different choices and there
are unlimited helpings of either
entrees or desserts, according to
Marvel.
Aside from the increase in food
selection, Marvel says cosmetic
changes in both the snackbar and
the cafeteria have also been made.

Punctuality importance
)

In a notice to all Seniors seeking jobs, Derly Guajardo, direc1or for the Office of Placement,
:resting and Cooperative Educa~ion, prompted students to be
punctual.
"It is very important that appointments for interviewing be
, kept:· Guajardo said. He cited
,cvcral reasons for his statement.
.. First of all, employers do not
want to consider. much less hire,
individuals who are not respo~sible. Secondly. an individual
who docs not show for an appointment keeps, other students
from signing up. It also makes it'
very difficult for students who <lo,
interviews during the day with a
recruiter who is upset because
!-.Orne ·no show· wasted his time."
lie said.

"We have added signs, menu
boards, pictures and 600 plants,"
Marvel said.
The menu boards came free
with the Pepsi contract DM chose
over Coke's. Placed individually
according to food sections, the
menu boards offer continiuty to
a system Marvel considers better
defined and more attractively
presented .
New equipment has also been
bought. Marvel said that when he
came, some of the Coke machines

were inoperable, although this
may have been attributed to the
repair services and not to the dining service.
Marvel, who has 10 years of experience in dining services, has
been with DM since it began
operating in June 1980.
"I started as a cook's helper
when I was in college," Marvel
said. "After I graduated from
North East Junior College in
Sterling, Co., I c ~( . line an assistant manager trainee and have

Political Vialues
spotlighted

In some extreme cases he
pointed out recruiters do not
return to campus when they exValues underlying political
perience missed appointments. decision-making will be discussThese recruiters "also tell other ed by Rev. Andrew Hernandez,
recruiters to avoid coming to Pan Oct. 4 during activity period in
Am, thus depriving many stu- the cafeteria overflow he is spondents of opportunities which they sored by the Campus Ministry'
deserve."
Center.
Hernandez, who is being sponBecause of the consequences of
sored by the Campus Ministry
not making an appointment, the
Center is also deputy director of
Placement Office has established
the Southwest Voter Registration
two new requirements for those
and Education Program.
students who use this service.
"I will be stressing the impor"We require that a student who
tance
of political participation for
signs up for an interview must
Christians and the significance
keep. it or call in advance (at least
24 h0t:1rs) to cancel," he said, , and kinds of differences we
should make in our society." Her"and students who do not show
nandez said.
must meet with (him) before they
Southwest Voter Registration is
will be allowed to resume intera non-profit. non-partisan
viewing through the Placement
organization committed to raising
Office."

worked through the ranks."
DM, a Denver-based company,
operated in eight states and holds
some 30 accounts. Marvel sees a
lot of potential for the company
in the Valley.

"There are a lot of opportunities with the many institutions
here." Marvel sard. · PAL' will he
a good example of what a good
job OM can do. We hope to expand in the Valley."

MATINEES
EVERY DAY
~
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THE LANGUAGE OF LOVE

Cost of the te!-.t is $23 for one
test. S28 for t,rn. or SJJ ft)r all
thre. Pina said.

Next administration of the test
will be March 2 with an application deadline of Feb. 2.
The course. instructed by Dr.
Donald Fritz, associate protessor
of English. will concentrate on the
verbal aspects of the tests. A class
on the quantitative apsect of the
tests began Sept. 25. The class
will meet Oct. 6 from 9 to II
a.,m .. Oct. 9 from 6 :30 to 8:30
p.m., and Oct. II from 6:30 to

tr

the level of political participation
of Hispanics in the southwest, according to Hernandez.
"We have conducted over 200
voter registration campaigns and
are targeting 200,000 new Mexican-American voters in Texas,"
Hernandez said. "On a national
level, one million new voters is
the goal."
This presentation is one of four
to be sponsored by th.~ Campus
Ministry Center, according to
Reverend Edwardo Valverde.
They are part of the voter registration campaign being conducted
on campus in coordination with
Southwest Voter Registration.
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ONLY
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10:30 p.m .. All classes will be in
~he business building, BA 118.
The fee is $35 per person.
Registrants should send name,
social security number, address,
and phone number to the School
of Business Administration along
with the payment for the course.
Fur more information, call the
School of Business Adminsitration at 381-3311.

Academy of total fashion
687-7628
2201 NORTH 10TH (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 Now $4.Q0
Perms: were $35.00 Now $12.00
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The same incredible machine as the KAYPRO 2 but with these fine
extras. • 5-Year Real Time Clock with back-up batteries. • dBASE II
(most popular data-base software available) included FREE!• dBASE II
Tutorial. • Info Star. • The KAYPRO 4 has TWICE the memo,y as the
KAYPRO 2 (up to a whopping 400 pages)'• A self-contained modem for
all commumcatton needs. • Telecommunications software • 2 Add1t1onal_programming languages: C-BASIC and S-BASIC
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PATOS

RESTAURANT
321 W. University
383-9075
Edinburg, 1 exas
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WkERE TkE GOOd AMiGOS MEET
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-• ~~A~PR010 ~;;;-he so;wa;;;luded with the KAYPRO 4,
• A 10-Megabyte hard disk for up to 5000 pages of memoryl • All
prog,ams are permanently mslalled in the machine • Complete
back-up ability wIlh a 400K Disk Drive, which Is INCLUDED' • The
KAYPRO 101s literally half the price of the compet11tonI Go ahead and
check around'
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• COWUTI DOCUMINTATIOH

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
2 - Patos Of Same

Kind, Spanish Rice.
Ranchero Beans

ONLY
Sl .98
All year around Special 2
Patos Of Same Kind Spanish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

$1.98
fOr (ns11·r S<'rt' ict·

coll

011

orda

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

uNdER NEW OWNERsltip

LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
1
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49
FREE REFILLS 0.'-: ALL SOFT DRINKS

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETINGS
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. · TltuRs.
FRi. & SAT.
SuN. Till
home made pies

~:JO A.M. - 11 P.M.
24 HRS.
2 P.M.
home style food

$1295:

With the KAYPRO 2, you'll have: • Over 200 pages of memory on-2
Disk Drive~! • It is TOTALLY portable. • Has an easy-lo-use
familiar .keyboa,d. • Self-contained 9 non-glare monitor •
Appllcal1on software included such as Word Processing. Spelling
Correction. Mailmerging. Hnancial Projects. What If? Analysis.
Inventory Control. Data Base M,,nagement. Games and complete
documentationt NO EXTRAS NEEDED!
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GRE-GMAT prep course offered
The School of Business Admini!-.tration is offerir,g a noncredit course to help people
prepare for the Graduate Record
Examination and the Graduate
Managmenet Aptitude Test.
The classes are specifically
designed to help anyone who is
prep.iring to take either the GRE
(Oct. 13) or the GMAT (Oct. 20).
The two tests arc similar, and one
may suhmit a GMAT score in lieu
of the GRE at Pan American as
,,di as man) other universities.
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Latin

American Studies

The Latin American Studies
Center under the new leadership
of Dr. Gilbert Cardenas, professor
of economics, will expand to encompass a guest speakers program, a newly founded Latin
American students Association as
well as several programs.

"The Center will enrich students, faculty, community and
prepare students for job opportunities as related to Latin
America including Mexico and
the border region," said Dr.
Cardenas.

The primary mission of the
Center will be to provide an
educational program that will include comprehensive instruction,
research, and community services.

The expansion of the Center
will be in the area of development
of programs of interest for faculty and students.
Some of these programs to be

implemented by Cardenas include
monthly Speakers to address
various topics of interest to the
U.S. and the Americas.

The Center will also assist
faculty in pursuing research project on topics related to Latin
American studies and the border
region.

In the near future, the Center
will also work with other univer-

under new leadership
sities such as the University of
Nuevo Leon for faculty and student exchange programs. The
Center will also assist in sponsorship of conferences, symposia.

In the next few months, the
Center will be involved in forming a Latin American Students
Association for student from the
Latin American countries and
Mexico, as well as for students interested in Latin American
Studies. The Association will be

Alumni Association seeks members
The Alumni Association will
try to add 500 active members to
its rolls by Nov. I, according to
the association's director, Tom
Segel.
Graduates, former students,
and friends of the university are
eligible for membership, Segel
said.
Those who donate a minimum
of $50 during the membership
drive will receive, in addition to
the usual association benefits, two
tickets tu a special Homecoming
...._~oncert by "Reunion," formerly

known as "The Lettermen."
The concert will be Friday,
Dec. 7, at the McAllen Civic
Center.
"Reunion" brings together Ric
de Azevedo, Jim Pike, and Bob
Engemann, who were original
members of the most successful
college concert attraction of all
time, "The Lettermen," Segel
said.
"Reunion" members sing gold
record hits they recorded with
their former group, such as

"Theme from a Summer Place,"
"Put Your Head on My Shoulder," "The Way You Look
Tonight," "Goin' Out of My
Head," and many more.
Segel said "Reunion" has just
completed a major concert at the
Anaheim Convention Center in
Southern Califoria, where they
received 10 standing ovations during the performance and "ended
the evening by receiving 15
minutes of standing applause,
cheers, and screams from the

hundreds of fans on hand to enjoy their return to the stage."
Other events during Homecoming Dec. 5-8 will include a performance of "Mark Twain on
Tour" Dec. 5, Distinguished ·
Alumni Awards Banquet Dec. 8, ·
and the annual Alumni Association general membership meeting
the same day. Another highlight
of the weekend will be a varsity
basketball game between the
Broncs and the Aggies of Texas
A&M, Segel said.

____________________________________________________....

involved in developing student
study tours to Mexico with the
assistance of various faculty
members.

Dr. Cardenas brings vast experience and expertise in research
and instructions related to the
border region, Mexico, and Latin
America. He has. traveled extensively in Mexico and Latin America and has lectured throughout
the country on various topics including immigration. the Latin

America debt, multinationals.
Hispanics in higher education
and other border issues.

He was the recipient last year
of the Faculty Achievement Award
at Pan Am . He has also served as
a consultant for the Department
of Labor, Department of State,
National Institute of Education.
the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, and the American
Chamber of Commerce of Mexico.

Faculty artist series
presents Raimo
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 2, at
. 8:00 p.m. the Music Department
Faculty Artist Series will present
John Raimo, pianist, in a performance of music by the 20th cen, tury Russian composer, Nicolai
Medtner. The program will consist of the Sonata in Ab Major,
Op. II , No. I (from the SonataTrilogy); an Etude, Caprice, and
Moment Musical; Sonata-Ballade
in F# Major, Op. Tl; Three Fairy
Tales; and the Sonata Minacciosa
in f minor, Op. 53, No. 2 .

Nicolai Medtner was born in
Moscow in 1880. He entered the
Moscow Conservatory in 1892
where he studied piano with
Pabst, Arensky and Taneyev. Ht
left Russia permanently in 1n1,
and died in London in 1951. Except for a few chamber works, 3
piano concertos, and numerous
songs, his compositions are for
solo piano. He wrote a number of
fanciful character pieces titled
"Fairy Tales" and a number of his
works are sonatas for piano, many
of them in one movement and utilizing the first-movement sonata
form

Pick up Miller High Lifes·
new 32 oz. quart can.
Ounce for ounce, its got
more of that same great
Miller High Life taste.

He was greatly influenced
structurally by Beethoven particularly with regard to motivic
development although his harmonies are in the tradition of late
19th-century Romanticism. He is
also fond of contrapuntal developement and complex and
sometimes startling crossrhythms. Rachmaninov greatly
admired him as a composer.
As a young student in this country, Raimo was introduced to the
music of Nicolai Medtner by
Wiktor Labunski, brother-in-law
of the late Artur Rubinstein, and
like him Polish by birth. Labunski, Medtner, Rosina and Joseph
Lhevinne, were, at the same time
all students of Safonov in Russia,
and all four of them were noted
interpreters of Chopin who can
also be observed to have influenced Medtner's comp0-;itions.
On Oct. 6, Raimo will repeat
his performance of this same concert in the Ruth Taylor Concert
Hall on the campus of Trinity
University in San Antonio.
Begining the week of Oct. 8.
the Music Department of the
University of Kentucky at Lexington will host a 20th century
eastern European Composers
Festival culminating on the
following week-end with the formation of a Nicolai Medtner
Society, U.S.A. As a centerpiece
of this activity, Raimo will again
perform this concert on the evening of Saturday, Oct. 13.
The Leschetisky Association
will sponsor Raimo's performance
of the Medtner program in New
York City next spring.
Admission fee for students and
senior citizens is $3. General admission fee is $5.

Girl Scout
orientation
meeting set
The Tip of Texas Girl Scout
Council is currently forming a
CGS group at PAU. A meeting to
orientate people with CGS will be
held Oct. 2 during activity period,
Room 305 in the UC building.
Any male or female attending
PAU may sign up for the club at
the orientation meeting or by calling Ana Pena at the Tip of Texas
Girl Scout Council at 383-4629.
As an individual member, persons could become troop/group
leaders; consultants to a shortterm interest group sharing a
special skill or hobby; a trainer
working with other vounteers or
teenage girls; and a recruitor
As a group, members attend
local and national training sessions, camping trips, and participate in service projccb.
Special events include a "Daisy
Day" celebration, in honor of
founder Juliette Low; Happy
Trails in which bicycle safety is
taught; and Las Posadads celebration near Christmas.

s
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Coastal Studies Lab to emphasize research
By Ella de los Santos
Production Manager
When the Regents approved the
change in "ownership" of the PAU
laboratory last January, they also
allocated $3_00,0 00 for renovations.
··
According to Dr. Frank W.
Judd, acting dirctor of the PAU
Coastal Studies Laboratory (CSL)
as it has been renamed, the only
part of the renovations that is
finished now is the roof.
"We sitll need to repair the
cracks in the plaster in the walls,
paint the interior of the lab, fix the
shower and bathroom facilities
and fix the water leaks as well as
refinish the floors and carpet the
office areas," he said. "All of
these repairs were covered under
the original sum allocated for
repairs and renovations."

·w hen the Coastal Studies Task
Force was set up in the Spring of
this year to follow the university's
new emphasis on coastal studies,
five faculty members of the
biology department drew up proposals and submitted them as a
proposal package to the National
,Sciece Foundation for grant
monies to study various subjects
using the CSL facility as a home
base.
"We were turned down by the
NSF on our proposal package but
we plan to resubmit the proposals
from research grants," Judd said .
Despite the fact that the grant
monies were turned down there is
some research being done at the
lab.
Judd is working on a proposal
for the Center for Field Research
as well as writing a proposal for
a Faculty Research Grant.

Judd also holds two grants at
this time and is studying the statis
of the Black Spotted Newt, the
Rio Grande Siren and Reticulated
Collared Lizard (a U.S. Fish and
Wildlife grant) as well as a grant
from the Kleburg Foundation to
defray the cost of publication of
"Woody Plants of the Lower Rio
Grande Valley", a text used in the
Plant Taxonomy classes and
which was also written by Dr.
Robert Lona rd.

posal for an addition to the lab
that will provide for indoor tanks
and saltwater tables," he said. Dr.
Mercer, vice-president for institutional advancement, has submitted this proposal to different foundations but we haven't received
any funding yet," said Judd.
"I am working on setting up
continuing education classes for
the break between semesters and
hopefully we can begin this year,"
said Judd.
We have three classes in mind
at this time: Fishes of the Laguna
Madre to be taught by Dr. Robert
Edwards; Flowering plants of
South Plant Island which will be
taught by Dr. Robert Lonard and
a class on How to set up and
maintain a saltwater Aquarium
which will be taught by Dan
Hockaday who is on staff at the
CSL as Education/Assistant
Technician.

Also in the works is a freeflowing seawater system in the
laboratory.
"The plans and designs are
ready, at this time we are just
waiting for the permits to undergo
this project as well as the permit
necessary for easements where
the water lines will have to cross,"
said Judd.
"We have also written a pro-

All of the seminars are free and

open to the public. The sessions
are held from 9 a.m. to noon in
the University Ballroom.
Other topics on the schedule include "Texas Will and Texas Probate," basic and advanced, Nov.
I and Nov. 20.

Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government'' Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8300-A.

FINANCIAL
Guaranteed Student Loans now
available for 84-85 semester. Call Jim
Purcell 686-6806. Phoenix Financial
Network.

EMPLOYMENT
Government ' Johs. $16.559 • $50.533/
year. Now Hiring. Your area. Call
805-687-6000. Ext. R-8888.

Fl.il'i Al'il) REWARDING. Opportunit) abounds with growth oriented company. World of Fitness is now accepting
application, li1r personabh:. fitnessminded men and women with neat.
h,·althy appearance w work at new Pharr
location. You·11 he helping people shape
up · and at the same time shape a good
career. Must he a\'ailahh: to work full
time or 4 - 8:.~0 p. m .. Monday thru Friday. Saturday 10 a.111. - 2 p.111. Apply at
Men's World. 821 Lindberg. McAllen.
MC:! -.~151 or Woman's World. Colonial
Village. 687-8501.
( 'hcmistr~: Two undergraduates. Must
ha1e ,·omplcted Chemistry 3401 and
.'\-104. Chemistr) 2401 prrli:rred but not
r,·quired. Appl~ at MBRS Office. SB
1,q,

Hiofcedhark trt'atment of' ht'adarhc:
II ith a
,,·i,·1K·e had,ground and interest in gradu-

<)11,· umlcrgraduate. pn:krably

ate s,hool. Apply at MBRS Office. SB
134. or contact Dr. Gary Montgomery in
LA 318. 381-3329.

Biofeedback treat of stress-related
disorders: One sophomore or junior with
background in science and/or computers.
Contact Dr. Roy Cain. Psychophysiology/
Biotccdback Laboratory. LA 314. 3813330.

Also "How Charitable Giving
Will Benefit You Now and Your
Estate Later," Dec. 6; "How to
Minimize Your Taxes with the
Right Investments," Dec. 13;
"Texas Will and Texas Probate
(Basic)," Jan. 8; "Texas Will and
Texas Probate (Advanced)," Jan.
17; "How Charitable Giving Will
Benefit You Now and Your Estate
Later," Feb. 6.

.

Taxes with the Right Investments," Feb. 19; "Estate
Planning--the Use of Insurance,"
Feb. 26; "lnvestments--Real
Estate," March 5; and "Estate
Planning for Agri-Business,"
March 20.
A 11 of the seminars a re
presented by attorneys, accountants, investment brokers and
financial consultants who
specialize in the topics.
For more information call the
office of Institutional Advancement, 381-2116.

Also ''Investment and Tax Planning Through Your Stockbroker,"
Feb. 12; "How to Minimize Your

"I would like to encourage
school groups to utilize the facility. I would like to extend this invitation to all university classes
(not only bi_ology) that would be
interested."
''Also the laboratory is available
for holding a class or a meeting,"
said Judd ... We can accomodate
groups of about 35."
Judd stresses that groups interested in visiting the laboratory
call ahead to let them know.
"The lab will be used in
threefold purpose; it will be used
as a research facility, a teaching •
facility and also as a teaching
facility for the public." said Judd.
The Coastal Studies Laboratory
is open to the public Monday
through Friday afternoons between the hours of 1:30 and 4:30.
On Sunday afternoon the lab is
open between the hours of I p.hl.
and 5 p.m .. The laboratory is
closed on Saturdays because this

:~r;;:;::s;;~__b;_·.__;;::~:~c;s:~m=:

Estate planning seminar set
A series of seminars on estate
planning and personal financial
planning will begin Oct. 16 with
one on how to reduce personal income tax liabilities.

Biology classes that will be
utilizing the CSL this semster include Dr. Lonard's Plant' Taxonomy and Dr. James' Marine
Zoology.
There are two graduate students
from the biology department who
are studying marine fish that are
using lab space at the CSL for
. their work.
Three professors Ors. Allison,
Edwards and Lonard are planning
to work on individual projects in
which they will use the CSL as
a research facility.
Dr. Allison will be studying the
Macrobenthic Fauna of the
Laguna Madre; Dr. Edwards will
study Fish Communities of the
Laguna Madre and Dr. Lonard
will use the lab as a staging area
for a project on Phenology of
Flowering Plants of South Padre
Island.
Judd stressed that all groups are
welcome to visit the lab and !.!Se
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Nolana West
Shopping
Center
N. 23rd & Nolana

e

~~:r:rnANKs~c~,v~~~i.~,~N""c~~~·:
i!f and CHRISTMAS
BRE:AK plans now
r7" _~I/_ /0 /4 _,,
1.
e

--..____

e
e
M-Th 11 am-11 pm e
F-S 11am-12pm e
Sun 12pm-10 pm e
e
e

New York Style Pizza

:

LUNCH SPECIAL

:

:

1

Attention memory and speech: One
undergraduate. preferably a sophomore
with interest in a career in cxpcrimcmal
psychology and interest in computers.
Apply at MBRS Office. SB 134. All stu·
dents must be full-time .undergraduates.
and either amcriean citizens or rcsidcms.
For further information. contact Gloria
Gilpatrick. Minority Biomedical Research Support Program. SB 134.3813546.

\\A:\TEI): Witnesses to the motorcycle-

car crash in front of the University Book,torc on Sept. 10. 1984. Cyclist needs witnesses. Call 687-4483.
CHRISTMAS CHOIR. Volunteer
singers. brass. piano/organ players arc
needed for a Christmas and New Year's
Mass at Donna\ St. Joseph. No experience necessary only a commitment.
Auditions to be held O,t. 6. 13. Call for
an appointmclll at 464-3331.

Classi led rate is $2 for the first 10 words
and . IO per word thereafter. There is a IO
word minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon
prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American.
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call 3812545 or 381-2541.

~

f1
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ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT . . . . . . . . . . $2.29 •
SALAD & ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT .. SJ.29 •

•

1

381-8000

•

:

523 South C/osner
Edinburg, Texas

•
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IN 1960, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEIX)M.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
It's been a long time. Twenty~four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
Best of all.The Sponge is safe. (You don't have to worry about hormonal
side effects.) And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven
more effective:' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17
million Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 1-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today Talkline. If you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800~223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally. you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need . But,
best of all, you have another choice you never had before .. .-~:-,
Until Today.
. ---- ' ~

~-----------------------

:

SAVE 51.00

I

='- ...
!'ht> l>i,101ond Stort'
~

j.,

all ,ou need to know.

m=_
:•.--,i ··"·.·.:

ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

To Consumer L1m11 o.ie coupon per purchase Good only on products designated Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer We will reimburse you the lace value o1 th1s coupon plus 8 cents
handling provided that you and ine consumer have complied w11n the terms 01 our coupoQ offer
This coupon 1s good only when redeemed tly you from a consumer at time of ourchas1ng
the specified product Any Oiher use const11u1es !raud Redempuons not honored
--through brokers or other outside agencies ln,01ces showing your
purchase 01 sulflc,ent stoct 10 cover all coupons must be shown upon ,,,
.•
request Void 11 proh1D1ted ta,ed or res111cted This coupon 1s non··
uanslerable non-assignable non-reproducible Cash value 1120th of 1
cent Offer good only ,n US A Redeem by ma1110g to VLI Corporauon
PO Bo, 4194 Clinton Iowa 52734
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Netters play at . So. Padre Friday

Soccer hosts TLC
The soccer team host their first
home contest this Saturday kicking off an eight-game home series
at 3 p.m. on the new soccer field.
cast of the new track on campus.
The Brbncs fought past St .
\1ary's last Saturday in San Antonio and wor 5-3. Jose Salinas
and Efren Lopt:L each kicked two
goals and Manny Garcia scored
the fifth goal. Last Friday's game
against St. Mary didn't prove as
'-.Uccessful and the Broncs lost 1-0.
Freshman goalie Albert Borja
of Mexico City has played well
for the Broncs .
According to Coach Reggie
Tredawa '. ··Bor'a is a beginninr

freshman who was awfully nervous when we started the season ,
but he has really settled down and
is playing well," he said .
Tredaway has been using a set
veteran line-up. The other starters
are Emmanuel Aviro, Julio
Gracia, Jerry Rapp, Jorge
Rodriguez, Tope Osunro, Edison
Oyiboke and Anthony Ayebae.
The upcoming home games are
Oct. 5 against Sam Houston State
University; Oct. 6, Trinity University; Oct. 13-14 the second annual Pan American tournament:
Oct. 24 St. Mary's University:
and the 27th Texas Southern.

PILOT PRECISE
ROLLING BALL PENS.
NOW WE GIVE YOU
\\•' ACHOICE.

\~\

\i.t;\
\

'\
,.

If you love fine writing, now
you can choose between two
Precise Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder how
we made it possible.
It's only The Precise
4
¾. that allows you to write
·. beautifully in either fine
or extra fine point.
I
The price? It's
,
·41 even finer. Only $1.19.

The Bronc netters are traveling
to So. Padre Island tomorrow for
the three-day Fountain View
Classic at the Hilton, Inc.
The tournament is next in line
after the netters first student-staff
doubles tournament, which was
held last weekend. The competition had staff competing such as
Harry Gilligan and athletic Director. Lon Kruger.
The final results are: Ruben
Nunez-Roilan Fuller defeated
Udo Graf Augustin Salazar 6-4.

'

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

Competing in the Fountain
View classic will be Rikard An-

drberg freshman, Bob Bell junior,
Tony Fink freshman, Roilan
Fuller junior, Udo Graf freshman,
Francisco Hamdan freshman.
Wesley Lincoln sophomore, Joe
Martinez sophomore, Edmundo
Mesta freshman, Ruben Nunez
senior, Jorias Olsson freshman.
Augustin Salazar senior and
Kevin Smith junior.

The Lady Bronc volleyball
. team heads to San Antonio today
to take on Trinity University, and
then head on the UTSA Friday
and Saturday.
The Lady Broncs won the
. opening tri-match against Beevile
arid Schriener last Wednesday.
The final scores were PAU-Beevi lie, 15-12 and 15-2, and PAUSchriener 15-7, 15-12.
"The tri-match was great for us,
we had a lot of people come out
and the media," said coach Becky
de los Santos. Also most of the
women got a chance to get in
some playing time."
Melissa Garcia and Pita Fonseca were named the most
outstanding players for the first
game against Beeville by de los
Santos.
Veteran Lady Bronc Cindy Solis said, "The freshmen were
great, which made us play better

I
I
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I
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CAR PROBLEMS?

NEED JUMPER CABLES

NEED CAR DOORS OPENED
NEED TOWING?
CALL
ROBINSON MOTORS

3s3-no2

I
I

I
I

I g - 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. !
L-------------------------1--------·
4th and University

·•t··

and pull together."
"The women established some
communication, which broguht
about the teanis co'm posure," de
los Santos said.
"Winning the first game helped
the final outcome. since the women were a bit more nervous
about playing here at home.
After the tri-rnatch, PAU traveled to San Marcos to compete in
the Southwest l;'exas State Bobcat
tournament. 'J;he Lady Broncs
played Lamar University in the
first round. PAU lost 6-15, 5-15.
UTEP defeated PAU 4-15. 8-15.

The Broncs will team up with
top Texas and Valley player'- in the
pro-am doubles, only one of the

PAU came back and overcame
We played the best defense thi~
Hardin-Simmons 4-15, 15-12. weekend. both in the back-court
15-10.
and at the net. In our games with
Host Southwest Texas defeated UTEP. who had excellent detense.
PAU 2-15, 9-15, the top four teams we were up there a lot of the times
advanced to the second round stopping the hits. Gloria Vela and
which PAU did and lost to Sam Melissa Garcia played outstandinrr
Houston State 4-15, 2-15.
games this weekend.' ··we ran
"This tourney gave the women
new plays. we·ve just totally
great experience because we were
changed our strategy. We now
the uni) NAIA school there, and
have six girls on offense and six
we got a lot of exposure to our
on defense."
program," commented de los San"We need the support from the
tos. "The other teams had very, students and faculty, it really gives
tall players averaging 5'11", and ! us a boost when we play." de los
several of the women were 6'O.
Santos said.

By Vivien Benbow

or at PE-C office 122.
According to the intramural director; response has been great,
"Coach Williams has had all his
classes sign up, and the demand
to have more activities has been
coming in. Recently we had a
suggestion of adding bowling and
frisbee-golf, and if we receive
more demands for these events,
we'll have 'em."

Sports Editor

The soccer team kicks off an
eight-game home series this
Saturday, when they host Texas
Lutheran at 3 p. 1h. The gajne will
be played on the new soccer field
by the new track, south of the PE
Complex. Admission will be free.
Upcoming home games in October will be against Sam Houston
State, Trinity Vniversity and on
Events coming up are Water I
Oct. 12-13 the second annual Pan
Polo,
Basketball and Squ~re:
American Tournament kicks off,
Dancing.
with the Broncs taking on the
University of Texas for one of
The Lady volleyball Broncs
their games. Come out and suptravel
to San Antonio toda,, to
port the Broncs!
take
on
Trinity in a tri-match, ·and
Intramural fl~g-football team
tomorrow
they will compete in a
captains take note---there will be
a special meetin'g this Monday at tournament at UTSA.
The Lady Broncs currently
3 p.m. at Coach John McDowell's
office, to discuss the brackets for have an 8-8 record and will host
the competition that will kick off TSC here Oct. 5.
The cross-county team is up
next Thllr'.;day.
against
tough competition this
~tudents interested in comweekend
when they run against
peting in intramural tennis,
SWC
power
at the Rice InvitaCoach Sam Williams is still actional
in
Houston.
cepting forms at the tennis courts,
I

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
I

ENROLLMENT FEE:
$10.00 PER SEMESTER
Includes: ... , Diet Kit

•
•
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•
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"After all of our conditioning,
practice and study halls, rm sure
the men are looking forward to
this event down at the Island,"
Coach Young said.

I

Sports Lines~--

(STudENTs TAkiNG Off PouNds)

....•

seven events that will be held .
"We're trying to make this a fun
event," Coach Young said . "Because of our location nationally
we need to draw quality teams.
We already received entrys from
Houston and Tulsa."

Lady Broncs head to Trinity, UTSA

fl.

i

6-2. Third place was decided with
Tony Fink- Fdncisco Hamdan·s
defeat over Rikard AnderbergJones Olsson 7-6, 7-6.
Coach Bryce Young said he is
planning more student-staff
tourneys throughout the year and
invites students to participate.
··we want to bridge the gap between the students and faculty.
plus giving them an opportunity
to play," Young said.

Weekly Weight - Ins

MISSIO~ 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-5082

PHARR 787-9431

-~-MAR-VEL TERRACE
PHASE

Support Counseling
Plus Optional
Aerobics Classes

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

I

Now OpEN FoR INspEcTioN

Deluxe Townhomes

Special Surprise Activities

-=:nergy Efficient

Quality Built

To enroll, or for more information call

3 Bedroom, 2 1/2 Baths

381-2260 or come by UC 205

Near Pan American University Campus
1700 SMiTli STREET (off Sugar Road just north of
campus) iN EdiNbuRG.

DEAdliNE FoR ENROLLMENT Is FRidAy, OcT. j, 1984

)

I

The men·s team won the Southwest Invitational last week. with
strong finishes from Marten
Westberg who placed second with
20:22, Oscar Rivas third 29:28
and Hernar. Figueroa sixth with
a 20:34 clocking.
The Broncs overall score was
34 points, SWT second. with 50
and Stephen F. Austin third with
78 points.
Lori Guerrero led the Lady
Broncs with a seventh place
finish. SWT was the overall
::hampion, Angelo State second
md PAU third.
The Bronc golfers are still
shooting holes, to qualify for the
top spots on the team. The final
rooster will be printed next week .
right here in "sports -i..,ines."
The Broncs netters will head
down So. Padre Island to compete and enjoy the Fountain View
Classic, which will be held at the
'So. Padre Island Hilton, Sept 2830. According to Coach Bryce
Young, the tourney is still open to
novices who want to participate.
The division includes men's
regular and novice singles,
doubles and doubles with any Pan
Am player. Women's events arc
regular and novice singles and
doubles.
The cost is $20.00 per event.
pe~ player and amateur winners
will even win a trip to New Orleans. The tourney will be televised by TV-12 a Spanish cable out
of Harlingen, Leo Perez and
Lourdes Reynold will do the !V
commentary.
The tennis pro is Miles Reynolds. Numhers to call arc 1-800292-7704 toll free, or the athletic
department 381-2221.
That's it for this weeks Sports
Lines, remember if you or your
club has an important event coming up, drop it by Emilia Hall
room 100, the Monday before
publication---See ya next week~
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by Jae-Lin
Life is a celebratio1L
Proclaim it with Ba/loom
at every occasiotL
Enjoy a little extra Balloon
excitement with our
Characters for Adults!

Jacque Hull, Owner

BRouGltT TO you by:

SEE TliE DifFERENCE

COME

4801 .\'orth 10th

McAllen, Texas 78501.
512 - 686-5252

OfficE of STudENT DEvElopMENT
UNiVERsiTy CENTER PROGRAM CouNcil ·
LAC CouNsEliNG CENTER
STudENT HEALTlt CENTER

Tel.: J8J-jl 92
:6 87-1801
j
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Nunez, of Torreon, Mexico is
highlighted as this week's netter
of
the week.
1
Nunez is the only veteran member of the team. playing for the
Broncs for the past three years.
Nunez played his high-school
junior and senior years at Gladstone High in California, and was
the number one seed on the varsity tennis team both years. Nunez
heard of PAU through his two
hometown friends who played for
Pan American at the time.
"Benito Reyes and Ugo Hamden were two good friends who
played for the Broncs when they
were ranked #8 in the nation. This
convinced me, and I really like it
here." he said.
Along with his other captain,
senior Augustin Salazar, Nunez

·,

the week
··Running, practicing, studying
keeps us busy. But it's a big
responsibility, and an honor to
keep the team in shape."
"We've been playing and working well together, and its only
been about a month since we
started conditioning. Coach
Young is building the basis for a
good future team. It's been a tradition to recruit players from all
over. and our team is really international.-wc've really got a mix: ·

· '
'·
1

· h

l

Ruben Nunez

leads the netters through morning
conditioning every morning.
"We are leading very disciplined schedules," admitted Nunez.

Nunez is majoring in finance
and minoring in general business.
but has set his sights on the Lou
Hassel.I Award .
'Tm really shooting for it this
year, and working on my studies
because its a personal goal for
jj1e." he said.

C-C Broncs run at Rice lnvit
By Hernan Figueroa

Pita Fonseca looks for the ball--against Beeville in the Lady Broncs home tri-match last Thursday.
The Lady Broncs travel to Trinity today and to the a UTSA tournament tomorrow.
(Photo by Dclcia Itzcl)

Lady Vo II ey ba II spOt Ii g h
Sophmore Gloria Vela of Pharr
is featured in this week's Lady
Volleyball spotlight.
Vela was an all-ditrict player in
basketball and volleyball at PSJA
high school. And in her second
year with PAU, Coach Becky de
los Santos said that Vela is performing well.
"She played the best ddense
this weekend at the Southwest
Texas Tournament," commented
Coach de los Santos. "She had
great defense at the net, stopping
hits a lot or times:·
This is quite an accomplishment. considering Vela is just getting over a c,ir accident which
happened on the first day of prac-

t
t
t
t

t

CoMMiTTEE
TEXAS

Scltool of

LAW

WILL BE RECRUITING
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS

ON CAMPUS
DATE: MoN., OcT. 1
TIME: 8: JO A.M.
PLACE: SNAck BAR AREA

-

1

Pittman, Samantha Lozano, Toy;1
Castillo Liz Pittman and Ani1a
Pittman.
Southwest Texas took the
women's crown with 20 points.
San Angelo second with 44 and
Pan Am bowed out with 63 points
for third place.

Sa"'e
up to $59
•T''
in frt.-e Options on }<mr Gold l.anc~ ( l;L,s Rin~

DIAMF~:~~E~:t
FTs FOR ALL occ
\
I
383-2432
GIFT WRAP
ENGRAVING

.~
~

1t 1. 12n
111..,
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1:EeA:;:~u.RArioN
coMPLETE DETAILS
GOLD LANCE cLAss R1NGs.
2-4 wEEK oEL1vERv.
uFenME wARRANTV.

PORTER'S JEWELRY

the road. but Coach de los Santos has been fantastic, she helps
us out either with academic or
personal problems. We arc
shooting for the district invitation,
this season, and we have a strong
mental drive. I feel we can
achieve it."
Vela is majoring in business
and minor-i-ttg-in physical
education-.·

University Bookstore

12

(IN UNIVERSITY CENTER)

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Come in and
Browse Around
REGISTER FOR PAU WATCH

Drawing will be Oct. 11

at Activity Period.

't

OppoRTUNiTiEs

UNiVERsiTy of

while host Southwest Texas State
took second with 50 points and
Stephen F. Austin came up third
with 78 points.
In the women's division Pan
Am took third with Lori Guerrero
a~ the top runner placing 7th
overall. Other runners were Kathy

t----p_o_in_t_s,-,t:_e_ea_:-:-e:-·i:-·:a_t_~o-l:-:-ef_o_t;-:-r:-l-~~-1;~~:~w.T::,i;~:~..
R"";.E.:sP:A.lliSR:::::::C:LI.Pl::B.T~YH::E:;•.s\:~N.1:91:_8"";:~.o.,N..
GQ.,:::..
L~~F:~R:S:TO:R:EE:6:110.N~.;"iu.o~R.Rs~:~:T:~:W:E:\:~T:5~:9f

play with pain a lot and this compensated for my injury.
"As a team. we have potential.
the skills are there but we still
need to learn to play with each
other;· Vela said. "Last week's trimatch was great for us. So many
people came out and watched us
play, and we showed them that we
can play:·
The Lady Bronc1, after last
Wednesday's tri-match traveled to
Southwest tourney at San Marcos.
"Body wise, we were a smaller
team
which aftected a lot of us.
Gloria Vela
But,
we
played some good mattice. "I was hit on my side of the
car and it totaled it, I only suf- ches and we need to learn to start
fered a concussion but I was also • out ahead and keep the lead
hurt mentally. In volleyball. we through out the game.

MiNoRiTy.

The PAU cross-country teams
travel to the Rice Invitational this
weekend where they wil run
against top Southwest Conference
teams.
The Broncs ran to victory last
weekend at the Southwest Texas
Invitational meet insan Marcos.
Marten Westberg repeated
another top finish and pace a
20:22 time to take second. Oscar
·
R1vas
an d Hernan F'1gueroa bac ked up Westberg\ effort finishing
third and sixth respectively.
Also running for the Broncs
were Fidel Guevara and Fortino
Gonzales.
Pan Am scored a total of 34

p.M.

t
t
t

REGiSTER To VoTE

TODAY
SpoNSOREd

by

TltE STudENT's AssociATioN

LRC Lobby
9

A.M, -

2

p.M.

SNACk BAR
.
,:

AcTiviTy PERiod

OPENS SEPTEMBER 28th AT ll THE.ATRE HEAR YOU.
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WHAT, WHERE & WHEN - - - -·- - - - - T H U ________________
Sandwich Sale. The Bronc Cadet Corps will sell sand-

Bake Sale. Texas Student Nurse's Assoc. will be selling
bake goodies in the south entrance of the Nursing Education from 10:30 am - 11 :30 am.

for young women interested in joining a service organization.

wishes in front of the LRC from 10 am - 1 p.m.

F RI

MON _ _ _ _ _ __

Bake Sale. The International Student Association will have

Outreach Training. Baptist Student Union offers evange-

Recruiting. The University of Texas School of Law will

lism training and lunch for·$1 at the BSU center, 1304 W.
Univ. from 11:45 am - 12:45 pm.

talk to students in front of the Snack Bar from 8:30 am
- 1 pm. Placement, Testing and Cooperative Education
will coordinate the recruitment.

their fundraiser in front of the LRC from 8:30 - 3 pm.
Jane Fonda Workout. STOP Shop will meet in the Univer-

sity Center TV Room 320 from 5 pm - 6 pm.

SAT
Get-Acquainted picnic. Psi Chi, National Honor Society

Bible Study. The United Methodist Campus Ministry of-

Bible Study Lunch. At a cost of $1, the Baptist Student
Union will have their bible study lunch from 11:45 - 12:30
at the BSU center.

fers spiritual and growth sessions in the University Chapel
from 10:30 am - 11:30 am.

in Psychology, will host a picnic on Saturday, Sept. 29
beginning at 1 p.m. in south Park on Freddy Gonzalez
in Edinburg. All psychology majors, minors and faculty
are invited.

Booktable. Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will inform

SUN

WED _ _ _ _ _ __

Installation. The Ladies of Camelot will hold formal in-

Luncheon. The Baptist Student Union has their weekly

stallation ceremonies in the University Chapel at 6:30 pm

luncheon for $1 between 11:05 and noon.

students about the Christian religion in front of the snack
from 11:30 am - 1:30 pm.

Gramm continued from p . 1 - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - itcms. he will veto the entire thing
in order to uphold the budget.
--so when you hear all those
things about the motherhood apple pie things I vote against, you
can be confident they were all part
of big budget items that funded
eight to 8,000,000 different program:,, and I wa:,, against busting
the budget not that one
motherhood and apple pie program.·· G_ramm said .

Gramm's co-sponsorship of a
foreign trade zone bill and the implications for growth in Texas was
also stressed.
·Tm convinced that the best
way to deal with our economic
problems is to create productive.
tax-paying jobs." Gramm said.
"An enterprise zone will encourage industry to come to
depressed and create a permanent
new jobs base."

HPE 2 continued from p.J
.. Right 110w we arc limited to tional space was sorely needed."
the number of students we can she said. "The administration has
have in weight-training. basket- a responsibility to providing the
ball. volleyball and badminton best facilities they can, rm sure
and this opens up a new world of there arc other areas that need attcnt ion in additional facilities .
activities ... Thomas :-.aid.
Many of the students use the
"The human performance lab
facility
before they go home, and
will he a big asset. it will cover
during
activity
period the gym is
research. philosophy. bioalways
filled."
mechanics and adapted physical
Construction will get underway
education. The dance studio will
in
the spring and weight-training
also he an appropriate size. plus
classes
and the gymnastics classes
provide storage for costumes and
will
be
relocated in the present
prop e4uipment of the two dance
gym
space.
groups. ti.>11--loric and jazz concert
ensemhle dancers ...
Weight room katures will be
the latest in weight-training equipment. free weights. The racqucthal l courh will have glass windo\\s and seating. The gym will
be three storic.',. racquetball and
dance studio will be two stories:
and all the rest of the facilities will
hl' one stOI').
--we indicated llllr need. addi-

Although the bill 's co-sponsor tightening control on credit as
is Jack Kemp of Buffalo, New means of both stabilizing the
York, Gramm is confident that ex- Americas and creating the means
panding businesses who are given for those countries to pay back
the option of tax incentives when their loans.
Gramm was first elected to
moving to depressed areas would
choose McAllen.
Congress in 1978, re-elected in
On the subject of loans to South 1980 and 1982. He was stripped
and Central America , Gramm of his seat on the House Budget
said that American banks need to Committee for co-authoring
understand they are not going to President Reagan's economic proget bailed out of their problems gram, followed by his resignation
and have to begin to bring their from Congress. He was re-elected
portfolios into balance.
to Congress in 1983 as a
He supports the promotion of . Republican and has since been retrade and commerce along with appointed to the Budget Con11n.
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Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-BAO Sandwichc~
Wednesdays "Ladies Night"

All Drinks

.50¢

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen

686-9408
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• PREGNANCY TESTING
• BiRTlt CoNTRol SrnvicEs
• PRoblEM PREGNANCY CouNsdiNG

SERlliCES

STRiCTly
CoNfidENTiAl

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.
Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER
2220 HAINE

428-6242

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU I.D.

SU/TE 35

(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

•

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, S~H ANTONIO & WICHITE FALLS

100% pass exam
The Pan American nursing
graduates scored a 100 percent
pass rate lrn the most recent administration of the national licensing examination for registered
nu1~,es. according to Dr. Wayne
Hooker. nur:,,ing program director.
Fourty eight nursing graduates
passed the test entitling them to
w,c the title of "'registered nurse...
This comprehensive examination has an average passing rate
of ninety one percent at all universitie:,,. said Hooker. It is offered
t\\ ice a year during the months of
Jul, and Fehruarv.
The test can b~ retaken with
special permission from the state
board of e,amination. Last year
ninet\ three percent of Pan
Ame;·ican graduates completed it
satisfactoril:, said Hook.er.

••
••
The Army National Guard needs more officers~
Get in the picture. Get out front.

"'

Students! Work Smart.
Work Simply... With
Hewlett-Packard!
\\ hl'thl'r n,ur '--1.1..,,t''
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HEWLETT
PACKAAO

South Texas Calculators
130 7 Pecan - McAllen
68 7-537 1

Right now, the Army National Guard is looking
for men and women who want to be officers.
It's a tough, challenging job. One of the most
important jobs m America. And you'll find the rewards
match the challenge.
For instance, in the Army Guard, you11 gain
valuable management and leadership skills you may
use in your civilian career. You11 earn an excellent parttime income and be entitled to limited space available
air travel. PX privileges, life insurance, a fully paid
retirement plan, and lots more.
You11 be serving close to home, helping people
in your community and state when natural disasters or

other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
it takes just two days a month and twd weeks annual
training each year to serve, so you11 have time for your
family, friends, school or job.
If you have previous experience as an Army
officer, you can probably join the Army Guard as an
officer. If not, and you qualify, you can get a commission through an Officer Candidate Course, or a direct
appointment based on your unique civilian job
experience.
To get the total picture on opportunities for
officers in the Army National Guard, contact your local
Army Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800-638-7600.*
In lla\\all 73i-:i 2:i:i. Puerto Rim i2I 15:iO, Guam Iii 99:ii .
• ,
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The Guard is
·
erica at its best.
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